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And be still;
Just to follow hour by hour
eS
As he leadeth;
Just to draw the moment’s power
As it needéthy

oi thirty days,
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"THE FIRST THANKSGIVING.
E.

land”: As

DANA.

They had borne the

eked H

In just nine days and one
the time we sailed out of New
bor, we

oF

Kurtared to the ripening harvest
Springing seed their hands had sown,—

333

PW

When the pleasant task of gleaping
All the harvest fruits was oer,
And from frost and storm safe-sheltered
Was their precious guarded store,—
All their hearts devout were mindful

.

hdd

to meet their need with plenty,

Sent His messengers abroad.
Btill, after the time of harvest,
When the sunlight, shining down
Through the swaying, leafless branches,

All the land,~wherg flym foundations
Of equality and right
The brave remnant of the pilgrims
Laid, with care, as in God's sight,—
In her countless, stately churches,

Day.

£

In a tender blade of green,

From the seed which Jay in darkness,
Is with hopeful pleasure seen,—
80 they kept the first Thanksgiving;
But a greater boon is curs,—

Where they saw the leaves upspringing
We behold the opened flowers.
————

eant for some months.

They

importance

been va-

have elected

the

Rev. George Harris of Providence, R, I., to the
Abbott
* professorship of Christian theolpgy,
the

Rev. Edward

land, to the Smith

Hen-

the

center

of hardware manufdctures, where

approached Birmingham,

every-

dles to anchors, and in the

midst

of the

coal and

smoke

A visit

at Andover
have

‘Matthew

iron

region,

the

from

Six busy days were spent in London.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
in filling professorships which

and

smelting furnaces and great manufactories gives it a dismal aspect. On the
whole, our route lay through a more level
and highly cultivated country than I had
supposed England to be. The flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle seemed, as we
passed them, to be very fine.

As a plant, whose stalk uprpringing

the greatest

arrived,

thing of dron or steel js made, from nee-

In her homes, secure alway,

action of

we

the next morning before. breakfast I
walked around the enclosed city on the
top of the wall. Its old antique houses,
its second sidewalks over the front partof
the stores and another row of shops above
the others opening from this arched walk,
and many other things were curiosities, We

we

Where is mirth and cheerful plenty,

taken

when

ry, the great commentator, was buried,
to the fine monument erected to his memory, and at noon were on the express
train for London. It was a delightful ride
througfl a farming district with mountain
scenery occasionally in the distance, till

Gathers close, the hearth | before,—

have

hour from
York har-

wharf in Liverpool.

‘| went to the church where

Rests on flelds and meadows brown,
When the fruits have all been gathered,
And the storehouses run o'er,
And, on evenings chill, the household

of the seminary

stood on the

It was after dark

Of the goodness of their God,

trustees

Every-

Two hours later we had passed the custom house examination and were on our
way to Chester, sixteen miles distant,

And the mellow Autumn sun

The

sailors

ale three heggty meals every day.

planted;

“Phey had builded dwellings rude,

*+-0-4-0

experienced

winds, but no gale or storm and neither
myself nor Mrs. Stewart was sick, and I

Till in clustered safety stationed
Near the fort, a village stood ;
And when Summer heat and rainfalls

i

!

thing movable was then tied in its place,
and dishes on the table were placed ‘in
racks for five days. We had very strong

And the waving wheat had hidden
The resting.-place of their dead.
But their rugged, resolute purpose
Wae by hardship daunted not,
And with stern and pathetic courage
At their various toil they wrought.

Keeps her glad Thanksgiving

:

could straightly walk the deck.

Sickness and sorrow and dread;

Who

above

Saturday, Sunday and Monday were
holear and calm, but after that a strong
wind so rocked us this way and that,

that sometimes only

There had been, in every household,

i

S&

-

#in and rain.

They had tilled and sown and

three Hoors

es in diameter.
i

frosts of the tvinter,

Had toiled in the

it stood

the depth and ballast would prevent it:
from overturning. The shalt of the propelling screw is of wrought iron, one
hundred feet in length by eighteen inch-

beauty

Bave
the peace of the Indian Summer
Which over the landscape lay.
The year that they look back over
Had been full of fear and pain;

this

engines and furnaces, I was satisfied that

Te
ews, with mirth and with feasting,
© "Thi first of Thanksgiving days.
a7
"To haveglorified the day,

As

water, with tall masts and full-rigged
sails, it seemed top-heavy, but after I had
been down five flights of stairs to the

It was after the first ripe harvest
Had gladdened the pilgrims’ eyes,
And the first fair sheaves been garnered,
"Neath the strange New England skies,
That with more than their wonted. plenty,
As the grave old record says,

There was little of grace or

first impressions.

so long and narrow, 520 by 45 feet, that
its length seemed out of proportion to its
width, but the idea of greatest possible
speed is a controlling ove in the building
of ocean steamers, and the easy roll of
the ship is nothing compared with the
shortest possible time between land and

A

BY OLIVE

Y. Hincks, recently of

ort-

professorship of theology,

to

the

Tower

and

St.

church occupied the first day. On

Paul's
our way

to the Tower, we met the Lord Mayor,
just turned from his palace, in a stately
carriage drawn by six horses, with two
uniform guards riding on the front and
two on the, rear part of the carriage.
That renowned old fortress or prison was

the Rev. John P. Taylor of New London,: i| partially built by William the Conqueror,
Conn, to the Taylor professorship of Biblical
theology, and Mr. Frank E. Woodruff, a fellow
of Union Theological Seminary, to the associ-

ate professorship of sacred literature.
Mr. Cook will return to Boston and resume
the

Monday

lectures,

but

as

be

has engage-

ments until April it is doubtful if the lectures
will commence before next fall. He took oceasion to say in his Farwell Hall lecture last
Sunday afternoon, that on the Andover question he stood]

squarely with

Prof. Park.

The fifgt' formal steps have been taken towards the proposed centennial celebration of
the organization of the Methodist church, in
this country, which dates back to 1754,

The Rev. A. B. Earle, D. D!, who is now
seventy years old, last week celebrated the

fifty-second anniversary of his ordination

eight hundred years ago. It stands on
the left bank of the Thames, beyond the
lowest bridge, partly on athill, and was a
grand defense of the city and its approach

by the river.

Its outer walls now en-

close twelve acres, and, instead of

being

a single enclosure, there are sixteen sepstone

towers,

the

one of them being

arate,

solid

sixtéen

féev in thick-

walls

nessy We enter through two huge

of

iron

gutes, under two of the towers, and come
to the Inner Bail, a massive wall, 30 or
40 feet high, thence beneath the port-

cuollis of the Bloody
the large court.

Tower,

After

and

passing

are

in

through

gt 8t. John's chapel, the armory of 60,000
his home in Newton, Mass.
1
|
guns, down iato the low arched vaults
Roman Catholic journ#ts are filled’ with com- and into the dungeon, we went up into
Plaints of the lows of young people, who eithor go over to Protestantism

or tarry in the

borderland of utter indifferentism.
The Salvation Army has been stopped

pursning its peculiar proceedings

The leaders huve been informed

they are at perfect

from

in India.

by the Courts

liberty to teach their

dootrines in all proper times and places, But

have no pight to create disturbance, excite famatical opposition,
und provoke collisions in
she streets.

a

room

some

thirty

feet

are the articles,

some

thirty

or forty

in

number, on exhibition, ‘#11 surrounded by
a glass covering, eight or ten feetin diam| eter. ‘Around the base were the golden
salt cellar, pitcher and plates, wine fountain, swords, staves, one of them of solid

gold, four and a half feetin length, and

buptismal font, three feet high.

Farther

up on-the stand are the coronation win
lets, anointing vessel, scepters, &c., and

above them are the crowns of Prince Edward, Prince of Wales, and Prince Con-

can mot be done I will only write in sort; and surmounting all is the Queen’s
a general way.
The boat Germanié
18 crown of purple velvet, half covered with

o

Sanitary
Sy
The Markets
“
pg

present So many new experiences that I
would ike to impress upon the Star read-

.

.

News Summary,

DrAR STAR:
A voyage to Europe,
and a thousand miles journey by. railway

EEEEREEY

matic

NICE, France, Nov. 7, 1882,

own

returned to

terrace-like stand, some five feet high,

~ Overfloweth;

ers my

Horse

Armory where twenty-two

tripn figures’ are clad
centuries ago.

weapons

eques-

in the armor of

And there are the or

of warfare,

used

by Fnglind

and conquered nations for six or eigut
hundred years. There was the behead-

ing block and ax with

which

we are in good Health and

God, the Creatorof the heavens and

well rested,

earth!

for wkich we return thanks to our heavenly Father.
I. D. STEWART.

ov

anmom.

Co

A few days ago, Mr.
sailed from New York

MALCOM, D. D.

Herbert

Spencer

on

the last

victims were beheaded, one hundred and
filty years ago, the iron collar, thumb

bands of gold and glistening with the
most costly jewels. This crown alone is
valued ai $5,000,000, and the whole collection at $15,000,000.

Such are the

ex-

penses of royalty.
The Houses of Parliament

are

another

wonder of this famous city. A part of
the structure was built six hundred years
ago but most of it is of modern date.

It

city, on

the

stands in a low part of the
bapk

of

the

Thames,

is

1000

length, has 1100 apartments,

feet

in

with hun-

dreds of turrets, several towers,

and cov-

ers eight acres. The royal tower is 75
feet square, rises to the hight of 340 feet,
and has a Gothic archway entrance 65
feet in hight. The clock tower has its
dial face twenty-two feet in diameter,
aud nearly 300 feet from the pavement.
The Houses of Lords and "Commons are
rich and magnificent as money can make
them, but I was quite as niuch interested
in the great
unadorned
Westminster
Hall, 290 feet-long, 68 wide and 110 high;
for there Charles the first was tried and
condemned, there Oliver Cromwell was
inaugurated

Lord

Protector,

and there

was the famous trial of Warren Hastings,
and many

others

of

From one corner

we

equal

importance.

descend

crypt of St. Stephen,

into the

under the hall in

which parliament formerly met, where
Guy Fawkes stored the gunpowder with
which he and his associates intended to
blow up the parliament as the king entered,
and so transfer the government into Catholichands. The place is one-half under
grouad, and its old walls and arches have
been recently restored by a lining of new
stone, and the frescoed ceiling and deco-

‘has seen much of our institutions and

tion from seholars and literary men. - Thé

diner given to him at Delmonico’s, where

tem o{®hilosophy.”

In this

body isin session.

I would like

to speak of Westminster

Abbey and its relics and the tombs in
the side chapels ; of the Museum, National

Gallery, Parks, &c., but I can only add
that on Sunday morning we went two
miles to hear Dr. Burns preach. On our
way we met a procession

of men,

women

and children ‘in the muddy street under
umbrellas (for it was raining, as usual).

A’band of music with drums

led the

throng, while boys crowded along beside
them. The people were singing and a welldressed lady was striking her cymbals in

great glee.
“What is that?” said I;
and the answer was, ‘ Oh, that is the
Salvation Army going to meeting.”
We felt quite at home in the church
where Drs. Barns, senior and junior, had
officiated for fifty years, but instead of
hearing Dr. Burns we listened to a good
practical sermon from Rev. Bro. Cook, the

pastor, and were charmed

with the ex-

cellent congregational singing, for everybody sung, and sung as if they had the
spirit of worship. After service we learned that Dr. Burns had resigned the pastorate to accept an appointment in the
Temperance Alliance, taking the entire
charge of the temperance work of that organization in the city. Twice afterwards
we called at his“office but failed to find
him in.
Paris is a gay and beautiful city." Two
and a half days there gave us soms idea
of its wide and shaded streets, its magnificent public buildings, its extensive galleries of fine paintings, and its scenes of
historic interest. Our greatest surprise
since leaving Dover was in a picture gallery of the old, huuxembourg palace, As
we were slowly moving along a voice
said, “Is not this Mr.

ing round
Hattie and
Rev. J. M.
known for
ton. They

Stewart?”

Tuarn-

whom should we ‘meet but
Lyle Durgin, daughters of
Durgin, whom we had well
several years at New Hampare now living in Paris.

he

things abont us.

there

is

yet one clear voice rising over all, and
is this, —~there

¢s progress!

This

it

is

his

starting point. - This is also the goal

he

roaches,
There ever has been, is now,
and ever will be an unfolding of the uni-

\

that it is;™and

the

not take in the sun.

know
the

ness.

Does not the Bible

teach

us

excellent

QUESTION.

wide-awake

woman's

journal, The Signal, has the following relative to the recent result in Nebraska :

The defeat

af

the

woman's

ballot

amendment ia Nebraska emphasizes to us’

in Illinois: the wisdom of the proposed
basis add rationale of the movement in
Illinois. The Nebraska campaign
was

carried on with the soi plea for the bal-

lot as woman's absolute right. Slowly it
is dawning on the minds of the people that
there are no absolute rights for anybody in
our civilization. The ballot
is
an
expedient, in the hands of men. It will

be 80 fo women

Protection.

whenever they get it.

bill to
submit to the voters an amendment to the State Constitution granting
full suffrage
to women.
This year it rasifled its former action by a vote of 21 to T

in the Senate
This

convictions in

the

soul; he

affirms

the

validity of religious faith; he directs the
eyes of men in reverence to the Supreme
One; he holds the sentiment of worship,
obedience, and love towards

the

infinite

God to be an indestructible element of
man's moral nature; he ignores the dogmas of sects that he may the more clearly
for

humanity;

he

overcasts

ge an dn on cee

Charles

H. Spurgeon,

Jr., son

preacher, has been

preached

several

Brooklyn,

been

times

in

feasted and

this

city

much

and

make

come

us

with this

did

he

prestige.

not

and

intend

to hear

Oscar Wilde.

any jovidious

I do’

comparisons,

I

only mean to say that whatever or whoever
cones from abroad heralded by some fac-

titious circumstances and surroundings,
will certainly draw. Just at this time there

is on the boards

at Wallack®s

Theater

a

very handsome English lady (Mrs. Langtry)
whom all the critics agree in pronouncing
only an

indifferemN

actress,

hardly

up

to

the average artist in her line; still the
playhouse is thronged every night with the

in the

House.
of

ideas.

from

the

=
Ward

be

Tribune,

is

Beecher, than

selves more ready with apt allusions and
sallies of wit, has seldom ‘‘ brought down
the house” with a single sentence move
successfully than he did last Monday evening.
Plymouth Church was crowded to
the doors with one of its characteristic
audiences, and Miss Frances

BE. Willard,

of

Chicago, delivered a lecture on the work
of the
Women's
Gospel Temperance
Union, which was received with great en-

thusiasm.
As the prolonged applause at
the close of her lecture died away
Mr.
Beecher ascended the
platform
slowly,

thoughtfully, and stood for a moment regarding—almost staring at the lecturer,
with an expression of mingled wonder ‘and

admiration.
Then, turning to the
audience, he remarked slowly and meditative-

ly, emphasizing the words with nods of his
head:

‘‘ And—yet—she

cannot

vote!”

It is hardly necessary to add that it was
some time before the audience was quiet
enough for him to add in ringing tones:
are you

not ashamed

of it ?”

The Tribune has definite opinions- as: to

co-education, as appears from the
ing:

folléw-

It
is time
that
the
hohbledehoy
twaddle about the dangers of this. co-edu=

tled it some time ago.

is not now an
and Oxford set—

At these

universi-

ties young women live in their own ‘halls’
under the guardianship of wise and good

women of the highest social standing.
They are taken to the lecture-rooms by
their matron

guides, and when

the

lecture

Is over are taken back to hall withou$ any

unpleasant

The American people have a strong pen=
chant for the curious, the marvelous
and
the sensational, and so they rush to see

Jumbo

following,

cation were stopped.
It
open question ; Cambridge

Baptists

a ripple in this land

among

9

progress

whom few public speakers have shown them-

of

patron-

the

The

worth reading :
The Rev.
Henry

‘““ And

stay-

and 47 to

vote indicates the

May still further advance of thought
the outcome at election time.

can not enter into His secret counsels, or
know by comprehension
the incomprehensible mystery ot His essence.

Therefore, Herbert Spencer's system of
philosephy is not the~doctrine of.negation.
dogd
not strike at Christianity. He
cysts no. mud into the fair face ofreligion.
Upgn the contrary, he applauds spiritual

If the women of Nebraska

We
also clip the following from the
Signal :
;
The Oregon Legislature ic 1880 passed &

we apprehend God by faith? Most surely, yes. We know of God, by nature, by
the Word, by The Holy - Spirit; bur we

cial life, civil

%

THE WOMAN

that

and mostly on account of his father. I
say on account of his father,~—and he modestly affirms this himself; and though he is
a young man of some cleverness he would

Who, then, is the law-maker?

He

"OBSERVER.

\ That

No more gan. finite

ized and flattered, chiefly by

print without a foot, a law without a law-

church.

L000

God?

Bible

ing in New York about ten days, and sailed
on Tuesday
for
his
home.
He
has

of Bvolativ
<fte hasg,
made it his lifeworl to trace out this law. This is the
purpose of his system. Is there anything

Presbyterian

salist,

man encompass the infinite Jehovah.
But, is this to deny God? No! It is to acknowledge our littleness and His great-

, Rev.

changes have bdgn governed by the Law

Paxton’s

was attracted by the preaching of Dr.
John Hall and frequently attended that
church. In theology, he ‘was a Univer-

and above all, if a live W. C. T. .U. in
that State had asked the ballot on behalf
of their tempted sons and brothers—* it
might have been.”

the great London

art,

Dr.

say

Can we

NEW YORK, Nov. 23, 1882.

atheistic in this? Is there in it anything
materialistic? © Does not Mr, Spencer tell
us that all evolution proceeds by Laws?
of our leaving home, we found our friends Can there be a law without a Jav-aakelp
all at the station, and in the meeting of (Can there be a shadow without a subthem the great object of our journey was’ stance, a sound without 8 voice, a foot-

¥

say that

NEW YORK LETTER.

religion, have unfolded to a higher condition, ' Mr. Spenger affirms that all these

Tribune, in which he discussed with #uoeh
sharpness
and clearness some of the
phases of ‘the late election.
Mr. Weed
was not a member nor a communieant of
any church, though he had a pew in Rev.

of our

To

As late

an article for the.

that we can not know Him in the sense of
comprehending Him.
God passes all understanding. The dew: Sup can ‘not receive the ocean. The glow-worm can’

not

muker?

relativity

Reason and theology, and

scarcely

science,

the

as Nov. 14, he dictated

What is the expedient then which justifies
placing it in the hands of women? A-hundred echoes take up the syllables—Home

What do the geologists teach us but the
history of our earth's evolution? Human
history and mind follow this law, Soinstitutions,

which

EE

On our arrival at Nice, Saturday evening, just twenty-two days from the time

realized. We had not been sick a moment, no accident or disappointment had

long period of two generations.

teach piety

born babe to the man, the chaos to the
solarsystemis a progressive unfolding.

Weed, died at his res-

idence in this city on Wednesday at the’
ripe age of 85 years. No journalist nor

Now, the relativity of knowledge, as
taught by Spencer, declares that the doctrine of the law of relativity logically
leads not to negation, but to absolute reality. He says, ¢ Every one of the argu-

the antagonisms of belief that he may find
the concords of: truth; and, everywhere,
and with clearness, his system tends to
lift the souls of men into lofty places of
noblgpess and goodness.

verse. So, the foundation of his philosophy is the law of universal evolution.
Well! Is there anything
dreadful in
that? Is there anything for Christian
men to be frightened about? ‘[s there
anything that contradicts the Bible, or
science, or common sense, or piety, or
the welfare of mankind? Are we to ory
out infidel, heretic, because of this? Are
we to pat him into the position of a foe to
our holy faith? Let us see.
There certainly is a law of evolution at
work. It does not take 8 philosopher to
see that.- ‘Lhe acorn to the oak, the un-

wide fame, Thurlew

politician in this country has exerted a
wider influence than Mr. Weed for the

the Absolute One.

boldest thinkers which English speculation has yet produced.” He set in motion
a powerful intellectual movement.
He |
created a new school of thought. He
built a system of philosophy based on the
sciences of nature. He has a large following amongst intellectual men.
He

It must

have been helpful to all who heard it.
The distinguished journalist, of world-

itis Gop!
It is the First: Cause, the Intinite Power, the Law-maker, the Creator,

as well as

instruments,

of Newton Theological Seminary.

yond the relative.” *¢ The consciousness of
absolute existence.” What is that ¢* something,” that ** absolute existence”? Why,

thinkers, has organized a philosophy.”
Mr. Darwin called him, “ Our great philosopher.” Mr. J. 8. Mill declared, * He

many

the eo
of the Scriptures was Tead ~*~
day forenoon before the meeting of \* %
‘the ‘Baptist ministers, by Rev. Dr Hovey.

“ The positive existence of something be-

British

by the pastor, by A. M. Powell, Esq.,

on.

We are by the laws of thought prevented
from ridding ourselves ‘of the consciousness of absolute existence.”
:
Now, this language is very forcible.

President McCosh of Princeton College
recognized him as a master-spirit.” Mr.

.chestras of

made

not as a nothing, but a something. * * *

rank of the scholars of this * generation.

Is it

con-

making of this assumption proves that the
absolute has béen present to the mind,

universe.

shall we say of his philosophy?

Hamilton’

not

Rev. W. C. Steele,and others. The audience
was large and the meeting an affective one.
* Avery clear, able and sound paper on

only the limited.”

den the assumption

he

good or bad P
.
Herbert Spencer has one key-note
sounding through bis system.
Itis this,
‘—there is progress. Whatever tones rise
and fall upon the ear; whatever soft notes
as of birds singing in tree tops, or reverberating boom as ocean beating on rocky
coast; whatever strains from whole, or-

Sir William

we can not know the absoluie is, by implication, to affirm:that there 7s an absolate. In the very denial of our power to
learn what the absolute is, there lies hid-

a

has aroused a host of those who pronounce
his system mischievous.
What,
then,

8

25th St.,on Sunday evening. Addresses were

and contem-

thing beyond the relative.

endeav-

all

must

also, taught Aristotle, St. Augustine, Melancthon, Bacon, Newton, and
Kant.

ments by

broad scope.
the order of

of

here

meeting in the Free Baptist charch ,West

Bacon

knowledge
is demonstrated distinctly
postulates the positive existence of some-

It illustrated the sinter-

¢“ He alone,

over

into a gospel preacher of no mean power
and influence, but probably never to the
greatness of the elder Spurgeon.
The Nationsl Temperance Society held a

is

ious Thought,” says, ‘“ When we attempt
in thought to transcend the-finite “iid result arrived at. is not knowledge.” Sé,

This work placed him at onca in the front

Lewes said,

it

Dr. Mansel, author of *‘ Limits of Relig-

system the

dependence and oneness of the

Lord

observes

sequently can know

latest knowledge of nature, life, mind and

society. This was a very
It endeavored to explain

antiquity.

of knowlédge.”

commenced the publication of his * Sys-

ored (¢WFing into a uniform

but

said, ¢ The mind can coneeive, and

teacher.” He left home at the age of
twelve to reside with an uncle, the Rev.
Thomas Spencer, under whose careful
chargehe studied. At the age of twentyfive, he entered upon the profession of

Fifteen years afterwards

flat,

‘“ There are some things set out of reach

to this distinguished man, but also to turn

literature..

be

plates the order of nature; more he can
neither kdow nor do.” Locke said,

the miods of thoughtful persons to that
system of philosophy of which he is the
author, and which has already so boldly
challenged the attention of the schelastic
and religious world.
Herbert Spencer was born in Derby,
was

vast

proportion as he

‘This, certainly, is very ex-

rated windows make it an inviting chap-’ is one of the most vigorous

el in which prayers are now said every
day for members of parliament when that

but it has

traordinary praise. Is it deserved? At
any rate, the tact of Mr. Spencer’s visit to
our country, and the great honor he here
received, serve not only to call attention

father

society

because of his father will develop, perhaps, **

said, ¢* Man, the servant and interpreter
of nature, can only understand and act in

Professor C. E. Marsh, Professor Henry
Draper, Carl Schurz, Sir Richard Temple,
W. W. Appleton, H. W. Beecher, Cyrus
Field, Charles A. Dana, and Albert Bierstadt.
Mr. Evarts, in introducing Mr. Spencer,
said that no room in New York would be.
large enough to hold Mr. Spencer's ad.
mirers. He welcomed Mr. Spencer, saying: ‘We recognize in your knowledge
8 greater comprehensiveness than any
other living man has presented to our

His

chiefly addressed to sinners. I would

round ; they thought it stationary, but it
moves; they tHoughtit of recent origin,

fessor John Fiske, Professor Youmans,

1820.

Well, this is the doctrine that Job states)

thought the earth ‘to

presided, was an event of especial significance, Amongst those present
were
Professor Sumner of Yale College, Pro-

in

and good

out against a system because it strikes at
our preconceived notions. Once men

nearly two hundred eminent guests -were
present, and where William M. Evarts

England,

and

again pronounces atheism as an unthink-

with wonderful force. Yet, on this’ is
brought the charge of atheism’ against
Mr. Spencer's system. We must not ery

cus-!

toms, and he has received marked atten-

generation.”

and men from the

clubs and abeut town proclaim her a beauty. It was so ofdered on the other side,

whenever they take snnff over there. As
able and absurd’ view of the universe. ‘there are many American ladies full
Certainly, hie'must understand his own beautiful as Mrs. Langtry, and
system, Therefore, as he affirms that better actresses, so there are:
atheism is an absurd view of the universe, young preachers in this country s
r
his system can not be atheistic.
to Charles H. Spurgeon, Jr. Your 'corresMr. Spencer declares that as man is pondent heard him Monday evening in the
finite, it is not possible for man to know Central Baptist church, when he. took his
everything. He can only know the finite.. leave. He preached an ordinary sermon,

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HERBERT
BY THE REV. CHARLES HOWARD

ton of Fifth Avenue,

the

Besidgs, Mr. Spencer denies hold-

ing atheistic doctrines, and again

Queen

square, where the Crown Jewels are
kept. In the center of the room, on a

Jusk to take thy orders straight
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and

Just to ask Him what to do
All the day,
:
“And tom
ou quick and true
To obey.

Page.

Charles

‘sons had been confined, and saw the
very spot where many of them were executed. -Wearied with these painful sights

Phen the day will surely be
Peacefal, whatso’er befall,
Bright and blessed, calm and free.

i

Dudley,

Elizabet
Lady Jane-Gray
h, , Anne Bol| eyn and many other noted and royal per-

Just to trust Him, this is all!

The Morning Star.

and

instruments of cruelty taken from the
Spaniards. Wegstood in the gloomy
, ’| prisons where
Walter Raleigh, Lord

Just to know that He is true,

for

THE

Terms: —$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in ad-

vance; $2.20 if paid within ing
and $2.50
if not.

screws, and the rack used in torture,

Just to Tet thy Father do
.. What he will;

or

degrading

conseguenecs.

The mere listening in the same room with
young men to ‘the eloquent and profound
discourse.

of - a

profestor

has

found demoralizing to either sex.
oe

AEC

i

a

There come

to

us,

not

been

SE

sometimes,

periods

when what to do next, is the question of
deepest importance.
We do not see the
sway plainly.
It seems shut up, hedged
round by perplexities.
The future wears
a nenacing

front.

At such

the Christian’s plain duty to
Lord?

He

has

which He will

purposes

develop

crisis is it not

wait

on the

concerni

us

‘in His own

$time.

Meanwhile,
the duty of to-day is plain.
Do the thing that this moment offers,
and

trust that grace will be given for the

step.

MA

next

AE

i

their

use

Jesus has told

poséible settlement and never allowed

to

be known that two of his dear people ever

ond and third steps to be pursued, and
"therefore we are not left in doubt as to
our duty. Nor has he left unnoticed the
general caution to be ‘observed in” every

were so unfortunate as to exchange harsh
and angry words. But providéd they fail
to reach any reconciliation by themselves

thing:

‘ Be ye, therefore, wise

pents and harmless as doves.”

as

ser-

For waat

. of this wisdomto know the precise thing’to

be done,and done at the right time, not
only with harmlessness but also to prove
a blessing both to the offender and
the offended, we too often shrink trom our
duty.
It is consequently no easy task to
give wholesome discipline, or, when run,
. down until it is lost, to restore it. To in-

- augurate church litigation, with competent witnesses, bringing in criminations

“and ‘¥¥criminations, gendering much bitterness and animosity, ending in ecclesiastical censure to one of the

parties,

be-

“comes terrific to some people.
To escape such a state of things, some
have moved to disband
and organize
anew. They think it is easier to let the

old ship sink with such portion of its pas-

Sa,

sengers as will adhere to it and build
anew, than to® undertake repairs on the
old one. They can keep a new society
from falling into disuse of rules more easily than to restore one that has been left

i

ta feghine in piet nd run down in .disci-

me ~pithe nntil they have lost all respect for
its word, its oath, or its honor.
The man

who gives his note of honor, signgd
bis own hand and subject

with

to, litigation

in

“ case of neglect to cancel it,and with these

party call for referees.

while ‘at

the

‘‘Blegged are the peacemakers” who cad
aid ih adjusting these differences. These

clinchand severe personal conflict.

The

son and got into a quarrel

with one of the

.rowdies. The phrase “I told you. so,”
to the facts as felated by both sides; sec- became very common. The news struck
very painfully to my heart, as it seemed
ondly, to state what would be fair and
right for both parties under the circum- to me that the dear young man was lost.
I
stances. The reterees, therefore,should be What could be done.I did net know.
counselors are called, first,to be witnesses

men of unexceptionable character, possessed of wisdom, raoderation and gentle-

ness.
good

They should consult the
&f both

parties, judge

greatest

accurately

,and act impartially.
If they can not do
this, they better not accept the call of the

aggrieved brother.

If the

variances

settled at this point, the work of

stops here,
to the last
8. The
hear them,

but if not,
rule in the
exclusion.
tell-it unto

are

discipline

they must advance
series.
¢ If he neglect to
the church: but it

he shall neglect to hear the church, let
‘him
be unto thee as an heathen man and
|,

a publican.”

Let

them

tell

it to the

church as they did tothe referees. ¢ The
Jews,” says Lange, ‘ regard heathens
and publicans as excommunicated per‘sons.”

In this sense, Jesus seems to con-

wished,

however, to know the facts in

the case and

resolved

that my ‘prayers

should not be wauting for him, nor
would I give him up without seeing him
for myself. After a few days and the excitement was a little quieted, I watched the
best time and drove over to see him. He

was employed in a steam sawmill and
had to fill his place constantly as one of
the

hands.

I

studiously

avoided

language that could implythat

any

I feared

he had given up his hope. Every expression was so guarded as to convey the impression that I expected manly and persevering things of him.
He gave me
encouragement to hope better things
than I had feared. ‘He promised to get

excused from the milli and attend the

admonitions of the whole body of believers, but persists in his offense still,—as
not worthy of a name among his people.
Therefore, ‘let him be unto thee,” the

England.

He was saved through person-

al labor.

‘Now, some such importunate

They voluntarily be-

shall I give thee up, Ephraim?
I deliver thee, Israel 2

how shall

+ Hos. 11:8.

With regard to the discipline needful,
we would observe that offenses for which
the church is to exercise its ecclesiastical
authority, are of two kinds, viz., public
and outbreaking, and private and personal.

Of public

offenses,

we

will

briefly

say that they are to be disposed of without
many preliminaries. Paul to Timothy
gives the proper direction (1Tim. 5: 20):
¥ “33
Them ‘that sin, rebuke before all: that
ors also may

yr ho)
“tic

fear.”

Again, to

Titus

‘he says, “A man that is an here-

afler the first and second

“eject.”

By

admonition,

the expression, “them

sin,”
I suppose

the

apostle

that

means

them

that sip publicly and outbreakingly. For
instance, the incestuous member in the

‘Corinthiwa- church who had married
father’s

second

wife—a

crime

so

his
great

aggrieved member and, ultimately, to the
whole church that has taken sides with
him, as a heathen and a publican.
As
these are outside of the church, so let the

willful, persistent, offending member

be

put outside of the church. As long as he
holds resolutely to his old grudge and
trespass against. his brother, and stoutly
refuses all divine and human agencies for
reconciliation, he i&'not walking with the
church, and the church is in duty bound
not to walk in his wrong with him. Hence
they must part.

Lin

Pt if ‘such wholesome diseipline be
lost, how shall we restore it? fi
1. The first thing to be noticed is, that
if it be lost through a declension in the
piety of the church and general coldness
and backslidings of its membership, the

first duty lies in the line of returning to
true piety and a . thorough revival of religion. It will not do for one backslider
to draw up rules by which to judge another backslider and bring him to terms.
It is a painful thing to behold an untrained hand, so awkward as not to know
his business, attempting to cut and carve
with a’ dull

and

rusty

knite.

If God’s

people would
judge properly of the
wrongs of delinquent members, and seek

as not even to be ¢ named among the Gen-

to restore them to the covenant

tiles,”— was

dience to the laws and regulations of the

disposed

of} without

delay.

The first thing to be done * when ye are
gathered together,” says Paul,and my
spirit with the power of the Lord Jesus
Christ, to deliver such an one unto Satan
* for the destruction of the flesh, that the

spirit,may be saved in the day of the Lord
Jesus.” They were to ‘‘purge out the old
leaven” with dispatch, lest it

rupt the wholé

should

cor-

church... 1 Cor. 5: 5, 7.

And then laying dows
the rule he warns

and

obe-

over their disobedient children. Before a
good father and a tender mother will disown a fallen son or a wayward daughter,
they will go to.great extremities for their
restoration to the household.
Before
they will allow a child to be a *¢ cast off,”
no suitable measures will be left untried.

them ‘“ not to keep company of any man
that is ealled a brother be a fornicator, or
covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a
drunkard, or an extortioner: with such
anone to not to eat.” The members
that fall into such pnblic wrongs are,
therefore, to be excommunicated
with
haste. Again the apostle said, ** Mark

Tq exclude one of the family from the

them which cause divisions and

digcipline until the church is thoroughly
revived and her working energies fully

offences;

and avoid them.” Rom. 16: 17. Again,
he adds, ‘Now
we command you,
brethren, in the name (authority) of our

Lord Jesus

Christ, that

ye : withdraw

yourselves from every brother that .walk-

. "el disorderly.”

© Thess.

3: 6.

These

hemestead is felt to be one of the most
painful deeds that ever could. happen,

and it will not be done . with a cold

ascertain

facts,

report

to

the

church and take action immediately.
The offender must not be allowed to ** defile the temple of God,” for ¢ if any man”
«does this, ** him shall God destroy.”
Bat in private and personal offenses, in«dividnal action is to be employed.
The
~Saviour’s rule is the first and only one in

unfeeling heart and a careless

hand.

will be held as the last act in a chain

of

efforts for their restoration.

2. Again; if we lay aside the idea of
employed

to

wanderer,

the

reclaim

in

most instances we could reasonably hope
that he would return to his first love.
Our failure lies largely in odr faithless-

ness and

want of perseveranceto seek

probably be the very time when a féw
warm friends in the merhbership would
give him strength to return. .
Some years since, in L., we baptized
and received to membership a young convert, being a young man

family with little of that

from an obscure

home

training

which is so important for stability and
«all such cases to which the Treatise of manly perseverance.
Now and then,
the Faith and Practice of the Freewill Bap- old acquaintances would remark that they
dgsts

refers.

Tt is contained in the follow-

Mg'words (Matt. 18: 15—18)s * Moreover,if thy brother shall trespass against
‘thee,go and tell him his fault between thee
and him alone: if he shall hear thee thou

hast gained thy brother.

Bat if he will

hardly looked for long continuance in
Christian life from that quarter. His father

was a drinking

man and the

chances

were against him. 1, for one, was resolved to help him and leave no opening
for bis return to the world. 1 had no rea-

mot hear thee, then take with thee one or

son to think. that any other one in the
church would look after him with such

three witnesses every word may be established, And if he shall neglect to hear

Christian

two more, that in thd mouth. of two or

care

that

would

bring

him

through straits ‘and difficulties which
|
path. A few months.
them, tell it into the church: but if he knew lay in Bis
;shall neglect to hear the church, let him be ‘passed and he absented himself from the

as an heathen man, and a’ pub- covenant meeting. Worldly associates
upto thee
~ liean.” Here are three rules to be ob- ‘had led ‘him to glance back to worldly
ory

three

pleasures. Ilost no tine in seeing him

to be taken.

ar

the

pleadings with each other in: the. church
will not only keep the membership under
the spirit and leadings of the Covenant,
but restore us to the discipline of it when

Align

1)

and to the other tHe savour of life unto

life.” In case the faithful man of God
can not induce his people’ to attend the
church and make an effort to come up to

the high privileges of the gospel, I would
Not too abruptly, but ut the same time
with decision, and leave for some field
where the people will accept his minis-

trations. If he has not shunned to declare
whole counsel

“white tents of campers, is twice as large.
As we drive-#éund
the lower lake, the

of God, let him shake

off the dust of his feet against them. It
must be a great wrong for ‘a- minister to
remain where he is-simply sacrificing
his
life for a dall,"careless people who will
not appreciate his labors. To stay and.
toil wonld be t6 prove a savour of death

sage-bush stretches ‘away to the hills on
our right; at the head of the lake is a
level tract with

a cluster

of houses

be-

yond them, and at our left across the
lake, rise the grim old mountains.
U
to thetim' ber-line some of them are dar
with pinons mingled with patches of a
unto death, and the ruin of his own light green. 1 have learned that the
health.
:
; light green spots, looking like little grass
plats onthe side of the mountain, are for5. In calling on our delinquent mem- ests of the quaking aspen, rustling and
bers to return to God and their wali with dancing as airily as hundreds of years ago
the church, let us preface our reproofs when ‘* white-armed Arete’s” maidens ..
with some commendatory virtues. For
“Twirled the spindle, sitting, with a quick
reproving the

seven

churches -of Asia,

Light motion like the aspen’s glancing leaves.”

Jesus prepared the way by mentioning | The ** old-timer” wastes no poetry on
their/goed quafities first. To the Ephe- themyhowever. To him they are only
sian church he opened the subject with ‘ quak’n asps.” Old Grizzly nears his
¢ patient,”had ‘‘labored,”bad ‘*not fainted"

and had ‘ hated the deeds of the

tee, who

should

go

to their task

with a

grow and add to its number such as
should be saved. In the first place, it
would keep the committee wide awake in
the divine cause and it would net fail to
impart a similar spirit to Others.
The
whole church would have before it an
object for which to live and labor, and
she would be preserved from month to
month and year to year in the revival
grace—not always in the same degree of

Nico-

earnestness, but with a commendable
zeal that would never burn out.

above-named committee, the Freewill
Baptist churches had “one or two ruling
elders; Rev. Benjamin Randall, in the
New Durham church, had two.
The
corps of officers consisted of:a Pastor,
Ruling Elders, a Deacon and a Clerk.
Some of the churches had but one Ruling
Elder,and he was ordained
and empowered

are

is

a tiny

steamer
on

itis used only on Sunday

to lead the social meetings, and, in short,

at-

errand, advance for reform and you
will regain your brother and re establish
the church in her discipling.and worship.
If this code of rules, or a better, could
immediately be put into operation, we
should soon see revivals gladdening the
church. Wherever they should heartily

‘‘a mind to work.”

Oh,that we could

make Christ’s thoughts,

all our churches during the a

that every church

ter!

appoint a committee

of office be one year! or during the time
that the deacons and clerk hold office
and until their successors shall be elected.
Jet
| 4. If our churches have declined in discipline and’
we would restore them, let
ministers return to the warm, spiritual
preaching of the Cross, Too many of
our pastors are liable to fall into a system
of theorizing, with a large portion--of
deadly formality which quiets the sensibilities and soothes to sleep. Such a.
preacher will soon manifest but litle conon Tes

SEE

came

the

0)

South.
this in
life, I
recog-

into the parlor

they are only mountains: but the sea—
ah!” All of which goes to prov the fol-

otis

THE TWIN

J win-

mA AAA
ins

LAKES, 00LORADO.

BY ANNIE M. LIBBY,
Lying nine thousand feet above the
sea level, surrounded by some of the
loftiest peaks

of the

Rocky

Mountains,

smiling 3p at the blue sky bending above
the sparkling waters kissing the pebbly

shores that run to meet them,—the’ Twin

|

out.

‘There are a number of cottages around
the head of the lake, in one of which
Mary Hallock Foote lived at one time.
A pretty little creek or brook, as we
should call it, runs bétween the two
sheets of water. Are they the remains of
u vast inland gea? If the swiling blue
waters

could but tell us!

covered wagons pass us.

Two canvas-

Chairs,

pails,

and household utensils are packed inside,
hung underneath, on behind, and in every

conceivable place. I counted ten people
in the party. “A Missouri outfit,” says

my companion.

Not that he has

the

Lakes are sought by the frost-bitten, least idea where the people came from,
arsenic-impregnated denizens of Leadville but that expresses the thought that they
a8 a bit of Paradise. Our way thitherMay fare “triflin’ oniery sort of folks;” for the
by the oarriage-road from Granite u p (Missouri emigrant seems to belong to a
through Cache Creek Park. All flat, open distinct race.
country hereis a park. It may be South
Somebody said there was a store and
;
¢+
\
:
ton

i

giving,

being

drowned by the characteristic singing,
which continued from beginning to end.

When I asked one of them afterwards

if

they had something on purpose for such
occasions like, ‘ Welcome, welcome,”
in extending the hand of fellowship I got
the reply, ‘ No, they make it up as they
go along.”

~The originality doesn’t probably

extend

he has sung a few words

It is an

in after

of each

verse.

interesting question whether,

if

their bondage had beenin a more narthern climate, they would have had that unlimited wealth of voice which claims par
don for their eccentricities in tune, and
even their irregularity in time, except to
very critical -ears. The northern publi
surely has reason to thank those enterprising persons who first introduced jubiled

singing into

though

more

their

concerts;

but

beautiful, conveys

fraction of the wierd pathos

Which

"be-

longs to it in its.natural, untutored

in their meetings.

it,

only «
state

;

The collection was to go toward the
expense of enlarging the charch (this
meeting was in Washington and Lee
Hall, till recently closed to colored people), and before the benediction the pastor made the statement that the foundation was laid and there were twenty-five
dollars in his hands toward buying
the
lumber; that they should go on only se
fast as they had the money to pay; and
ended with an
exhortation 10 come 10 the
| meeting at nig
-every one prepared to

give *‘ until they felt it,” and they all /
seemed to enjoy! the idea and Jooked as if
they anticipated a good time.
Perhaps, 1 $verestimated
seemed, as I r

it,

but

home, and the

it

convie-

tion has grown since, thatif the
spirit of
that meeting
could pervade all our
churches there would be no more lack of
means {o carry on missionary
and other
Christian enterprises;

that all. gur

ness

national

insti-

tutions of learning would soon become independent ; that we should never again
have to remind the people of the finish:
ing touches needed on Anthony Hall;
that it would soon enter into the heart of
some man, to place "tongue on this highest point of Campy Hill that shall speak
for the right ana
help dispel the darkthat our

great

crime

en-

tailed upon us; long after Ais is silent in
the grave.

We were tempted to say nothing about
it, to take comfort and rest a little on
that score, but how

could

we

when

our

printing offiec hasn't even been begun,
and the recitation’room, where our press
and materials are, is likely to

within a few months?

be

needed

The arrangement,

which sgemed to be a necessity, for the
Princip8l to have a residence in the build-

ing has diminished the ngymber of réoms
for the present, available for school purposes; and the printing office

must occupy

ast winter by the Lincoln Debating So-

ciety

(intended then to go toward a town

ly of attempting to criticise
persons or clock which we have since given up),
things unknown to us. This
lady visitor make$
a small beginning toward our
at the Luke House assured me the sea “eupola.
I am sure there are man
might be pleasant, but for her part she that would want an ownership in it, if
liked ‘* something wild and uncontrolla- they could see the wonderful views from
ble like the mountains.”
Would she be it—scenery that was familiar to Washingwilling to weather two September gales ton and Jefferson, that was made
famouse
on Matinicus Rock? As she gave me her by the heroism of John Brown, and dedi
impressions of Leadville,
plaintively cated to this
werk of the Lord by the saeremarking that in the winter the ther- rifice upon these high altars “of much
mometer was said to stand, for days, at precious blood of heroes. The service
130 degrees, and she should think eyery- of these. wonderful landscapes in (his
body would freeze, 1 concluded there was work can not be estimated.
How often
- $ lack of appreciation on somebody's part has assurance taken the place of despond-

it was not material, and she,
the thoughts that shall breathe, and his —whose,
having apparently satisfied herself, went
words, the words that shall burn through

tle effect. I would, therefore, recommend

to supply this want, and {hat their term

If they

above everything

liberal

space before unappropriated in the wellseen the ‘‘salt water,” and I found several
lighted portion of our basement.
How
people in Colorado who wondered at our can we be silent, when every time we are °°
devotion of the sea. Never having- seen far enough from under it, the bare beams
anything more like our Atlantic than the that wish to support a suitable bell stare
intolerably gray, dirty water of Lake at us so reproachfully ?—especially when
Michigan, they naturally could tell me we consider that many of the numerous
many astonishing things about the ocean. strangers who visit
these hallowed,
“It must
be so. monotonous, you know, | historic grounds, get here their first
for'it’s only water, and having seen it once impressions—their first knowledge of our
you have seen it always.” But the phil- denomination.
osophy of the true New Englander runs
Since the: writing of the above, a forin this wise: ‘“The Rockies are grand, mer pupil. a Roman Catholic when she
but then they weré—mountains last night. came here, brought to the treasurer,
This morning they were beautiful in the $5.00, which ‘was the interest on $100 00
eastern light, and though they will be she had managed to save from her small
again touched by the finger of the sunset earnings which have never exceeded $5.00
or the white moonshine, yet, after all,
r month.
That, with $21.00 raised

Thus equipped on heaven's best

bring all their tithes into the storehouse
andl prove God, he will send down overpowering blessings. He can work and
none can hinder; and he will work with
his working people and none shall hinder.

emphasis on

after'dinner to satisfy her curiosity in regard to the Eastern woman had never

levity and put on a serious, manly behav-

ple”have

(the

The boarder who

carry in your department the mien and
dignity. of the lady and the gentleman.
Lay aside childish freaks and marks of

with authority to hold meetings and, in the
absence of the pastor, administer baptism,
the Lord’s Supper, and be the standing be endorsed and enthusiastically practiced,
moderator of the church. In those times God would follow with his converting
when ministers were evamgelists and nec- power. We are well enough acquainted
essarily often away, it was one of the with the Lord to know that he will not
best arrangements to have a Ruling Elder withhold his cobperation when ** the peofill all the important offices of a pastor.
Sometimes churches would tBrive better
than when they depended upon the minister. Sucha power in the church did more to
enliven the hearts of the people than
would be done by a transient pastor, ove
who could so seldom visit the membership that his calls would produce but lit-

“0, Jerry!”

with the peculiar intonation of the
Although I had often read of
sketches of Southern and Western
never heard it had before and I
nized it with great delight.

expecting

command respect and

I could have
day, simply

for the pleasure of hearing somebody at
the house calling the man from the stable,

make thorough work of Christian pleadings." Still, in.every part, do not fail to

tention.

exhorting - to

all following one leader, starting

There

that is found only at home.
subsisted on a crust that

nothing else but that he will return. Let
your lahguage assume that he is going to
enjoy refreshing times, and that he is going to return to the church again. Thus

jor which must

except the preach-

ers occasionally heard

measured.

ninepins they were the ninepins of Titans.

your visits be repeated. Let another brother follow suit and repeat his call. Then
let two or three in company, not always
to repeat the persuasion but to let him
know that he is nat forgotten, and giving
you

of

quiries about the health ;agdi mutual ao-

quaintances—voices,

to the composition, but only to

the lake but

called their attention to some good thing

that

The baskets in

being taken around, were placed on a
table in front of the congregation, and all
went forward with their contributions.
If, in coming back to the seat, one saw
some [riend.for the first time, it was ne
indecorum in the orderly confusion te
shake the hand and make the usual“fh-

rugged pile of gray boulders unsoftened
by any tender tint of green, but here and

when excursionists flock here by hanmartyr.” To Thyatira he said, “1 know dreds.
thy" *¢ charity,” ¢* service,” ** faith,” *¢ paWe sat down on the piazza of tle Twin
tience, and thy works ;” notwithstanding, ‘Lake House to watch the thunder storm
I have a few things against thee.” Jesus that was moving rapidly down the valley.
If the thunder crashes were the falling of

the impression

of their worship.

combination or’ arrangement
of stanzas.
there, shows what looks-to us like a faint That is a peculiarity .of all their oldline or tiny driftof snow. Perhaps it 54 | time hymns, arising from oir not being
a gulch whose depth has never bee
able to read, and causing
custom of

the remarks that the brethren had been

that they had done. They were not to The lightning darted from the clouds
blame in everything. Jesus never ag- straight into the lake below, cutting the
gravated the circumstances of their back- water like an arrow. The rain fell in
through neglect it has in some degree de- slidings and provoked the delinquent torrents a mile or two below us, but not a
drop pattered on our roof, and presently
clined.
:
churches to anger under the reproof. His the black shadows lifted from the ‘moun3. Anether thing that will aid in re- great object wus to lead them to see their tains roundus, slipped away down the
storing the discipline is the choice of a own failings in a true light. They were valley, and the Sok old summits of Elcommittee of three or five to have. watch not the worst people in the category of bert and Grizzly stood out transfigured and
glorifiedin the golden sunshine. There are
over the spiritual interests of the church. wrongdoers. Comparatively
speaking, three hotels at the lakes, and, I believe,
It should be their business to assist the they were among the best. Still some "board
averages about three dollars a day,
pastor§n visiting from house to house, to faults should be corrected and then they but they are ** nine miles from a lemon.”
advise in any trouble, adménish to” duty,
would stand almost perfect before the Literally nothingigrows there, and everything must be freighted from the cars Qver
call on the sick, see that Ue membgrship world.
the mountains.
ot
attends the stated meetings of the ehurch,
The Twin Lake House isa log baildSo when we go to restore the delinassistin examining candidates (dz baping. Along the front, runs an unpainted
tism and membership, and have
#gener- quent brother or sister,we should visit piazza where small evergreens miserably
al oversight for the good of the body. with the warmest affection, the most ear- pine in wooden tubs.
he parlor was
nest prayers, and the persuasive energies lighted by one window.
A stone.chimThis committee should be an advisory
of constraining Christian love. Our ten- ney, built on the outside of the house,
body to which all complaints should be
gave to the inside.a fire-place where a
made in case of church trial, and should | der words should be accompanied with bright fire warmed the August day into
tears. Refer to convert days, when sweet
seek to settle all troubles, if possible, and
comfort. The logs on the inside had
avoid the necessity of bringing the ag- was their communion with God. Refer been squared off; the rodm was papered
grieving and aggrieved parties before the to the baptismal waters when they came with wood-cuts from Harper's Magazine
and illustrated papers, the most of them,
whole church. It shouldbe their busi- cheerfully up from the beautiful ordinance of course, mining and hunting scenes.
with
praises
on
thelips.
Refer
to
the
covness to nip all disagreement in ‘the bud
The'service at the house was poor; no
enant so warmly accepted when we joined one should expect to find trained servants
and labor and pray for peace and" prosperity. They should visit the member- the church and pledged by #ui sacred here. The dinner, as a matter of course,
was not good, except the delicious salmon
ship at least every two months and in- hoor to keep inviolate until death. trout from the lake; but we were not
Remind
them
of
God’s
promise
of
acceptquire after the spiritual interest of each
there for our dinner, and we had not that
and know how he or she is progressing in ance when ‘they come: * Return unto day to. learn that the place to eat Western
me and I will return unto you, saith the beef is in the East.
A little travel should
divine life. This plan alone would tend
Lord of hosts.” Mal. 3: 7. Let them convince one that he may travel for
to keep God’s people in a revival spirit.
scenery,
new
impressions,
better air,
With a good thorough working ¢ommit- know that you seek not theirs, but them: change of any kind, but for comfort never ;
not their means, but their souls. Let

andl - During the first thirty years of our deIt nominational existence, in the place of the

are plain and
pojnted directions for pro- jafter him. When one steps aside from
cedure when any member becomes guilty 'duty we are so liable to give him up as
of such public and notorious crimes. The lost, without even going to inquire after
business of the churchat such a time is to him that our church organization proves
move for a committee of investigation, almost a failure. This mewment would

“to!

Jast ten years he has been preaching

church, they should get into the spirit of warm heart, the body could not fail to
Jesus, drinkin his love that can not give
them up.
We should feel as parents do

table, refuses to grow, and there the the
t covers the earth;
lovely searlet cypress hangs out her bril- the lake and the mountain telland the little
liant blossoms.
An enormous buffalo senses and our blinded eyes isour numbed
no more
skull, whitening in the brush,grins out at than the flash of the lightning ina
dark
us. The air is so delicious one wishes night reveals to us of the beauty
i
and glefor a double set of respiratory organs to ry of a day in
midsummer.
:
take it in faster,—wonders why Edison
won't invent a method of bottling up air
for future use.
LETTER FROM STORER COLLEGE.
The lakes lie in Lake County, a few
. miles below Leadville, but I believe they
A "drive to Charlestown after. Sondayare not in any town. This is a peculiar- ‘school, Oct. 8, brought us to the Quarterity of a new country that amuses Eastern ly Meeting in time for the P. M. “preach
people. The state is divided intp
ocoun- ing meeting.” The closing service, the coltiesy but a county has towns
ered lection, we
‘would like for gur “triends to
only here and there through its limits.
have seen, for other
,
well as’
| The upper lake containe a square mile, for its’ novelty. More(than
a eollection
the lower, its shores dotted with the ordinarily does, it seemed
a pleasant part

fext monthly meeting.
He came and. laitans.” To Pergamos he said, ** Tho§
has ever since held on his way. He took holdest fast my name,” ‘* hast not denied
a college course at Oberlin and for the my faith; * Antipas was my faithtal

gospel to a thriving congregation in New

conversion,

to them. An earnest, persevering worker
for God¥will prove one of two things
toa people: either for good or evil. St.

the

falls softly as the

hurries us away
which is so from Granite, and train
the lightning flashes
nearly entire alkali that some persons de- up the gk3 behind the foot-hill
; and the
clare it is hardly proper to call it a vege- story Of the creation is hidden s from
us as

where eyen the sage-brush,

will usually respond

fact was speedily told over town, witha" recommend that the pastor take the first
air of triumph, that he had lost his relig- proper opportunity to resign and leave.

all restraint, to care not for the counsels
of his advisory brethren, to heed not the

who, after

most lamentable voice,he cries out, ** How

'

day,

the rhembership

come covenant-breakers and persist in it.
Guilty of such disregard to their plighted
fidelity, God compares his people to an
. unfaithful wife that departs from her husband and goes after other lovers. .Notwithstanding they have made so wide a
departure from. him, the Lord is not willing to give his people up as lost, but seeks
still to discipline and save them.
Witha

_

town-meeting

sider any professing Christian, who becomes so headstrong as to press through

ingly stay away.

. «lj

length, on

the polls, he got into a dispute over

| election of officers with an old crosy and,
with waxing warm, it ended in a fisticuff, a

2. Take ‘‘one or two” members
you. The aggrieved party is to call for
advisory
friends~
as - peacemakers.

men

again in his placg and, on the whole,
rather a consistent Christian. But his Paul(2 Cor. 2: 16) tells us: * To the
zeal began to decline again, and, at one we are the savour of death untodeath ;

fats before him, refuses to pay, is no
more guilty of a breach of promise than
haying given themselves to God's peo~~ ple with a most sacred vow to attend the
stated meetings of the church, persever-

koa

alone, then let the oftended and aggrieved

to enjoy it as in earlier daysof his convert life. For some time we saw him

souls,

PPE 3 LEE 3

it should be hushed up with the shortest

urged

men's

btush,except here and there a spotofalkali

wa.

at their feet, we turn or our
drive. The purple twilight

course of sage-brush and nothing but sage-

sg

general rules for it, and

gathering and seemed

towering mountains and the shining

&

impression that it is a shame that Christians, members of the same church,
should have any quarrel ; and, therefore, | the next monthly

Jus in certain cases what are the first, sec-

3

istrations. Let our ministers cry between
the porch and the altar, and lay themhe was already beyond my reach. He fi- selves out for their godd. I ‘they, therenally responded to my entreaty to’come to fore, prove themselves in earnest for
from his first love, though I really “feared

is forty miles in one diréction
another, or perhaps a little
miles by four, but a
park it
Cache Creek Park, for yur
drive, presented an unvarying

-

the

fegard for his min-

TA

EE
;

carry

Park, which
by sixty in
affair of six
must be.
eight miles

apd thé church will

slight

mistrdst that I suspected he had fallen

our Lord and thel Apostles have more
than intimated. They have laid down
by every organized body.
+"

The Saviour seems to

I took all preeaation
net te let him

but

TT

bo

selves.

him.

cern for the church,
exhibit

TTY

7,

tween the two members,
let an attempt be
made to settle the difficulty between them-

and talking very warmly of Chelst before

ETD

I~

|

be-

1

_

only

-3

cious discipline over the Christian Church,

is known

ency and hesitation, as a glance through
the window revealed the smiling face of

our Leader and removed all doubt of the
guidance of his supporting hand! But

for these putward Jraaifesiations of his
power and

appyoval, the drooping

must, func.

spirt

3, er, with weary limb and

brain, have sunk to the

fective work is hin)

iy

point at which ef-

There are still several rooms without
names,
Paying for these would relieve

our necessities
directly for the
There were
ments to mork
The demand

as much as contributing
cupola.
never greater encouragein this direction than now.

for teachers

was

never

80

great. Nearly every member,of the las
raduating class, together with a very
arge number.
of last year’s pupils

have not completed .the course,
ready

in the field,
and yet the calls keep

coming,g

\ Harper's Perry, W, Va,
;

that

are @l

;

ibn

"

)
An

18, 18%.
ey

TY,

That there should be a good and judi-

trouble

REET

Ea tat

Rufus Clark at the

If the

reso

a

[A paper read by the Rev.

1.

, Ashtabula Q. M. in Shefilgld, Ohio, Oct. 28, 1882.1
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THE

i
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might come

and

spices,

anoint

that they

him.

And

"very

[from the

they

ex-

tonghy, they saw a'young man gitting on

the

right side, arrayeddh

were amszed.

And

Be not amazed:

ye

-Y

rene, which bath

“en;
they
and
lee:

you.

entering

into

the

« white robe; and they

he saith

seek

unto them,

Jesus,

been crucified:

the

Nuza-

he is ris-

he is not here : behold, the place where
laid him!
But go, tell
his disciples
Peter, He goeth before you into Galithere shall ye see him, as he said unto

And they went out, and fled from the

III.

The

thoughtful.
yw

¥

HOW

A message of love.

to

the chro-

nology which we have followed, Jesus died on

compassion

of

wr

A labor of love.

‘‘Men may come

“go on forever.”

hearts

No

that

love

sooner had

the

sun sunk behind the western horizon, on
the eve of-that sad and gloomy Sabbaili

in Jerusalem, ‘than

the

women,

the

Marys, a
ard Salome, and others,
began to make preparations for completing the burial of the body of Jesus,

. whom

TO MAKE A GOOD

SUNDAY-

a Saviour.

They were ready early in the

hastened forth on

their ‘grrand

of love,

she last they ocopld, ever do for him to
whom they had many times ministered
in their huroble Galilean homes. A deep
sense of sin and the greatness of the love
whereby they had been forgiven, had
produced iu the hearts of these women a
profound faith in Jesus as their Redeemer, and out of this faith, as flower out of

things can spoil.

Good teachers must be

ful to each other not only in imparting

others

once

the knowledge

nity of interest

among

to

pecially

they have,

the

teachers,

his heart without danger of being

able

at least, they still went steadily onward.
IL. A great surprise. Evenwhile they
§, were saying among themselves, ** Who
shall.xoll us away the stone from the

door of gh tomb?” they came to the wellremembered spot, and foypd that the
stone about which they
Had troubled
themselves, was already removed and
the door was wide open.So it often is
with the lovers of Jesus. They borrow
trouble needlessly about difficulties to

which they have not cone, and find them

gone when they get to the place where

they expect.jo meet them. Nor was this
the only surprising thing before them, |

want

would

they

them what

to

know, a ‘young man” clothed in ‘white

apparel.

No

wonder

that

they

were

amazed ; nor was their astonishment

sened when

he

spoke

tu them, saying,
seek,

ye

amazed:

“ Be'not

les-

Jesus,

the

Nazarene, which hath been crucified ; he

is risen ; he is net here; behold the place

But go, tell his
where they laid him!
disciples and Peter, He goeth before you

into Galilee: there shall ye see him, as

he said unto you.”
IIL. A message of love. Such, indeed,
to
was the communication entrusted
them. 1t contained a distinct and positive announcement of the rising of Christ
one

from the dead, from

purpose of their coming

who knew

the

and the names of

their friends at home, and was commissioned to make an appointment for the
among the familiar
He wasa messenger

Master with them
grounds of Galilee.

thoughtless

criticisms.

eourage their minds, to strengthen

faith and quicken their love.

How

their

ten-

derly thoughtful, too, of that one who
had grievously sinned, and bitterly reand

. pented,

who

might

even

now

be

fiercely goaded by remorse and, perhaps,

on the verge of despair. * Tell his diseiples, and Peler!” He who sent this
message of love knew well all the grand
possibilities locked up in the ardent nature of that impulsive apostle, and knew
how quickly his whole soul would respond to one word that assured him of
his Master's forgiveness. He knew .hoW"
nobly Peter would redeem his unfaithfalness and with what heroic devotion and

stalwart
whom

fidelity

he

would

he once denied.

serve

A

Solid Silver Wares

true spirit of teaching

to

interior grade

Women

that purchasers

Christian ~ queen,

a wordy man,
tact—one who

world. and

TEACHERS' MEETING.
One of the things that needs attention

been

such

article

piece. This stamp

well known

never will be

better time than now

start

to

one.

a

The

superintendent who allows himself to be
persuaded that it is impossible to have a
‘teachers’ mgeting in his school needs a
new infusion of heroism. This is one of
the ¢ impossible things” that ought to be
done whether possible or not. The superiitandent who succeeds is a man who
does not falter in his duty before difficul®
ties. “No matter, then, what the croakers
say, there should be bea teachers’ meeting in every Sunday-school. Suppose the
teachers

live

in

the

country,

scattered

not spare an evening for a weekly

meet-

ing; if they are not willing to cut off any-

thing else for the sake of preparing to do
their work well as teachers, there is need
for a revival of the spirit of zeal and
consecration.
It is the work that costs
most that shows most in real results.—

West. Teacher.
I

>.»

:

Than’ he is quick to climb to thee on high.
.

.

When one turns to the Lord, it must be

himj ‘with a ‘full purpose of heart.”
‘way work in God's service.

of obtaiming

an

if they

will

stamped

STERLING

has

in this country

GORHAM

sees that wherever

mother

gives

us the sure

the Bible

hope

that

her

children will be made shargrs ia the rich
inheritance in that mother's knowledge of
the truth, which is the power of God uito
salvation unto every one who believes it.

now

on

She

has too

long

become

No half-

|

Blithe case,

this

PILES

remedy will overcome it.

THIS

[]

the new missipnary effort
there by the Presbyterians.

just

® plaint is very

Presbyterian church, who
to leave Egypt during the
returning to their posts of
Whately’s school at Cairo
month.
:
————

KIDNEY-WOR

When

I say cure 1 do not

SYRIA.—The
girls in

them
dren
girls
ing

Syria

TETRIS

doing

more

for

than all other agencies. Our chil
are all taught the Bible. Very few
leave these schools without becowmenlightened. The common schools

are to a great.extent Bible classes.

The

comfort and. Joy brcught into hundreds of

Syrian

home" by the Bible are beyond

description. I have been in the homes of
the poor where it has been like a light in
There is a tamily of three

poor women, silk-winders from: Damuscus. Infirm in health, in deep poverty,’
unable to read, the Bible is their delight.
They

keep

the

Arabic

Bible on a shelf,

and they ask every person who comes io,
and

who is able to read, to take the book

apd read

to them.

not often

pass a

In this way, they do

day without a portion of

God's Word. ~ Rev. Dr. Bliss.

.
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400 best authors.

Prose and
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AND-
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This
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BALLS HEALTH PRESERVING
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wich LIGHT,

The

think

people

Cm—
themselves sick and doctor for kidney or liver troubles, or dyspepsia, while
{/ the truth were known, the realcause is at the heart.
The renowned Dr. Clendinning, startlingly says
“one-third of my subjects show signs of heart disease.”

“I P, FRINK, ss: Pearl St,, N. ¥,

SCALE:

CORRODERS

DOWNS’ ELIXIR
N. H. DOWNS’

ELIXIR

S.
Row,

and every species of oppression of the Chest
and
In all cases where this Elixir has =]
end been July administered its efficacy has been

the most in-

= _ {gs not incurable, if properly attended to.—
Consumption, at its commencement, is but a

1]we

= slight irritation of the membrane which covers m
the
Lungs; then an inflamation, ‘when the ges
cough is more observable, but rather dry; then Spe

becomes local fever aud the pulse more fie. ses
quent, the oheeks flushed and chills more com- w=
mon, This Elixir in curing the above comDluicts, operates 80 as to remove all morbid

from the

expel

them

It#acllitutos expectoration,

It heals the ulcerated surfaces

and relieves the congh and makes the breath-

ing easy, It supportsthe strength and at the
same time reduces the fever,
It'is free from
strong opiate and astringent articles, which are
ofso drying a pature as to bein great danger of
destroying the patient; whereas this medicine
never dries or stops the cough, but, by removing the cause, generally destroys the hectic
before the cough is. entirely gone.
Conse-

quently, when the cough is cured the patient
is well, Send address for pamphlet giving

ny.

JE

pulmonary diseases.
$1.00
per bottle,

SOLD EVERYWHERE,
JONNSON & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.
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TWILL THE WEATHER BE TO-MORROW
ol’s Signal Service Barometer:
OR

RACH
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‘Truth is consistent, immutable; eternal.

We hope

_ ‘that all our friends who visit the city and remain over the Sabbath will not fail to visit the
church.———Two errors appeared last week in
Mrs. Hills’s article on the Missionary Helper:
To. the salary of Mrs. Brewster; $80.00 (instead
of $30.00) have been added. .In the third paragraph, for *“ already” read ¢ all ready.’ ———
As showing how the friends of the Star,
” whether connected with the special canvass
machinery or not, can aid in increasing” our
subscription list, see Pres. Cheney's very welcome note ip another column. His glowing interest in (not Bates College only, but) all parts of
our denominational work is worthy of the
attention and emulation of all younger mer.
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months’ salary of the

new

missionary,

wile

the woritlerful spontaneity of the gifts isa token

of canfidence on the part of the friends, and sn
earnest of what Maine

proposes to do

for

In-

dia through its own missionary.
The

* Farewell”

service

to

Miss

Coombs,

D. Patch, the pastor, presided.
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=
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held in the Main St. church in Lewiston, was
a rare scene for that church and eity. Rev. O,

Rev. W..H.

Bowen, D. D., gavea very interesting account
of the mission in India.
Rey. Mr. Fernald
presented the needs of that mission in regard
to more missionaries, and wished that more of
the peopleof the denomination could ‘witness
this oceasion. Rev, J. B. Jordan spoke of the
houors

paid our

citizens

who

father was a New
taught as Iwas

sadbrs of Christ.

in season.

Pypf. L. G. Jordan, Rev. G.S.

Dickerman of

the Cong. church, and Prof, Howe.

The clos-

ing address by Miss Coombs has been much
commented upon for its beautiful and appropriate simplicity. It left a decided impression
upon its hearers. The closing and consecrat-
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Oentral Association N otes.
Cheering reports continue to reach us
our

Elmira.
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worship in condition to be used. Bro. Hare
_rington,
the faithful pastor of the Eimira
church, should have the prayers of all who

anuth-

love our work.

the
Ina

We are glad to commend

him

to the sympathy .of*all our churches.

The Hamburg church bas been much revived

about

of late, and the brethren there feel greatly encouraged.
By direction ol the Erie Q. M.; 4
three days’ meeting was held there recenily,
resulting in several additions to the church.
Brethren Ball and Bryant did efficient work in
saving the church to our people. Hamburg is
capable of being made one of our strongest

<
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Situated on the Buffalo and James-

- town R, R.;oflly 13 miles from Buffalo,it isa
large and rapidly improving village.
C.
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Van

Duzee

Rev.

B.

bas been engaged as pastor

the charch till April 1.
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The most important: and successful enterprise of the “Asso., since’ its: annual meeting,
hay been the securing of a fine church property in the village of Ontario. The property

indred
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ective
hites-

formerly belonged to the Free Adventists, was

v such

now secured to the Central Association to be

abandoned by them

utside

and sold for debt.
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reclaiming

this unbappy affair, the columns of the Star
are nbt the proper place in which to say it.
He claims that he was unfairly treated; that

This

nday-

ful management so far; and indeed ull the pastors in the Q. M, have seemed alive to the importance of securing this field. The Central
Association is in a condition to secure such
- openings as pever before.
The church al German bas recently repaired
snd improved its church.
The services of rededication were held Nov. 15, Rev, G. S. Rick.
er, pastor of the Norwich church, preaching
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and used for

roll will appear in the Star as often as an addition is made. It will be a delight to the eyes
.of every lover of the Mission—especially those

‘whose try K#eps coming for help.

But it is

one of those things whose appearance improves
ws its size increases.
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Cape Fear F. B. Oonference.

New

Bere;

Hampshire.

Since the Sept. session of the Wolfboro Q.
M., which was held with the 1st Alton cB¥Teh;

there has been a constantly increasing religious
interest in that community, and there are indications of a general awakening....Two per-

sons united by baptism with

They

the

departments of

religious

have a meeting-house

well

The 14th annual session of the coleréd Cape

Fear Freewill Baptist Conference was held
with the.Church at Antioch chapel, CumberCo., N.

land

C., Nov,

s16—18.

Rev.

W.

church

mon.

M.

the introductory serDraughhorn preached’
mon. Rev. J. D. Arnold was chosen moderator and Rev. N. A. McMillion was made secreitary, The attendance was very large, and a
number of the ministers and’ delegates came

under way.

drom afar to be present at the meeting. Much
time was speit in the formation of this Yearly

the growing spiritual interest which

posed of, considering the many disadvantages

that we are laboring under.

A number of res-

olutions were adopted; among them was that
we {appreciate the publications published by

#he Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
pro-

«especially the Morning Star; that the
«ceedings of this Yearly Meeting be sent to the

at of

wenger,
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and Installation.

called
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at
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‘Harmony

A.large delegation was

Benediction by the pastor.

J. T. Warp, Clerk.

The council, called by the Brockway (Mich.)
church to examine and, if thought proper, to
ordain Bro. George P. Hunt, met with the
church on the 16th inst. and proceeded with the
services as follows: Opening exercises by Rev.
E. J. Doyle; Ordination sermon by Rev. N.
H. Farr; Ordination Prayer by Rev. E. J.
Doyle; Charge by Rev. N. H. Farr; Hand of
Fellowship by Rev. E. J. Doyle; Benediction
the candidate.
Bro. Hunt is a strong man and
id exerting a good influence on the church and
community.
He is now engaged in a revival
meeting with good prospects.
The church is
much encouraged.
E. J. DOYLE. |

present and reported nearly all the churches in a
prosperous condition. The business was transacted with unusnal Jromotuess, many laymen
agIngin the work.
Oneimportantresolution was
that
each minister be required to give a written report

A

esting meeting.
A collection
charch at
Rochester.

was

taken
:

for

Cleveland (Ohio.)—Held? Nov. 4,5, with_the

it

from

Royalton and

Cleveland

churches.

A really

excellent meeting was enjoyed. The brethren in
the ministry
present were Rev.. W. Clark of
Cleveland,.

Rev. Ira

Allen,

pastor

of

the

Elsie

church, Mich., Bro. G. Stevens, licentiate of Roch
ester church, Lorain
Q. M., Bro. L. C. Charlton of
the Hinckley church,
Rev. E. Ensign and “Rev. G.
H. Damon of the Taverpool church, and though 80

many were there, yet
Elders Clark and Allen did
the preaching. The rest of the brethren stayed up
their hands oy prayer, exhortation and song, and
their preach ng was good, characteristic of the
men. Elder Clark’s strong faith and ready
utterance won and held the attention and will ‘have its
influence. Elder Allen was here two years ago
and aided us in a special meeting for about three
weeks when scven converts rejoiced in a newfound Saviour, i ot om Jomate ig
His
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reaching
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n, clear, with

an easy

very

Pod his Ee
stay with bis learersiand
have a lasting
effe
We must not neglect to
speak of the
Womgh’s Missionary meeting, held
Saturday evening,
Sister Addie Newton presiding.
It was ber first effort and those who aided her as
well as herself did themselves great credit in the
ropriate_ selections for the exercises,
dll of.
ch were full of interest, Collection, $5.87 for
‘Foreign® Missions. Bro. T. C. Charlton, who has

lately come among

us and has rendered already

acceptable service to the Hinckley church as a
preacher, was licensed to-preach for one year.
We regret that in our last
Q. M. report there was
an unintentional omission—to \wit., August 26
Bro. Holden Putnam, of the Hinckley church and
student in the Theological Department of Hillsdale College, was jranied license to preach. We
are sorry that his‘health would not permit (him to
continue his studies, but the Lord is ugipg him
here in supplying at least one vacant pulpit—the
Royalton church. We give him a cordial welcome
to the ministry of the gospel of Christ. First in the
West, last summer daring his vacation, and
now
atr-hgme among
his acquaintances he has alread
preached the
Word—which God grant may be effeetual in accomplishing good ior the Master!
Rev. Ww. C. Hulse, late pastor among ug, has con

proceeds to be devoted to missions. The supply was speedily exhausted and many were
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delegate, and

for a revival the coming

an

anxious

winter.

The

tor.

Our churches are really taking

rts

$30.10

S.F.

to

Quarterly
Sauk Co. (Wis.)

en-

by

looking

with

the

day, Sept. 22.

Iowa, Treasurer

with

churgh,

the
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of

D. LOTHROP & C0., BOSTON.
HAVE
Edited

(N.

Y.)

Salem
Asso.

will

with

the

be

Friday

Dec.

8,

Wm.

erior.

1

Opinions,

Rev.

JONU

H. WARD,

5

PY

B.

Clerk.

[o)

8 Adams—W Ballinger—G E Baker—E F Bartlett—A Benedict— F H Butler—B G Blaisdell—S
C Barrows—H Blackman—Z Boughton—M Cole—
Mrs D Chesley--C J Chase—~C Campbell
Mrs N
Chandler—R
Clark—Phebe
8S Covel—E J Clifford—W S Covel—Mrs J Cartwright—J Davidson

—H Dutch—A B Drew—L Dexter—J S Dinsmore
—B F Drake— C 1 Dow>J Edgecomb—Miss El-

Young—0O

W

Young.
FY
Notice.
Books Forwarded
BY MAIL.
Rev W H Trafton Madison N H
Rev J J Hoag Hague
NY
Rev B G Blaisdell Dickinson Cen

i

There is a patural deligut in learning, and an
inspiration in the conscious acquisition of truth,
to which even stupidity is not insensinle.

adversity

gtate,it is most

beneticial to us.—Dr.

DON'T DIE IN THE
“ Rough on Rats.”

es, bed-bugs,
phers.

Robert E Nesbit

S. Johnson.

Rev J B Jordan Auburn Me

flies, ants, moles,

chipmunks,

go-

Rev
Rev
Rev

Negroes were unknown to the Greeks until 700
B. C¢. The term Ethiopians with them simply
meant people darker than themselves.
:
THAT

HUSBAND
ewer.”

$1.

Druggists.

(Readding, Pa., Times and Dispatch.)
ART AND OIL.
The Norfolk Virginian of January 16, 1881, refers to the remarkable cure effected by St. Jacobs
Oil in

the

case

of Prof.

Cromwell,—known

the

country over for his magnificent Art Illustrations
—who had suffered excruciating torments from
rheumatism, untid he tried the Oil whose effects
he says were magical,
Don’t
. the high
member
quite as

grumble if yeur paper is vot always up to
standard of your ideal.
Charitably re.
that no editor is capable of getting “up
good a paper as you could yourself.

1
Yun Imebriety.
DR. C. 8. ELLIS, Wabash, Ind., says: “I
pre" geribed it for a man who had used intoxicants to
excess for fifteen years, but during
the last two
rs has entirely abstained. He thinks the Acid
Phat 18 of much benefit to him."
' Great talkers are I
thing rons eut of them?
more

people

die of

consumption than from any other cause,

Slight

colds are the true seeds of consumption.
of the slightest

cough.

Adamson’s

sam stands without a peer.
cents.

Wherever there
a fool.

Botanic

A

;

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs,
8, bronchial and tubercular

gnd

general debility.

a

single teaspoonful

The

most mild, bland, and
nutritiqus form in which
Cod Liver Qil can be used, and with more benef}
secured to the patient by

3)

Va

C B Goodwin Gorham Me
W W Hatch Lawrence Mass
G H Damon Medina O

T H Drake 1304 Pearl St Cleveland O
Jacob Stuart Cameron N Y
R Scott Kast Hebrou Oxford Co Me

Laforest Robinson Theo Seminary Bangor
Rev S R Evens Sherman Chau Co N Y
No Sutton

W Parsons Saco

Me
4)

N. H

Me

Hallock~Kindball—In Starkshoro, Oct. 5, by
the same,
vy ¥. Hallock and Sarah Kimbaht
of»

}

1

oi

thas Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and BE. BD TRU 5
yd
208 Pearl Bt., New York.
.
.
i

of 8.

Berry—Davis—In Strafford,
N. H,, Sept. 30, by
the Rev. F. Reed, Mr. Fred E.
Berry of Strafford
and Miss Annie A. Davis of Farmington.
Abbott—-Shepard—At the same place and
Mr.

Stephen

W.

Abbott

of

Dover, N. H., and Riss Olive hepard of Strafford.
Scott—Cole—In Blackstohe, Mass.,, at the

residence of Mr, and Mrs.

Mason

Rev.

D. Cole, the

bride’s parents, Nov. 20, by

the

ter, Mr. Frank J. Scott, of

Minneapolis, Minn., and

Lewis

Miss Ida J. Cole, ol Blackstone.
Segar—Burdin—In West Stephentown,
19, bY
and

N.Y.

Dex.

Nov.

she Rev. 1 B. Coleman, Mr, Frank 8. Segar
Miss Nellie A. Burdin, bothof Stephentown,
4

/

.

N.

er
Price $1.50.

Besides these a hundred new books,

ranging

in

price from 25 cts. to $10.00 each, by popular authors, make their list the finest in the
line of il
Justrated books issued this season.
Catalogues
free.

D.

LOTHROP

&

IS THE

CO.’S

TIME

TO

Wide Awake.
‘The Great Pictorial Magazine.
The Pansy. (WEEKLY.)
‘Edited

Periodicals.

SUBSCRIBE.

$2.50 a year.

by the author of the Pansy

a year.
Little Men and

Women.

For youngest readers.

,

Book, 75 cents

A

$1.00 a sh

cts. a year.

The only magazine
expressly fo¥ the Babies.
Send all subscriptions to
. Bostonr; D. LOTHROP
& CO., Pubs.
32 Franklin Street.

SLIP

FROM
—OF

OFFICE
5

THE—

boston Commercial Bulletin,
intertwined and blooming amid

fern.

"GOLDEN FLORAL SERIES

4

now, marks

Andrew.

The following is the list of titles:
Ring Out, Wild Bells.
Rock of Ages.
Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal
/
Proud?

be

Abide with Me.
Nearer, My
God, to Thee.
The Breaking
Waves Dashed High.
Home, Sweet Home.

rown—b._
*gin—Ir
Washington, Vb. Vt., Sept
Sept,
Brows
bg Mo
1. Washington,
13, by the Rev. Jo
. Burgin, Melvin Drown of
Barton and Emma J. Burgin of Washington.

same,

very

(2)

Lucy—Harriman—At the parsonage in Jackson, N. H., Oct. 8, by the Rev. C. T. D. Crockett,
Mr. George F. Lucy of Conway and Miss Alma
Harriman of Bartlett, O.
:
‘
Trickey-Bird—Oct. 21, by the same, Mr. Neleon I, Tet
of Juckson, N. tl, and Miss Jennie

the

Hale,

been attempted ; and their appearance

IXaxxied.

‘time, by

Susan
:

a decided pud:ynique improvement in the art of
book-making* THit Series comprises EIGHT different volumes, each ornamented with heavy silk
fringe and enclosed in a neat box er envelope to
protect its delicate and rich garb.
Each volume is superbly illustrated from designs
by Miss L. B. Humphrey, engraved by George T.

Rev C Campbell New Sharon Me
Rev F Reed Rochester N H

both

and

(2)
(3)

EXPRESS.
‘Rev T Spooner Whitefield N H
Rev J

«1.75;

of the Illnstrated Hymns dnd Songs, a striking
and artistic combination of the favorite fancies of
famous poets, ana the charms of the most exquisite Christmas cards. The preparation of these
lovely oo superb volumes has cost over a year’s
time and btudy ; nothing like them has ever
before

N C = (3)
(2

ght—Fuller—In Starksboro,¥t.,
Nov. 9,
by the same, Wm. H. Knight and Ethel I. Fuller,

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
consumption, sérofilla

a

Coleman Bayou Tunica W Tellers
La
3
Robert Hines Buffalo Gap Taylor Co Texas
R D Smith Little River Academy N C

th

Trial size, only: te

is flattery, therel8 sure to be
{

Providence

M

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

Statistics show that

1 Ave

D Waterman Harper’s Ferry W
A E Wilson Lansing Mich

Charles ¥ Williams

y

and ivies, and seemingto the eyes as fresh and
tempting as when plucked from Nature's garden,

G S Henderson Alex Buncombe Co
{L V Towle Ft Fairfield Me
J

In

su-

honeysuckle, the bashful passion-flower, the spotless lily, the timid daisy, the adored pansy and

A C Lee Foreston Clar CoS C

|

Peps

Babyland.
BOUND VOLUME, 1882, 15 C18.
Is more charming than any previous volume.

fleur-de-lis,

D W Adkins Ramsoyiown Yancy Co NC

OF MINE

Is three times the man he was before he began us** Wells’ Health

R Clark Lenox Ohio
HN Plumb Elton N Y
9.2 Nard 91 Chalkstow

Little

of flowers, such as the sweet wild rose, the twining

Rev R Cooley Stoughton Wis

A

Five

A POET'S BOUQUET

N Y

N Y

Rev L Sargent Morristown Vt
Rev S C Whitcomb Pittsfield Me
G A Gordon Campbell Hill lil

HOUSE,

Clears out rats, mice, roach-

Tbe.

£€ Hamlin

;
of

’

David Stillwell Kilbourne City Wis®

leads us to think properlv of our

”

$2.25.

Babyland, 50

liott—A J Eastman—B Eastman—R P Fenton—J
H Green—L M Gates—Mrs A R Hunkins—C B
Hayward—J M Hurd —-I Huckins—J G Harvey—
S iti
L Head—B Hodgdon—J F Hamblen
—J Hardie— P Jaquith—J M Keundall—A A Leach
—R
Loomis—S
McNimm—Mrs
N
Mitchell—Ce
Purington—G Putney—H Perry—E W Ricker—D
L Rice—H M Sluter—J C 8'eel--W P Sturgis—A
G Smith—T A Stevens—S 8 Small—A T Stratton—
AD Smith—W
H Trafton—M
Vose—Mrs L A
Wiggin—A P Whitney—J W Winsor —-A J Walker

—-W ¥ hivefeldsel} Zmnmerman—E

:

The new volume for 1882 is superb.

Letters Received.

oF

author

By Edward Everett Hale
fully illustrated, $2.50.

NOW

Ione

i

ENLARGED.

Wide Awake,

Rev.

Conference sermon, Rev. Mr. Parks.
?
GEO. L. PARKS, Clerk.
(Pa.) at Sylvania, tour miles
west of

Troy

$1.00.

$6.00:

Children.

Large quarte, illuminated cover,

ull cloth,

fo continue

prayer,

Mo-

A Family Flight Over Egypt and Syria.

The Ministers’ Conference

Whitfield ; Prevailing

$6.00;

llustrations, printing and binding it has no

Clerk.
at

sumptuous

pers and How they Grew, a delightful story.

Tuesday,
A. M.,
ns on

P.M.

and the

By Margaret Sidney,

Stephentown

Friday,

most

With initial poem by John G. Whittier.
The most
elegantly printed and finely illustrated voluma
of the season.
$5.00
;

Troy, commencing Dec. 22.

and the very ex.
and nucleus cf a

A

.

phrey. = $3.00; morocco,

G. Blaisdell;

of D.

Gilman.

Wild Flowers, and Where They Grow.
With 60 original illustrations by Miss L. B. Hum-

Saturday

house

Arthur

rocco, $10.00.

church,

I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
(N. Y.) with the F. B. church

Christian Faith and Religious

CATABRRH OF THE BLADBRER.
Stinging irritation, inflammation,
all Kidney
and Urinary Complaints, cured by ¢ Buchupaiba.”

As

by

of Home.

Holiday or Wedding day Qift Book.

L.D. Preston; Exegesis of 1 John,
Rev. T.
Brooks; Inbred Sin, Rev. Mr. Ober; Some of the
essentials to a revival interest, Rev. Mr. White;

Creek

JUST PUBLISHED

The Kingdom

Prairie

A. G. HILL,

SouBenoing
ou

St.,

BOSTON,

L. F. SHERRITT, Clerk.

(Me.) Q. M. Mivistérial

8:3.

Rev.

Lothrop & Co., in catering to the entertainment
and instruction of the young, is something prodigious. The Tist*for the coming holidays includes
more than one hundred new books, liy popular
authors, and as usual themest famous book illus.
trators have contributed best efforts,—designers,
engravers, printers and binders, all exhibiting
their most artistic work with a lavishness
undreamed of a few years ago.—DBoston Daily Ad-.
vertiser,
In this world all things react;
tremity of any force is the seed
counter agency. —De Quincey.

558 and 560 Washington

Treasurer of

convenes Friday A. M., ut.9 o’clock. Assignments
as follows: Paper on preparation nf sermons b,

school-house nar BesJAS. GROVER, Clerk.

publishing

the

G. C. HAYNES, Clerk.

(Penn.)

Rensselaer

«MM.

The enterprise. of the

for

A magnificent book. * $4.00.
‘What the Seven Did.

o'clock, Dee. 8.
St. Lawrence

at 2.30 o'clock. There was a good meeting. Bro.
H. Fulton was chosen moderator. The report of
the churches showed a good interest. Eker T. P.
hor and H. Fulton preached foi us during the
Next sassion at Jackson
mar, Fnday, Dec. 22.

Neb.,

:

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and
Matting. =

Child Love.

Center

at Orbiston, Fri-

"I'he conference was held

preparing

RUGS,

continuing oyer the sabbath.

Rom.

Opening sermond by Rev. Wm. Johnson.
W. PARLER, Clerk.

' Hocking Valley (0.)—Held

Ap

RETAIL.

ORIENTAL

Kendalil’s Mills, commencing Dec, 22 at 2 P. M. and

Exeter

bless

Spring

(25t22)

held with the church at ‘Easi Corinth
Dee. 5. Sermon Monday evening. Tu
Lesson in Homiletics and plans of

erry.

be held

CRE

aw

ih

AXMINSTERS,

Portland,

Meeting Notices.
with the church in

"

rejoicing. The Sabbath collection, $7.18, was di.
Red petween Foreign Missions and Harper's
Fob. session to

Deering,

The Poet

Crawford

their efforts and give them converts in heathen
lands, and at home, to be stars in their crown of

church.

y

Missions.

Saturday and Sunday.
God

Li
1819.

AND

du Sac, Dec. 8, at 7 o'clock P. M.
or Sia
DD. STILLWELL, Clerk.
Aroostook | (Me.) with -the “Fort Fairfield

Dec. 8-10.

The Secretary,

May

alk.e0 nieibay Jens

church, Dec. 15-17.
L. V. TOWLE, Clerk.
Waterville (Me.) with the Fairfield church at

past
pas-

a new inter-

as the result of the

of its woman's work.

Rufus

Smith, Fairbury,

at ¥ort Jackson

ashamed

whom’

ton, Mass.
(8t30)
Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co., N.
Y., Treasurer ot the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions should be seat.
Mrs. H. J. Coe.,821 Scranton Avenue, Cleveland,
0. Treasyger O. Free Com.
Baptist
Woman's
Miss. Soc.”
* .
il
Free Baptist Church, New York (lity, West 25th
St., between 7th and 8th Avenuds.

ing a W. M. Society, The lack of interest in the
past has been in a great measure owing to want of
information on the subject of missions, and the
woman’s societies are ying to remedy this.
Said- one Sisterat she Q.M; “This mission work
is the grandest work I'ever engaged iu, and the
cry of the heathen haunts me continually.” The
heathen have een making the same appeal to
Christian hearts for years, but all have not heard
Interest in it.

(to

H. H. Withington, Toledo,

est in mission work, and five of the six report hav-

nal

by

BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,

N, H.

Rev. Charles S. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

Rockdale

church bas nof had regular Jreachivg the
summer and are much in need
of a faithfal

KE. N.FERNALD

the Iowa F. B. Home

sup-

was

an

WiLTONS,

all money for this Soc. Ehould be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
of
the Home Dep’t Towa Yearly Meeling, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.

the Rockdale

session

E. Rochester,

Rev.

in a
én-

All of the churches were represented

Me..
Traf-

:

J ERAT, SOAS

H. M. Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M., to whom

ply them with preaching for a time.
The writer
bas held some extra meetings within the bounds
of the Elton churen of late.
Some brethren have
been revived, some reclaimed and some youths
converted.
May the Lord revive his work generally, and souls be saved, is the prayer of all
saints.
H. N. PLuMB.

Washington

i

Oct.
and

y

Royal McDpnald,

may be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

with

Elaer Cornell will

Te

WHOLESALE

with

Rev. 8S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Commuunion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev.A. E Wilson, ‘ansing, Mich., to whom ail
money contributea within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. ard Education Societies.
/
X(25¢)
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions

the last session,
Next
session
to be
located
by the
clerk.
Churches desiring 1t will please send in their request.
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

Jjoyed a very good

English,

Addresses.

Me,

chair-

session

:

CARPE’

by

13tdlcow

gion should be sent

man. Voted to continue to supply destitute
churches in the same manner as provided tor at

Found the church
Notwithstanding,

or

Post-Office

REV.

the church in Swe

(N. Y.)—Hel | 1s

he

a

ESTABLISHED

from the churches for our Benevolent ocleties. Alaglc
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
)
521
»|”
All money contributed
for the Mane State Mis-

by notilying the Mission Com-

Cattaraugus

French

Rev. F. L. Wiley, Laconia, N. H.

evening which was mtergsting and profitable.
In
conference it was Foted that churches desiring
assistance in holding revival meetings should ar.

the West Valiey church,
discouraging
situation.

Actuated

ie

“Rev.

their

L. W. Raymond,

|

Aotices.

were quite interesting “and the preaching well
adapted to the occasion. A session of the Woman’s Mission Society was held on Wednesday

the Q. M,, Rev.

fellows.

o

den.
The churches were well represented, the attendance was good, prayer and social meetings

mittee of

:

Complaints,

fault directions for prepiring and using.
Sent by
mail, by addréssing with stamp, naming this paYer, W. A. Noyes, 149 Power's Block, Rochester,

Next session gu Factory Village, Canaan.
i
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

range for the same

from practice, having
an East India missionvegetable remedy for
cure for Consumption,

all Nervous

CHL

‘Austin—Ford—In South Berwick, Me.,
23, by the Rev. J. Rand, Mr. Alvert T. Austin
Miss Nellie M. Ford, both of 8. B.
Trafton—Cheney—In
South Berwick,
Nov. 21, by the Rev. J. Rand, Mr. Eben F.
ton and Miss Lydia L. Cheney, both of 8. Bs
Hill-Smith-—In Pittsfield, N. H.
fe]
the Rev. A. J. Egstman, Mr. John D. Hill,

this motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will send {ree of charge, to all who desire it,

‘griet’ and that we will ever pray that God’s grace
may sustain them all.

Otisfleld (Me.)—Held witn

Nervous Debility and

it known to his suffering

other service was

gladly

Plum-

after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make

be-

unpexpectedly

among
us and we were glad to see him. He
preached an excellent sermon Friday evening.
On Saturday was the funeral service of our lamented

Me., Nov.

Wm. J. Twort, aymond, W.

pm

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung
Affections, also a positive and radical cure

its Nov. sessjon

with the churen at Dorchester.
The business was
done in a most harmonious manner and was most-

dy ous of the way before meetings for worsLip

Plummer—Morton—In Raymoud,
18, by the Rev

Miss Georgia A. smith, both of Pittsfield,

Ik CONSUMPTION CURED.

the

‘Moses Chorenensis, who wrote in the fifth century.

Liverpool church. The weather was very pleas.
ant and consequently a larger attendance than usual on Sunday. We regret that we had no reports

with never failing success

things to all men.”

The tirst author who mentions sugar ag produced . from boiling the juice of the sugar cane is

] Leetings,

years

Make your boy a holiday present of a Model
of his work and remuneration received,at each sesPress, and if you are in business he will do all
sion of the Q. M.
There was an obituary in honor
your
own prigting with it, abd earn money doing
of Sister Harris, after which the Q. M. adjourned, 3 printing
for others besides.
Ask your boy where
the best of Christian feeling prevailing.
A revito
get
a Model Press. He knows.
:
val is in Drogtess under the labors of Bro’s
McMinn and
Kirk. The Lord is blessing the
WHAT
SHALL
I
SPEAK?
Messrs.
P.
Garrett
&
church and converting sinners.
:
v Co’, Phila, Pa., have now ready 100 Choice Selec~
Next session :with Mt. Zion church, Franklin
tions of Readings and Recitations, and they have
Co., on Friday before the 2d Sabbath in‘February.
been selected with great care. Just what is need:
' JAMES A. JONES,
JR., Clerk.
ed for ‘the long winter evenings around every
heafthisiune to mike happy homes. * Price, doiy 30
Wolfboro (N. H,)—Held its November session
cents.
Ellis
4
ie
i
wt
with te 1st Effingham church. It was an inter-

ing

Quarterly

.

cents a bottle.

Green-

22, at 2 o'clock.

i

lions of mothers for their children. It relieges the
child from pain, cures
gr ing in the dowels and win
ealth to the child it rests the mother?

1G H. Damon, Clerk.

church, Franklin Co., Ill."

ie

nirses in the United States, and has lLieen

mined upon and due notice Even,

:

3

mer and Miss Alice M. Morton, both of Raymond.
Forty Yéavs Experience of an Old Nurse. ,- Gray—Hatch—In
Madison, N. H., Nov.
16, by the Rev. W. H. Trafton, Mr. Warren G.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYrUP is the prescription of one of the best female physicians and | gre and Miss Abby E. Hatch, both of ‘Jackson,

from

Ordination.

Three women in

Cod

'D. Mitchell

.

‘the congregation repaired to the vestriesand
filled them to overflowing, where a large num
bér of articles, fanciful and useful—the work of
children’s fingers—were exposed for sale, the

a

D.

Rev. H. Canfield;

sion Band of the Fairport church. After an
hour of pleasant and profitable entertainment,

* ou

the pastor-

Church, Rev. A. Given; Words of welcome,

freshing is at hand. Saturday evening of the Q.
M. was given to missions under the auspices of
the Q. M. W. M. 8., but thé excellent programme was provided bythe children’s Mis-

had

des
;

Rev. Artbur
Given was chosen chairman.
Bro. Gideon A. Burgess, the candidate, read a
statement of his religious experiences and doctrinal beliefs and was questioned by ‘the council. The examination was satisfactory, evine,
ing faithful study on the part of. the candidate
in preparation for his life-work.
In the evening, the ordination and installation services,
interspersed with singing, were conducted as
follows: Invocation, Rev. S. 8. Barney; Reading of Scriptures,
Rev. C. S. Frost;
Sermon, Rev. J. Marinér; Prayer of Ordination
and Installation, Rev. J. T. Ward; Charge to
the pastor, Rev. R. D. Frost; Hand of Fellowship, Rev. A. T. Salley;
Address to the

are encouraged. to- believe that the time

and zeal which

Rev.

The council

middle life stated thelr desire to become folmeeting into Q. Meetitigs. As the'regular F. lowers of the Master. Pastor and people are
,
time
much
B. faith has not been formerly used,
‘reaching forward in prayer and faith, and they
‘was spent in reading and explaining different
of re-

passages of it, Business was very well dis-

Nov. 12.

:

hus resigned

ville, R. I., convened

the past fev weeks.
on Saturday, Nov. 18,

was a most precious season.

;
Minnesota.

Ordination

SE
the first week in Dec.” °
fig
New York.
=
The recent session of the Rochester Q. M.
with the Fairport church decidedly helped forbeen manifest during
The covenant meeting

dedicated

5 J

The church
been known they were ready.
has reason fov its high hopes in its new pastor,
Rev. A. T. Hillman, who commences his work

ward

of

Houston:
** Sunday, Nov. 19, was the first
Sabbath we have used the church after repairing it to the extent of $50. At the close of the
morning service three were baptized and received the right hand of fellowship.”

worship.

been, had

a work

The house was freed from debt by rais-

The

excellent additions have been made by. letter,

have

was

Rev. C. R. Calkins

Malvern, is ‘studying Curb-

would

so marvelous

The
The

ate of the Pilot Mound church, and is ready for
a new field labor.
:

stone Theology,’ as he humorously expressed
it to a friend : that is, he is visiting the business
men of the city at their stores, and inviting
them to sign his subscription paper, for the
closing out the long-standing debt on- the
church.
He has worked hard, and has been
very successful, as he is much liked in the
community.
Very little, if any, of the debt is
now left to be paid.”
The Rev. ). T. Moulton writes:
‘ Dec,
26th closed a year of pulpit supply for the
Somerville church, and not, we trust, without
some good gained in that iime.
A pumber of

Others

had

ing $350.

has been done by pastor and people. The
sermon was eloquent, but directed straight to
the hearts of the congregation.
The pastor,

John

never

The Clyde church

recent visit to the Free Baptist church of this
city showed, in its increased attendance and
improved church interior, that earnest work

the Rev.

gone to live with

take care of his father in Wisconsin. May the
Lord bless him there, and bless us all and grant
us greater efficiency. Bro. Charlton preaches the
Xobening sermon ab’ the next session or procures a
substitute,
i
ie
Time of holding next session, Saturday before
Ist Sunday in February. 1883. Place to be deter.

sympathy;

Rev. E. D. Lewis preached the dedicatory ser-

last

field to the interests of temperance, In the
morning the pastor preached on “ The Duty of
Christians at the Ballot.” In the afternoon a

the

grace since its existence. Prayers are ama
that the work may go on and deepen in the absence of Bro. Chasa. The brother hopes this
church may become a center of other churches
to be formed, until a Q. M. is organized, so
that they need not go 35 miles to reach a sister
church.
They
feel like commending
Bro.
Chase as an evangelist to churches in a low religious state. The work hus been solemn, earnest, without undue excitement.
Rev. W. S.
|Warren is pastor of this chyrch and may the
Lord bless him in guiding these new-born
souls.

winter, is doing nobly. It numbers twenty
good members and there is a good interest in

all

care of the church until

forward since, and 40 more are waiting.
most of these will join the F. B. church.

the 1st Wolfboro

The new church at Dorchester, formed

Bro. W. will probably

Nov. 12, Bro. Chase baptized 34, six have gone

church, Oct.
15.....Rev.
H. T. Barnard
preaches every Sabbath afternoon with the 1st
Effingham church.
The churches of the Wolf. boro Q. M. are better supplied with preaching
than they have been for several years.

baptized,

and,

) in
pri
“for
reo

He writes: *“ I am using Bro. Yeoman’s
an paintings and like them much.”

between.

ing session.
Two weeks previous to the Q.
M., Rev. J. C. Chase, student at Hillsdale College, opened a series of meetings there. A%
the time of the Q. M., thirty had made a profession of religion.
On the Sunday of the Q.
M., Prof. Copp assisted Bro. Chase.
Nov. 20,
two weeks after the Q. M., the work closed, 95
souls having openly given themselves to God.

and also by conversion. A baptistery has been
put into our little chapel and om Saturday
evening three persons, heads of families, were

Morning Star and the Harper's Ferry Mes-

om-

lately.

&

this one purpose only-—-reinforcement. Who
will be the next on this honored roll? The
names will be added as they come in, and the

Vhen

man
my
ight,

in the Star

Massachusetts.

stirring heart-full article on the need in India,
proposed to be one of twenty who should raise
two thousand dollars for the purpose of sending out new recruits to our Foreign Field.
Two others have already responded with conditional pledges of $100 each—the condition be-

Next!
that
[ndia
ds, 1
said,

as was announced

Our correspondent H. sent the following
from Haverhill, which failed of reaching us
soon enough for publication last week:
‘“‘A

The Recruiting Fund.
{8 1n the ‘Star of Oct,'4, Rev. A. Lbsee

.

mon’s

we

J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec’y.

the

hopefulness and labor there,
Rev. W. J. Twort, of Otisfield, is not using
Rev. Mr. Long's paintings for illustrated ser-

temperance concert was given by the Sundayschool. On Wednesday evening, Nov. 15, a
; Young People’s Missionary Society was organized, to work more effectively, in connection
held ‘in
with the churches, for the cause of missions.
attended

with spiritual power.
As an Association
were never in so good condition as now.

rayerervice
y (let
wntick
re no
hand,
ht in,
re of
~ mis2 they
been
nd of
e the
stinns
acterP9808,
only
vorkne is
know
ever
mily,
good

been received by letter, and there is a spirit of

help on the.good work.
The house will be
clear from debt when it is done; although not
quite enough is at hand yet, but it will come.
If sone of our brethren want to help a little
one of the small churches and a worthy one,
they can send a dollar or more as the Lord hath
prospered themn to C. W. Nelson, Plymouth,
N. H., Box 73.
Nov. 12 was devoted by-the church at Pitts-

childof the Rochester Q. M., and to Rev. C. E.
Brockway belongs much credit for its success-

-

Two otliers have recently

Bro.

Toledo, O., is an important field. The River
Raisin Q. M. recently had there a very interest-

The scene was pleasant and

impressive.

concerned.

Bro. Joseph Vaughn, deacon, writes about
the Bedford church.
Space compels us to condense, The Bedford church, twelve miles from,

Sunday, Nov. 12, was another interesting
day to the Barter’s [Island church. Two of
their most premising young men put on Christ
by
baptism, and united with the church.
Their pastor, who resigned some three months
ago, can not find the piace to close.
The Bangor church had the privilege of receiving three members by baptism on the 19th
-deeply

are

condition

Michigan.

course, resexve the right to condense, or to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,

inst., all adults.

ministers

backsliders,

isolated

cluded “his labors here and

WE
held till evening. Sunday was a beautiful Novemwork than ‘many young men.
ber day and brought a very large congrezation to
Brothers Woolsey, Headrick and Burgess bethe house-of worship.
One wanderer returned to
the fold, and two united with the Dorchester
gan a series of meetings with the Mt. Zion
church by lettér from the Methodists. The tolchurch at Cedar Creek, which were continued
lowing resolution was passed by the Conference
and ordered to be printed in connection with the
by Bros. H. and B. Good was accomplished;
reporis of the Q.
Whereas, it has pleased an
but their labors were hindered by severe colds “all-wise Providence M.:to remove
by defith our dear
taken in the very open house in which the: ‘brother, B. R. Norris, and whereasby his dealh a
great
sorrow has fallen upon”
his family, the
meetings were held. Oa the night of Nov. 13
church and the community; tneretore be it: pe:
was the first snow and the old mountains are
solved, That we, members of the Wentworth Q. M.,
would bow in submission to the will of God and
now white.
that we tender to the afflicted family eur deepest

of

interest and enters upon the work thereat once,
We have seldom seen a more favorable opening

y.
WB"

We,

twenty
an

Association meeting. Bro. W. is a good old.
soldier and does more evangelistic and pastoral

of

One hundred dollars was raisedat the Q. M. to

fo take charge

for a vigorous church. This new interest is the

n that

Star.

in

take the pastoral

items for this department of news. Thesé
Items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writers, not necessarily for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to

the

as

mountains

Ministers and Churches.

of

far

some
is

Woolsey, probably the nearést, lives about
twenty miles distant with a rough pile of

is in-

[We invite the sending from all our chprches

of

church

as

to inves-

of the

Smith has been secured

>

port of the council relatingto himself ina recent number of the Star. We can not publish in

It is

held in trust for a Free Baptist church in Ontario. Quite a number: of persons are ready to
be organized into a church@t once. Rev. J.F,

Lyn-

Tennessee.

rick was crowded out last week, arriving late.
We condense it for this issue. Rev. A. H.
Burgess and Bro. Woolsey held a revival meeting of 12 daye’ duration.at Big Creek church,
resulting in'nineteen
conversions and
the

matter thus furnished. ]

vr

house,
eft his
Where
under.
h him;
[ beard
« M. in
n there

ried

Rev. B. H. Fish is dissatistied with the re-

the missionaries, that ‘Miss

Coombs

a

The communication of Rev. W. A. Head-

get into the next issne

Lavina

will, therefore, have

what God hath wrought. The time will soon
come when the world can have the benefit of
the good news.
:

Gro. C. BAKER.

siguificance at Jeast in Christian hames, the
words of a good old ludy and townswoman of
would be a second Lovina Crawford,” may be
prophetically trué.
IDa= HAZELTON.
Lewiston, Maine.

ce and

Id

And if there is any

organized

gin the hopeful work.: Things, which as’yet
can not be made public, have developed in
such a way as to cause great rejoicing over

said | nocent ynd was ¢ willing for a hearing,” but
pre- was not given a fair one ; that he is guiltless of
with a beautiful gold any attempt to induce the church to leave the
watch in behalf of hey friends in Lewiston and
denomination, or to illegally get control of the
Auburn.
A fine autbgraph Album was also
property ;that he never ‘professed regreti&c. ;”.
presented,in which many present gladly pat that he *“ had no error to correct;” that the
their names,
majority proper of the church were with him
Having bad but little time. fog preparation
him; and that he had left the denomination
for the evening of the
* Farewell,” Miss
and, under the circumstances, could not do
Coombs said to her friend before going, * Pray
otherwise.
for me, that the Lord will not let me disgrace

Him!”

when

beautiful church home with no incumbranece
whatever. Rev. J. F. Smith of Nova Scotia
has volunteered to take charge of the interest,
and is expected on the ground Dec, 1st to be-

ness is the With #nd prayer of the writer.

tigate ** the pretended charges;” that he

slonary’s life, as all’ feel who have come to
know her; not self at all, but the honor of the
Master. * Her trust in Jesus is perfect, and
her patience is wonderful,” as one of her most

devel-

oped that the Central Association has feared
the church property valued at $4,000."The so-

steadiness and bright.

Bi

The:

new church projectat Ontario has

and circulated among the churches of our denomination.
That the Star may continue to

shine

It seems to open a new field

of endeavor for children’s mission bands.

be put in tract form

the council had no proper aythority

uring the réception and
v. 0. D. Patch
ollowed the exercises,
he wished to make his,
ch. He then

mission workers,

the Sabbath, I' have

but little understood or poerly carried out in
practice. It would be a good thing if the arti-

are appointed

Remarks were also made by

to keep

been grieved by the loose practices of observing the Sabbath.
My views and practice are
well spoken in his last article.’ Bro. O. E. Ba-'
ker’s article on the Duty of Giving is a word

ambassadors from our nation to foreign countries, and said greater honor and respect

shquid be awarded those who become ambas-

Ebagland man, and being

He Giveth His Beloved Sleep.
The floral decorations on the covers of each ef
these volumes are in natural colors, harmoniously
arranged upon a free-work of old gold. The best
judges pronounce them a genuine
. TRIUMPH OVER NATURE
and unrivalled as a souvenir of CHRISTMAS,
EASTER, BIRTHDAYS and BRIDALS. Volumes
sold separately.
Price, $1.75 per Volume.
Sold by all Booksellers and Stationers, or sen
Post paid, by mail to any address upon receipt

price.

' ga-Illustrated Catalogues mailed
cation.

|

free on appli«
#

LEE and SHEPARD, Publishers,
47

Franklin Street, Boston.

3 MONTHS TRIALS:

And

two

Portraits
of GARFIELD and LINCOLN, each 11x14 for 28 ots.
* The Contributor’s 8. 8, Notes are unsn
assed,”
—Salem Post. * It is one of the most abl
edited
religious
journals.”—Republican,
for everybody. Brilliant writers,
TRIBUTOR, Boston,
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Editor.

JORDAN,

bare, and I'had no money to

Assistant

Editor.

All communicatipns designed for publication

d be addressed to'the Editor, and all letters

‘on business, remittances of money, &c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory
to mailing. Whey must send full pame, and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts
gnless stamps are sent for: that purpose.
We need at least a week in which to decide

whether we can
‘We have a large

use contributions of any Jeugth,
corps of paid editorial and special

contributors and cannot pay

for articlgs.contribut-

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.

SUBSORIBE NOW
for the ¢ Star.)’.

new

Whis paper

subsoribens. from

is offered

now

to

till Jan.

1,

1884, for $2.00
in advance, the usual
price for one year.
Will pastors please
call the attention of their congregations

$

to this liberal offer?

>

—————
> ———————————

pe=~THE REGISTER for 1883.
Send for it af once.

Price, twelve cents

each by mail, postpaid.

Per dozen, $1.18

postpaid. - Per hndred,

$7.00 with ex-

became

As showing

how

contented

with my

lot.”

belief of those who

I

of truth Will

Star,

Ilis has been a substantial

Haverhill.———The letter from

work

Bro.

in

Stewart

will be read with interest by his many friends.
It awa
a degree of melancholy interest t6.mérk that not infrequently souls
that’ have douviucd themselves to death
are
the most reckless and hilarious when
standing consciously on the very brink of
destruction.

Hundreds

upon

hundreds

throughout the land are to-day passing to
their doom with the light of an unholy
mirth laridly gleaming from their closing

eybs—like the light of the sun when

set-

tling amid ‘Tearful clouds that betoken
night of blackness and bitter storms.

a

.

Some oue, in the presence
Webster, praised the sublime

of Daniel
poetry of

the Old Testament.
“Ah! my friend,”
said Mr. Webster, ‘‘ the poetry of Isaiah,
and Job, and Habakkuk is grand indeed;

the

weakness

like a father, pitieth'us and helpeth our innation

and surround itself by such attractions as
to mislead the in experienced and unwary.

we have many things to be thankful for,
‘happily enumerated in the proclamation

Jesus respecting the false leader of his

As members of a great

Therefore

to

all

such

the

warning

reason

in

other

parts

of

the

country, and which, since 1862, has become national; and in obedience to the
proclamations of president and governors,

—the people of this country

will,

it is

supposed, observe the 30th of this month

Therefore let; them

than our ills.

shall adhere.

may find an utterance

suitable

to

selves, in these lines of Mr. W. D.
ells:
!

4b

our-

Arabi,

For the heart from itself kept,
Our thanksgiving accept.

and to

that we

The false willl change and

i

we

are

certainly

executed without the
esty’s Government.
the government it is
any war would have

For pain, death, sorrow, sent
Unto our ¢hastisement:
For all loskwet seeming good,
Quicken our gratitude.

{atall,

BLIND LEADERS.
Truth is consistent, immutable, eternal.

The powers of rational beings are adapted
to its reception, and if the® were no perversion the dominion of truth would be
universal. But if perception be wanting,
impaired, or corrupted, though truth re-

glad

to

But England

learn

be

for among such a people
tains, that would

Ve

Jight

ean never be what

ohce they were, in, the

of other days and tlle companionship

«of
Zi

, albeit to some hearts such joys

those whose faces and voices and sweet

_ favors are now only sad and sacred mem-

have not been without
resentatives down to
Usually their position
by assumption. It'is

Egypt

be something

con-

new. un-

ment is but an example;

or

final

pause only to barbor for a, time the

ft

care.

that they have nothing for

nest efforts

his

age.

pay the higher honor

to

ship or to his loyalty

to conviction and

epithet to

and

gratitude.

7

gether:
* The wife of the Chinese minister at
Washington has lately adopted the dress usual
among fashionable American ladies.”
A gen-

tleman connected
received

thing
sense”

a

with

the State Department

letter a few

tache of the Chinese

days since from an at-

Legation, written

from

Hong Kong under date of Septéember fifth,
which contained the following:—
Ii is rumored here that the Legation of China'in the United States will shortly be vrdered
hotne in consequence of the recent passage of the
Chipese bill, and that in place of a minister you

of Lon-

during the past month but 111,

were

and

inti-

canvassers,

Island
ton

for

Massachusetts,

Rhode

In Vermont,

J. W. Burgin will act for the HuntingQuarterly

Meeting;

and ‘Bro.

F. A.

Hodgdon, of Lyndon Center,. for the
Wheelock Q. M. Jn New York, Rev. G.
8. Ricker will act for the Union Y .M.;
Rev. G. L. White, for the St. Lawrence Y.
M.;

Rev. Z. F. Griffin for for the Central,

N.Y. Y.M.;

and Rev. M.H.

Abbey, for

the Susquehanna Y. M. We commend these

brethren to our people in thelr several territories. They deserve the confidence and
the earnest co-operation of all the friends

of the, Star and the interests for which

stands.

it

The territories thus far provided

Jor by general agencies

(though

the ap-

pointment of local canvassers is not yet

complete) contain about thirty-eight thou.

#ting. Some ef our astute politicians may find
some day that this California missile is naught

but

a boomerang

after

all.

The

ludicrous

Americanizeditiress of the wife of the returning

Chinese minister.

Possibly

she may

pru-

dently conceal it in the bottom of her ‘Saratoga!

3

The Protestant Episcopal Missionary Society
beld a meeting in Brooklyn recently, whose
discussions are worthy of consideration.
Mis.
sionary Fair, of Africa, took the ground that

the putting away of all wives but one ought

not to be required as a condition of Christian
baptism.
It is said that ‘those who would
make the best and most conscientious Christians are deterred from sending away innocent,
confiding women and dgstroying their future,
It is offensive even. to their moral sense.”
This {s certainly a very grave question and demands the profoundest Christian wisdom for

to

can he be a safe expounder

of spiri ual

report made below. We propose to keep
them informed touching the progress and
results of this'special canvass... Its results
have no more personal relation, to. ms, in

Jour view of the matter, than te every mem.

truths of which he has no expéridhice, ‘ber of our churches.

shunned. -

True religion is from God, revealed by

Our

interests

are

common. The Corporators of the Printing Establishment are giving our ‘people a

chance to increase the circulation of their
paper.

It is for the people themselves to

Brabminism.,

We heartily accord with the criticism of Misslonary Fair upon this wonderfully * liberal”
sentiment, that, if such a view is right, * misBlonaries might as well stay at home.”
N apo-

leon I.,on the island of St. Helena, said,

* Be:

tween Jesus of Nazareth and any other man
there is no possible term of comparison.” And

with like confidence we affirm, Between. the

Christian religion and any other religious system there is no comparative term. The Christian system, as well as its Author, is unique.

when inspired

by

Christian

powerful motive in existence,

love, is the most

to the Secretary.

Indians ahd id recommendation of other things

appreciation of what elements are prime condi«

tions of Indian civilization. The glowing trib‘ute which he pays the religious societies in
their eodperative efforts in this good work; the
severe condemnation which he visits upon
those seetions of the revised statues which

‘permit the sale of intoxicating drinks to the
Indian; the urgency of additional laws to pre.
vent the intrusion of white men upon Indiun

domain, which

Go

ih

.

;

: ah al

) A
fr

he forcibly insists upon; the

continuance of the plan of allotting
Il

lands in

keep

vain.”

the

city

But, then,

there must he watchmen, and they mug
be
awake.

It has been supposed that
of saving Pittstield Institute, becau the work
se of the little time it took

an easy matter.

and the little noise it made, wy,

Tt was not an (ay matter

to answer, or:answered falsely, ‘One of
indicted was warned by a friend and
The district-attorney says he can not

reach

polygamyby

that it costs a
institution ten
tion had been
on $25,000 or.

prosecution, and that, i

at all, it must, be

by

u$ elnploy

other

other

means,

means

and

site of Joseph Smith’s temple, a few traces of
which still remain. The ** oldgst inhabitant,” a

Mr. Buck, is reminded by their visit that he
saw and heard the‘erviginal Mormon and witfiessed his atteropt to perform the miracle
of walking
on
the water.
Smith
built
a submerged
sidewalk in the river, near
Susquehanna,
and
advertised
the promised miracle widely.
During the preceding
night some faithless persons cut out a section
of the walk, awd the assembled’ multitude the
next day enjoyed the great privilege of seeing
the pseudo prophet get a thorough ducking!
Now, let the government, cut out a section of
ithe false teachings which sipport the monstrous crime of Mormonism andl the whole pu.
tion will rejoice to see the whole system floundering in the waters!
\
Perhaps on the principle

that *‘ misery loves

company,” we have been particularly interest
ed

in the statement of Dr. Curry, relative to

witnessed.

cies

It should

be Temembereq

good deal of money 1o run gy
or a dozen years as this Instity.
rum, pay agencies, the interest
$30,000, and to make up deficiep.

in current

expenses,

&ec..

And

should be remembered that many. who

alg

it

were

expected to subscribe to the $20.000 needeq |

‘had paid once and even twice before, with. the

expectation
that it would be the Jast, that is,

that the debt would be wiped out.

Apg

once more still, that only one agent Was
at
first put into the field to raise the amount re.

quired, outside of Pittsfield, viz., $10,000, ang

given only six wéeks to do it in. But, then,
Mr. Bachelder, who undertook it, had been for

many years

the successful principal of the |

school; knew its wants, and felt them; knew
the value of the school to the general cause,and
this inspired him.

He said repeatedly, that if the effort failsg
it
would be his last, he would go down wiry
the institution. He did not mean to £0 down,

however, for he wentin to win,
He traversed
the state from - church
to church, and from
house to house, where or how, nobody knows
.

ts

for nobody even attempted to follow him,
After some five weeks, he returned, and ro.

ported a subscription of about $7,500. As the
time was nearly out, and could not be €xtended, Mr. Bachelder and Rev. C, F. Penne
y

gave their note to the Institute for ‘$2,600, and

now both of them entered upon the work for a
short aud sharp campaign.
Mr. Penney attempted to reach as many Q. M. sessions as

possible,

many

of which

were

to be held

throughout the state in the month of June, ix
order to preach the gospel of benevolence and
collect what the time allowed him. While Mr.

Bachelder was togo on as he had begun, speak-

the contributions of the M. E. church for mising in publie, collecting from house to
house,
sions,
that, * instead of impreving with the re- and by correspondence.
Mr. Penney left his
turn of ‘ good times’ and the increased wealth
church to the care of others, snd went—where
of our people, they are steadily declining per
will pever be kpown to any one man. I under.
capita year by year. * * * To sustain the
took to ‘carry on a correspondence with bim:
work in band with the requisite amount of got his letters regularly
enough, but if I beard
men and means, taxes to the utmost the re- -of his attendance at
the session of a Q. M. in
sources of the treasury.”
The fact is that the | one town, I was not sure of reaching
him there
Christian Church bas not yet become fully coneven the next day, for he might be in ancthscious of its duty as reganrls the evangelization
er county attending another Q. M., held the
of the world. What we need, above all things, same week.
The result we all know.
In a
is a missionary revival, beginning at Pentefew weeks the full amount was raised, about
cost and ending with the universal proclama- the same sum by euch,
the notes they had
tion of the gospel,
given cancelled, and- the Institute saved.
London

correspondent

of the

Nation

says that the English Nonconformists are pre
paring to open their campaign against the Es.
tablished church; that * everybody now acknowledges heartily and gratefully how much
good the High church (Tractarian) movement
has in some directions wrought”; that ** the

crusade

against

intemperance

has

united

Christians of all denominations in a way never
seen before”; and tbat * Church of England
clergy have gone almost beyond the limits of
sound judgment in their anxiety to sympathize

with and adopt whatever can be thought prac.

tically useful in the methods of th Salvation
Army.”

Hq.

¢

Penney

wrote

me he

never

&% In addition
to the usual denominational
matter, this department is open to brief and otherwise unohjectionable communications from all
parts of our field.

knew

before how much the people loved him.
He
could not quite understand why, after his public efforts, brethren and sisters, whom be had

never seen in the flesh, should

press forward

and grasp his band to leave ten, twenty-five,
or a hundred dollars in it. It is easy enough.
There in an inspiration in an earnest soul
though it aid not write the New Testament.
There is a sympathetic chord in the spirit of
John Kuox on his knees, exclaiming,“
Give me
Scotland or I die,” which reaches to a hundred
other souls. Two er three men at ope time saved

the Morning Star with sll its then prospective

possibilities,

Two men once saved the Whites-

town Seminary from bankruptcy.

A few such.

meo are needed for the Boston inferest outside”
of Boston, and they are likely to be had. Lyndon Institute awaits one or two. Here are

chances for men of determination
*! None others need apply.”

and daring.
J. F,

Farewell to our Maine Missionary.
When

it

was

snnounced

in

the

Sunday-

school of the Main St. church in Lewiston that
Miss Lavina Coombs,oneof their number, had
offered herselfas a foreign missionary, and had
been accepted by the Woman's Missionary Society, a thrill of emotion and interest pervaded
the whole assembly.
All thoughts of the les

son were put

away

for the time,

while the

school listened to the earnest words of

THE

perintendent.

CANVASS.

It is our intention to make a weekly report of
the names of new subscribers to the Star obtained
by the special canvass which is now commencing.
We wish to say that this report does not show the
entire gain of new substribers per week.
Many
names are sent in by friends who are
not concerned officially with the epecial canvass.
Such

names are not here reported. We give only those
sent by special eanvassers recently appointed,
and those we give that the canvassers may know

whether their orders have been received

and

tended to, and that all mistakes may be the
readily rectified.

Thus

have been received
than have been sent
wh gre as yet only
of Néw England the

far,

many

atmore

more

names

through the usual channels
by the special canvassers,
beginning work, while outside
canvass can not yet be said to

have started, except in a few

sent this week the following
results up to Nov. 22:

localities.

report

We

which

pre-

gives

Elliott)

Berwick,

Junking,

Charles

8.

Wakefield;

Hollis

Center,

George

H.

Wentworth,

John

Johnson;
South Waterboro, (Sent by Rev. J.
Boyd) Mrs.J. B. Roberts; Springvale, (Sent by
Rev.
J. Boyd) James Cheny,J. 8. Howe, Frank
Lowe, Mrs. Hattie M. Lord— {Sent by Mrs. Alvah
Lord} Samuel Day, Deacon Lyman Hooper, E. G.
Murray, Albert Littlefield, Mrs. Nettie Shackley ;
West Buxton, (Sent by Mrs. L. A. Wiggin) Mrs. A,
K.P. Lord, Mrs. D. H. Manson; Winnegance,
(Sent by Rev.
J. Boyd Mrs. Reuben Hunt, Mrs,
M. A. Parks, O. Trask.
’
’

Ban oo

go © CSIR
I

I sgut the nameof one new subscriber for

reason I have not

been

The

taken 1s that I have not

asked to take it.”

of prayer, conducted by the Holy

Spirit, (let

pated by any buman mind, There were no
essays, no set speeches prepared before hand,
and no missionary intelligence was brought in,

but friends who had never dreamed before of
** addressing a meeting on the subject of missions” just spoke out of full hearts because they

couldn’t help it. India seemed to have been
brought suddenly near to the little band of
Christians, and missionary work became the
most natural thing io the world for Christians

to undertake.

Let me give jist two character-

istic extracts
This, from a
converted last
er for<Christ:
goingto India

from the several = addresses,
prominent business man, only
spring,but now a zealous work“ Thank God that some one is
as a missionary whom'I know

and

Ihave

always

kaown

all her family,

them

to- be

good

Christian people. I want to take her by the
hand and say,‘ God bless youl’ and I wish
every member of this congregation would do
the same,”

And this, from a Bates sophomore: “When
I heard in Sunday-school this morning that

that woman

wus

going out there to India

alone, away from country, home and friends, I
must confess I was ashamed of myeelf.

1sald,

‘If Tom going to let that brave little woman

The Reason Why,

ply: wgs: ‘You muy send it 40 me.

se-

rily Mission Sunday in that church that day,
and such a prayer-meeting as wag held in the
evening!
I have read of the ‘* model prayermeeting,” but a spontaneous mission service - -

since she was a little girl, and

Tufts;

South Limington, (Sent by Rev. J. Boyd) Dennis

its

Of course, it beeame involunts-

| personally! I have known Miss Coombs ever

(Sent by Rev, J, Boyd) Deacon. Bdwin

Lmet on a train between Boston and Port.
The annual report of Indian Commissioner
Price, giving the custothary information in re- | Jand.
The Star being the sbject of congard to the various tribes under governmental
versation, I asked him to take it. His rePoints of interest to those who are almost Jealously watching for justice toward the red man
bristle all through the report. Both in com-

in

fused
thoss
fled.

the Star last week, that of agentleman whom

care, has been submitted

wake

but was the most brilliant effort of the Kind
| |
ever

Moreover, the ** motive of rescue” from the
thralldom of heathenism—in all of its. phases—

| ae
A

on the

(Sent by Rev. J. Boyd) G. M. Tarbox; Newport,
(Sent by Rev. J. Boyd) Wm. I. Leavitt; North

to be done, the Commissioner exhibits a hearty

Buu if the critic assumes

Mormons

once so powerful, does not exist.”
And another thought that Christianity was only a lit-

We call the attention of our readers to the

vestigation..

two

MAINE. Biddeford, (Sent by General Agent
Rev.d. Boyd) Horace Smith.—(Sent by Mrs. A. A.

mendation of what has already been done toward the improvement and civilization of the

enable us to make further announcements,

There were

its right solution. One of the principal spenkers took tle strange position, relative to missionary work, that “the motive of rescue,
tle in advance of Buddbism and

:

Grand Jury, and it is suppobed that they gave
warning to witnesses, who were ran off, or re-

phase of the question appears when we think
how the noses of fashionable Chinese ladies
Will be elevated so soon as they look upon the

We do not object to criticism anywhere. sand of the membership of our churches,
Those who have critigiged
the Biblé and nearly one-half of the whole denomination.
which will
Christianity have often ben
the means of We are daily expecting let

great good by promoting thought and in-

dispatches, we

Chinese government will be justified in retali-

In the House

and Connecticut.

Lake City

~ @orrespondence.,

orderly and just, England was strong and
free enough te consider whatever reforms
might be necessary for a fair settlement of every political matter in dispute

0. T. Moulton is engaged to act a8 general agent, with full powerto appoint local

recent Salt

pussage
According to Prof. John Fiske, in the Harof that bill has produced a very unfavorable imper’s, * the 21,000 English Puritans, who came
Pression here, and the outlook for the shipping
uterests of the United States is anything but
aver to New England before the meeting of the
satisfactory.
.
Long Parliament,
have now incraased to nearThese sentences are peculiarly significant in
ly 13,000. According to the most careful estlview of recent alleged violations of the rights mates, at least one-fourth of the whale popuof American
merchants
and
shipping
at lation of the United States at the present moShanghai.
And who can blame the Chinese—
ment is descended from these men.”
nr
let us remember that they are not Christians!
—if they do return blow for blow.
The enactment of the anti-Chinese bill -was unquestionably a violation of treaty obligations, and the

mated that if the Irish were content to be

between the two countries.

From

learn that the Grand Jury of the Third District, just discharged, found three indictments
under the Edmunds Law out of twenty cases

‘ Except the Lord

watchroen

Mr.
|

Heré are two facts which may well go to-

believes

511,

:

The

elicit our com-

a4

But at the re.’

which in October, 1881; were

Perhaps the ScFiptures teach them ; Rey.

thankful, and then i turn to knowledge, or perception ? Out of his
0 be
theb heavy burden| of their daily proper sphere he is only to be pitied and

Ungrateful is a.hard

mendatibn

statesman-

in this direction

don, Mr. Gladstone deliberately hazarded
‘his hold upon the English people by ahd are to have simply a ; consul. # * * The

a

a ga in

those who are sorely beset and
apptoly

ignorance

to

of justice when in power.

re-

they surely ought to, and if they do not,

of

as

decide

the

cent banquet of the Lord Mayor

tribution. These views are not based on
Scripture, but on philosophy and assump-

tion.

lgad

whether

of

supposed rights while in opposition to

and

regeneration

natural growth, with no full

the

such, it is difficult to

men

the ruling party, but quite another
to be controlled by a large-hearted

They:
is

hfting

Premier

greatest

but because it is right. It is one thing to
speak broadly and plead earnestly for

they

credited.

sufficient—it

in

While admiring the English

man.

to be right, not for the sake of popularity,

successors and repthe present time:
and teaching are
not their province

and of course are to be

South

suppress- | of a public school system in the South, similar
very in- to that which hus done so much for the prosthe Sul- perity of New England. It is a simple act of
the late Justice to the impoverished South in this her

his willingness to express what he

to prove or demonstrate. They will not
condescend so much.
They are oracles,
assertit, and that is

prin-

which war thrust upon them by the liberation
of the slaves, is not a party question.
It
should not be a permanent policy, but a temporary expedient to avert the alarming evils of
a general illiteracy, and to lay the foundations

vocating what at present is there an un-\
were many professed leaders of thought. popular pesition, and having nothing to
There were the heathen philosophers recommend itself to them but its inherent
whose wisdom Christ pronounced foolish-" justice.
He declared that the foundations
ness, and the Pharisees whom he called of order in Ireland were now "but ile
Blind leaders. Both classes were self- in danger, that the agrarian outrages,
and

So, too, on general

bour of her extremity, and our congressmen
from the North
and West will not be true to
the traditions our fathers and the best interests
of the republic, if they do not at The next session pass some such educational measure as
that introduced Ly Scnator Blair, whose ears

of the three

there

and will the morrow. Too mang} expounder of natural science, but how

- jon

the

A few days ago,Joseph Cook expressed
his opinion that Mr. Gladstone was one

;

Probably the majority of our fifty be-a Teader, he should qualify himselfand
g will pass the day about as they did- be fair and candid. One may be an_able

“will

who are elected by the people and immediately
responsible to them:

in the trial,
as

mark

that speedily.
The néxt session of the present
congress can take no step more likely to remove the stigma now resting upon it, than by

the inliquors
by the
states,

ge

The Pittsfield Tnstitute—How Saveq,

the

‘Well, then, let

vent the importation of intoxicants, but
ternal traflic in fermented and distilled
can best be regulated, or suppressed,
legislatures and officials of the several

T—

Firstof all, the Lord was int. Let us Dever
this paper as a valuable document and Mr.
|
Price as a man who fully understands the In. forget to write on the front of every’ Chris
ti iE
enterprise
dian service.
:
©

redched

several states and not by the general government. Congress may by law successfully pre-

dishonored

movements of Arabi than any other

share of both kinds; perhaps no more
than other ages, though there are now
facilities for the propagation of error such

Baptist,

ae

ee

is constantly demonstrating,—all

presented.

system of public schools, is not the legitimate
work of the general government and cau not
be made the foundation of a national party.
The annual appropriation by Congress, for a
limited term of years, of a sus of money to aid

will

and

hope that
of this offer.

quered, and it seems only right fof her to
claim that the fallen chief shall be treated
with justice if not with mercy. Glad-

‘We hattily look for justice

The present age has its full

intolerant;

the

ciples the establishment and maintainance of a

government

moved

der the heavens. Much will be
<€d which otherwise would make
itis coeval with this world, and how teresting reading, and probably
long it existed before we know not, nor
tan of Turkey knows more about

bigoted,

to

will be fought-along the lines of temperance or
education,
dlthough the agitation of these
questions may indirectly affect the success of
the republican ticket in some localities. - The
genius of our political institutions requires that
these problems should be worked out by the

consent of Her MajHad it not been for
questionable whether
taken place in Egypt

Its opposite,error, is algo very ancient;

sufficient,

sent

do not ‘believe that the national contest of 1884

should it allow Agabi 0 be put to death,
if it is jp its power to avoid such an end.

or misrepresented.

Ohiistlanlty

be

con-

stone's

mains the ‘same, it is liable to be denied

of

will

:

hing

:

that the success of the republican party in | enacting snch measures as shall effectually reThere
has
1884 will depend upon .its recurrence to first move this Utah * barbarism.”
been quite enough of law-breaking among
principles and its adoption and advocacy of the
Mormons; let us have the * heroic¢’’ treatment.
great moral questions of national temperance
and - natipnal
education.
There can be no
doubt ‘that the party which plants itself resoA couple of Mormon ** saints” hl been in
lutely on the strong foundations of moral
Susquehanna, Penm., recently, exploring the
truth, will in the end achieve success; but we

from Mr. Gladstone that the fallen leader
of the * national party” will not be

to ouy blind prayer:

age

ri

Hon. Henry "W. Blair, U. S. Senator from
New Hampshire, in an interview with'a representative of ‘the Boston Traveler, declares

Whatever may bave beer the opinion
in this country relative to England's policy in going to war against the Egyptian

Lord, for the wicked will

In the first

ence

30

3

a

thus far heard

-

=

severalty, the wisdom of which he says experi-

NOTES.

GLADSTONE'S CLEMENCY.

Betrayed and baffled still:

as never before existed.

Er
Wé are en-

. 2

rien

=

§

How-

Not into evil wrought:

misleading.

i

1882.

be made at the office of the Star.

have a

pass away.

Lord, for the erring thought

Broken

alone.”

sure word of teaching,

Perdhance not a few of us

as a day of thanksgiving to God for the so much the worse for the Scriptures.
manifold blessings of the past year. That
Others go still farther; they discard the
it will really be thus observed by thouBible as authoritative, reject the evangelsands, we readily believe. Many more
ical doctrines, and are at least in doubt
will make it a day of festivities, —more
about
«ot less expressive, no doubt, of thankful- superiora future life, or the personality of?
beings either good or evil. Such
mess, but still a day of distinctively social
are some professed scientists. They re~rather than of religious exercises.
ject or doubt spiritual truths because they
-do not speak of social festivities as vi
are not developed or demonstrated by
- we thought them inappropriate to the their processes. They may be able ex-«day. Thanksgiving day has divers ap- pounders of nature, but without expepropriate features. | Worship is one, and rience or discernment of spiritual things;
open sanctuaries should invite thereto. hence are blind to'their realities, and ut_ + Household festivitieand
s merriment are terly incompetent to instruct in them,

.

re

29,

and subscriptions for the Free Baptist can

the blind .both shall’ tall ‘into the ditch.

to . thank

God than to sulk. Thanksgiving day is
the time to recount our mercies rather

‘

:

“

be made at the office of the Free

of our chief executive. As private indi- day is timely now: ¢ They are blind
viduals, a little reflection will show us: leaders of the blind, and if the blind. lead
thatwe have far more

Foi

\ pe

:

Subscriptions for the Star can hereafter

of

of Commons, on the previous day, he
must be so. This assumption has authorbut when you have lived, as I have, sixty. ity with many, who give a blind assent stated that there was no subject in which
he felt a more profound interest than in
seven years, you will give more for the
to such leading.
It is wonderful how that of lobal govéknment for Ireland as
fourteenth
or
seventeenth
chapter
of
much the world in all departments is would not be inconsistent with the integJohn’s Gospel, or for one of the Epistles,
swayed and governed by it. But real in- rity of the realm
that for all the poetry in the Bible.” This
and the “sppremacy .of
recalls another passage from the great dependence of thought and investigation the English Parliment.
We long ago exwill soon expose and overthrow this vain pressed our hope that Ireland would have
statesman, as follows:
“I
have read
:
through the entire Bible many times. I pretence.
“her own Parliament and make her own
The Christian religion is assailed from laws. Whether such a right granted
now make a practice to go through it once
Careful observers note would Lring peace and prosperity to her
a year. It is the book of all others for those sources.
lawyers as well as for divines; and I pity the increasing tendency,
so that some
long-distracted shores, no man can surely
the man who can not find in it a rich sup- suppose that the very foundations of our
predict.
Butit would give her the opply of thought, and of rules for his confaith are undermined, and every thing portunity to arise and show ‘the world
duct; it fits man for life and prepares him
seems to be afloat. There is a strange whether or not she is yet able to govern
for death.”
unrest, mystification,
dheertainty with re- herself.
gard even to most precious truths. We
p)
THANKSGIVING.
| seem to be on the eve of a new departure,
In accordance with a good custom
’
THE CANVASS.
a new theology which will change every
which has now prevailed in New England
thing. With these leaders sin seems to
The work of securing a thorough caufor over two and a half centuries, for have lost its radical character; the atone- vass for the Star moves surely one. Rev.
some time, also,

\

many will take advantage

of the

error. But evil may put on such a garb,

whether connected with the special canvass
how nor when it originated. But iis
machinery or not, can aid in increasing our
not
consistent, immutable, or eternal.
subscription
list, see Pres. Cheney's very welThough so ancient and powerful, it is
come note in another column. His ‘glowing interest in’ (not Bates College only, but) all parts of finite and without a firm foundation,
It
our denominational work is worthy of the
thrives in-evil, perversion and darkness,
attention and emulation of all younger mer.
ever shifting, changing and deceiving.
———The Winter St. church jubilee, of Haverhill, last Wednesday evening, seems to have | Leaders of thought have great influence.
If théy are truthful and sagacicus, they
been #-fitting finale to the work af raising the
are safe leaders; but if blind or perverse
church debt.—so far as a large
&ongregation,
the presence of the pastors of ether churches
they are dangerous. Men are blind in
and leading citizens, lively speeches, a ‘“‘sumptwo'ways ; by lack of perception; or by
tuous” suppe: (Haverhill folks know how to
evil purpose. Some do not know, others
provide that), ete., could make it such.
We
know but misuse
their
knowledge.
are glad to see that something * substantial”
The world abounds in the results of such
was presented to our deserving brother Mal-

vern.

see

who,

firmities.

:

:

$3.00, both papers

be a pitiful

our faithto follow these new lights and
self-imposed guides.
:
+ W,
r most for the young and inexperiedCed. Those who know. the power

nal riches yet abide for our - inheritdifce ;
if weakness and continued failures have

begotten self-distrust, thereis One

}

exchangeto give up the foundations of subscriber for a year... We

brother; if wealth has vanished, the eter-

—

the friends of the

is

y

17" Clubbing rates have been arranged
.by which persons may obtain both the
Star and the Free Baptist. On payment of

are themselves in

darkness? . It would indeed

But

For ignorant hopes that were

A snug fit on our second page.
We were
sorry to be obliged to unlead the excellent article by Miss Libby and the interesting letter
from Harper's Ferry.
Several valdable-contributions, intended for this issu€, will appear
Just as fast as we can get to them.———Rev.'B,
D. Peck, pastor of our New
York church,
writes that complains have reached him that
strangers in the city can not find the church.
A notice, giving its location (W. 25th St., between 7th and Sth Avenues),will be kept standing fora time on our fifth page. We hope
that all our friends who visit the city and remain over the Sabbath will not fail to visit the
ehpreh.———Two errors appeared last week in
% Mrs, Hills’s article on the Missionary HelverTo the salary of Mrs. Brewster $80.00 (instead
of $30.00) have been added.
In the third paragraph, for ‘ already” read ‘ all ready.’ ———

vn

shoes;

If friends have been lost, ‘ there yet remains a Friend who sticketh closer than a

of them without defay-.

*

" i

NOVEMBER

we to give up our God and Saviour” and
immortality because of the doubts and un-

there is a higheri-leonsolation, than this.

pressage added.
We are now able to fill
orders and hope to recei¥e a great many
————————————

buy

but then I met a man without feet, and

\

J

yer

rt
To

poet Sadi, ‘“ but once, when my féet were
CYRUS

“

Te

:

STAR,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER, 28, 1882. - ‘plained of my condition,” said the Persian of bold wl ‘groundless assumption? Are
C. A. BICKFORD,

gs

Ls

ri
na
oh .
7 ES
=
es
A=
ik
say
what
the
result'shall
be.
him,
tested,
approved
and
experien
wearied
and,
berbaps,
discouraged ;
Now,aré we couraged by what we have
but no one is so ‘wretched that he has not by multitudes in everyiage.
+ |
2
reason to be thankful.
“I never com- to waver,distrust and doubt at the dictate and received.

The Morning Star.

}

E

=

I

:

-

om

inti

go off there, while I stay at home and fold

my

arms and do nothing,
I'll try and do that right,

anyway.’ ”

gris

The influences of the day did not die ott in
the siadows of the night, and the next morning the real missloti work commenced.

Money

began to come in &b otice, and the ladies were
soon at work upon thelr sister’s outfit that she
might be ready to sail for India as soon 88 possible. In a very short time over $130 came in

I send another from friends in Lewiston, and it Is still coming

uew subscriber this week § and I may

say

in. ‘The Portland church “ heard about it,”

that 1 only had to ask for this subscription. ‘and dengngolicited, a generous contribution:
But the reason for taking the Star was a Brunswick and Lisbon, where the missjonary
different one,
¢* As a Free Baptist I ought was well known and bad taught school, prac
to take the Morning Star,” my friend said. tically indorsed her work, Brunswick giving
her an enthusiastic reception; West Bowdoin,

Now, it cost me no particular “effort te
secure these two new subscribers. I did

not go out of my way a single rod.
haps I can secure others in a similar
I wili try to doit. Let us all try.
haps I ought to go out of my way to

Perway.
Per.
get

subscribes for ‘the Morning Star. Perhaps others ought to do this.
Seeing our

duty, let us all do it,

Sgr

aL

0.B. C.

her native place, exhibited a tender interest ip
her, and almost every one who took her hand,
“ left something in it,” she said. But want of °
space will not permit any fvrther details

bere.

The record has been kept and the statistics will
appear in the Missionary Journal of the Wom
a's Society. Over three hundred dollars in
money, besides the numerous personal and pri-

vate gifts from friends, assures the money fof

A the'outward passage, and al most the first three
win
i
B)

:

L

t
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__—
pt

a

YOR:
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THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 29, 1882.
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NN hy,

-raonths’ salary of the new missionary, hile

ee

the wonderful spontaneity of the gifts isa token
of confidence on the part of the friends, and an

ing the Sabbath.
My views and practice are
well spoken in his last article.
Bro. O. E. Baker’s article on the Duty of Giving is a word
in season. The habit of Christian giving is

dia through its own missionary.
Coombs,

Mss

gervice to

ell”;

* F

The

held in the'Main’ St. church in Lewiston, was
a rare scene for that church and eity. Rev. O.

id

nomination. That ‘the Star may continue

presented the needsof that mission in regard
to more missionaries, and wished that more of
the people of the denomination could witness
this boeasion, Rev. J. B. Jordan spoke of the
- honors paid our citizens who are appointed
ambassadors
from our nation to foreign countries, and said greater honor and respect

shine with

increasing

fo

full

and app

h

said

Auburn.
A fine autograph Album was also
presented, in which many present gladly put

nd

for

on

the

evening

of

the

“ Farewell,”

\S the
he ex.

Miss

ey at- f

Master. “% Her trust in Jesus is perfect, and
her patience is wonderful,”as one of her most
intimate friends has said,
Aw 1¥¥ere is any
significance at -Jeast in Christiaf names, the

MS

words of a good old

0, and
k for a
as

¢ held
ne, in

Bro.

get into the next issue

three days’ meeting

knew

was held

resulting in several

He

p

8 pubé had
rward
y-five,
ough.
t soul
\ment.
frit of
ve me
indred
saved
ective
'hites-

thére

additions

to

»

Har-

most

important

and

since

its

annual

church,

Lyn'e are
aring.
F,

abandoned by them and sold for debt. It is
now secured to the Central Association to be
held in trust for a Free Baptist church in Ontario. Quite a number of persons are ready to

be organized into a church affonce.

y

Rev. J.F,

They

vaded
les

le the
ls sa
luntaday,

many of our churches and are

the

rayerervice « , (let
tier
re no
hand,
ht in,
re of
" mise they
been
nd of
e the
stians
acter-

J. H. DURKEE,
dasa,TE

ight,

in 8

ditional pledges of $100 each—the condition being that the money shall be paid

used for

and

Who

only=—reinforcement.

purpose

this'one

willbe the next on this honored roll? The
names will be added as they come in, and the

roll will appear in the Star as often as an ad-

It will be a delight to the eyes
dition is made.
of every lover of the Mission—especially those
But it is
‘whose cry keeps coming for help.
one of those things whose appedrance improves
ae ts gize increases.
Here it is:

Rev. A. Losee...
vuee

|

"Ei

The 14th annual session of the colored Cape

4

Baptist

Freewill

land

Co., N. C., Nov.

Conference

was

held

with the.Church at Antioch chapel, Camber.

Draughhorn

preached

15—18.

Rev.

Ww. M.

ger-

the introductory”

mon. « Rev. J. D. Arnold was chosen mogera-

tor and Rev, N. A. McMillion was made secreit in
orn
oney
were
t she
| posje in
ming
pil?
tion;
nary
prac
ving
doin,
yt in

and,
nt of
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The

attendance

was very

a

large, and

number of the ministers and delegates came

drom afar to be present at the meeting.

Much

time was spent in the formation of this YearlyF.

meeting

into Q. Meetings.

As the regular

Bas not been formerly used, much time
B. faith
in reading and explaining different
spent
‘was
dispassages of it. Business was very well
posed of, considering the many disadvantages

"that we'are laboring under.

A number of res-

olutions were adopted; among them was that
by
we appreciate the publications published

ithe Frepwill Baptist Printing Establishment,
the proespecially ‘the Morning Star; that

ceedings of this Yearly Meeting be sent to the
Morning Star and the Harper's Ferry MesTHOMAS MORRISON.
:
+4enger.
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Oommendatory.

I would say that The Uorgny Star shines
brightér and brighter, The late articles of
Bro. Hutchinson on Sanctification gnd Bro.

Toit on the Sabbath are good and timely.
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and

Installatibn:
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The council called by the church at Greenville, R. I, convened Nov. 22, at 2 o’clock.
tev. Arthur
Given was chosen chairman.

Bro....Gideon A. Burgess,
the candidate,
read a

stateniént of his religious experiences ard doctrinal beliefs and was questioned by the council:. The examination was_ satisfactory, evince,
ing faithful study on the part of. the candidate
ip preparation for his life-work.
In the evening, the ordination and installation services,
interspersed with singing, were conducted as
follows: Invocation, Rev. S. 8. Barney; Reading of Scriptures,
Rev. C. 8. Frost;
Ser-

mpn, Rdy. J. Mariner;

Prayer of Ordination

Installation, Rev. J. T. Ward;

Charge

to

the pastor, Rev. R. D. Frost; Hand of Fellowship, Rev. A. T, Salley;
Address to the
Church, Rev. A. Given; Words of welcome,
Rev. H. Canfield; Benediction by the pastor.
J. T. WARD, Clerk.

; $e

—

recent session of the Rochester Q. M.
decidedly helped for-

with the Fairport church

ward the growing spiritual interest which has
been manifest during the past few weeks,
The covenant meeting on Saturday, Nov. 18,

was a most precious season. Three women in
middle life stated thelr desire to become fol-

lowers of the Master. Pastor and people are
reaching forward in prayer and faith, and they
are encouraged to believe that the time of refreshing is at hand. Saturday evening of the Q.

M. was given to missions under the auspicesof
the Q. M..W. M. 8,, but

the excellent

pro-

by

the children’s

Mis-

gramme wis provided

sion Band of the Fairport church,

After an

hour of pleasant and profitable entertainment,

‘the congregation repaired to the vestries and

The council, called by the Brockway (Mich.)
church to examine and, if thought proper, to
ordain Bro. George P. Hunt, met with the
church on the 16th
.and proceeded with the
services as follows:
Opening exercisgh by Rev.
E. J. Doyle; Ordination sermon by Rev. N.
H. Farr; Ordination Prayer by Rev. E. J.
Doyle; Charge by Rev. N. H. Farr; Hand of
Fellowship by Rev. E. J. Doyle; Benediction
the candidate. Bro. Hunt is a strong man and
is exerting a good influence on the church and
community.
He is now engaged in_arevjval
meeting with good prospects. The chure
ig

much encouraged.

E. J. Dg¥LE.

: @uarterly

|

Heetings.

Cleveland (Ohio,)—Held Nov. 4,5, with the
Liverpool church. The weather was very pleas.
ant and consequently a larger attendance than usual on Sunday. We regret that we had no reports
from Royalton and Cleveland churches. A really
excellent meeting was enjoyed. The brethren in
the ministry
present were Rev. W. Clark of
Cleveland
v. Ira Allen, pastor of the Elsie

hands.

The gratifying success of

the undertaking is very

to the young

cheering

Feb, 2—4.
B. F. PARKER,

(N. H.)—Held

On

Saturday was

An old physician rétired
had placed in his hands by
ary the formula of a simple
the speedy and permanent

mail, by addressing with

ber day and brought a very large congrezativn (0
the house-of worship. One wanderer returned to

per, W.
N.Y.

the fold, and
two united with the Dorchester
church by letter from the Methodists.
The following resolution was pissed by tbe
Conference
and ordered to be printed in connection with the

reporis of the Q.

M.:
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DR. C. S. BLLIS, Wabash, Ind., says:
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Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

JELLY:

and general debility. The
nutritious form in which

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecuged to the patient by a- single teaspoonful of
this Jelly then by double the quantity of the liquid
the orb delicate stomach will not reject
oil
' For'sale by all druggists, and KB. B TRUEX,
wy
208 Pearl Bt. New York.
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Proud?
Abide with Me.
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He Giveth

Drown—Burgin—Ir Washington, Vt.; Sept.
15,4 the Rev. J. W. Burgin, Melvin Drown of
Barton and Emma J. Burgin of Washington.

post paid, by mail to any address
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time, by
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and
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Abbott of

Shepard of Strafford.

Scott—Cole—In Blackstone, Mass. ak
residence of Mr, and Mrs. Mason D. Cole,

3 MONTHS TRIAL:

the
the

bride’s parents, Nov. 20, Dy She Rev. Lewis Dex.
ter, Mry Frank J. Scott, of
Minneapolis, Minn., and

Miss Ida J. Cole, of Blackstone.

-

Fine

5

Steel

The Contributor’s 8. 8, Notes are unsurpassed.”

Salam Post. “ 4 15,008 of the most aply edited
religious = journals,”—Republican,
@
for everybody. Brilliant writers, THE
CON

Segar—Burdin—In
19, Y the Rev. 1 B, Coleman, Mr. Franks$
k4S.~Segar
nd iss Nellie A. Burdin, both of Stepeniowh,
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of GARFIELD and LINCOLN, each 11x14 for 23 cts.

:

West Stephentown, ‘Nov.

NX.

on appli«

LEE47 andFranklin
"SHEPARD,
- Publishers, ~
Street, Bostem,

strafford

the same place

Stephen

| Dover, N. H., and Miss Olive

receipt

cation.

N, H,, Sept. 30, by
Berry

and Miss Annie A. Davis of Farmington.

upon

Aar-Illustrated Catalogues mai led free

Knight—Fuller—In Starksboro,Vt., Nov. 9,
by the sime, Wm. H. Knight and Ethel I. Fuller,
Berry—Davis—In Strafford,

eof

801d by all Booksellers and Stationers, or se

Hallock—Kimball—In Starksboro, Oct. 5, b

the Rev. F. Reed, Mr. Fred K.

of each

arranged upon a free-work of old gold. The best
judges pronounce them a genuine
TRIUMPH OVER NATURE
and unrivalled as a souvenir of CHRISTMAS,
EASTER, BIRTHDAYS and BRIDALS. Volumes
sold separately.
:
Price, $1.75 per Volume.

Crockett,

E. Bird of Albany, Me.

both

His Beloved Sleeps”

these volumes are in natural colors, harmoniously

Mr. George F. Lucy of Conway and Miss Alma
Harriman of Bartlett, O,
;
Trickey—Bird -Oct. 21, by the same, Mr. Neleon I. Trickey of Juckson, N. t1., and Miss Jennie

both

Nearer, My God, to Thee.
Breaking Waves Dashed High.
Home, Sweet Home.

The floral decorations on the covers
Tv D.

exqui-

a decided and unique improvement in the art of
book-making. The Series comprises TEYGHT different volumes, each ornamented with heavy silk
fringe and enclosed in a neat box er envelope to
protect its delicate and rich garb.
:
Each Yolume is superbly illustrated from designs
by Miss L. B. Humphrey, engraved by George T,
Andrew.
|
:
The following is the list of titles:
Ring Out, Wild Bells.
Rock of Ages.
;
Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal be

Lucy—Harriman—ALl the parsonage in Jack.

and

of the most

time and study ; nothing like
m has ever
ore
been attempted ; and their appearance now, marks

Iaxrcied.

Percy F. Hallock

SERIES

site Christmas cards. The preparation of these
lovely and superb volumes haggost over a year’s

Peliciana
B

gon, N. H., Oct. 8, by the Rev. C.

FLORAL

of the Illustrated Hymns and Songs, a striking
and artistic combination of the favorite fancies of
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(2)

Va

T Tunica

GOLDEN
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Rev S R Evens Shérman Chau Co N Y
., Chyrles ¥ Williams No Sutton N H
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EXPRESS.
oner Whitefield N H
Rev TS
Rev J W Parsons Saco Me
Rev C Campbell New
Sharon Me
Rev F Reed Rochester N H

a fool.
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Providence

Jacob Stuart Cameron N Y
_R Scott Bast Hebron Oxford Co Me
Laforest Robinson /'heo Seminary Bangor

26,

'QUERU’S COD LIVER

Coleman

——

honeysuckle, the bashful passion-flower, the spotless lily, the timid daisy, the adored pansy and
fleur-de-lis, intertwined and blooming amid fern.
and ivies, and seemingto the eyes as fresh and
tempting as when plucked from Nature's garden,
is shown in the new and unique

;
1 Ave

T H Drake 1304 Pearl St Cleveland O

the hme,
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of flowers, such as the sweet wild rose, the twining

a

two

OFFICE

A POET'S BOUQUET

Robert Hines Buffalo Gap Taylor Co Texas
R D Smith Little River Academy N C
C B Goodwin Gorham Me
W W Hatch Lawrence Mass
G H Damon
Medina O
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Rev R Clark Lenox Ohio

ears has entirely abstained. He thinks the Acid
Phosphate id of much benefit to him.”
Great talkers are like Broken pitchers; cvery
thing runs out of them.

there

The only magazine
expressly for
the Babies.
Send all subscriptions to
Boston : D. LOTHROP
& CO., Pubs.

Rev S C Whitcomb Pittsfield Me
G A Gordon Campbell Hill 1il
Rev R Cooley Stoughton Wis
Rev

$1.00 a year.
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David Stillwell Kilbourne City Wis
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Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
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Wherever

For youngest readers.

Babyland, 50

Robert E Nesbit £€ Hamlin N'Y
Rev J B Jordan Auburn Me
Rev L Sargent Morristown Vt

Rev HN

SUBSCRIBE.

$2.50 a year.
Pictorial Magazine.
The Pansy. (WEEKLY.)
‘Edited by the author of the Pansy Book, 75 cents
a year.
Little Men and Women.
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Wide Awake.
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—R Zinmerman—E

(Readding, Pa., Times and Dispatch.)
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G Smith—T A Stevens—S 8 Small—A T Stratton—
AD Smith—W
H Trafton—M
Vose—Mrs L A
Wiggin—A P Whitney—J W Winsor—A J Walker

The tirst author who mentions sugar ag producboiling the juice of the sugar cane is
from

slightest

of

S Dinsmore

R

ranging

by

thors, make their list the finest in the
line of il
Justrated hooks issued this season.
Catalogues
free.
:

Hayward—J M Hurd—I Huckins—J G Harvey—
S fibibag IL. Head—B Hodgdon—J F Hamblen
—J Hardie— P Jaquith—J M Kendall—A A Leach
—R
Loomis—S
McNimm—Mrs
N
Mitchell—C
Purington—G Putney—H Perry—E W Ricker—D

meant people darker than themselyes.
ra

.of the

Besides these a hundred new books,

price from 25 cts. to $10.00 each,

AI.

Dexter—J

$2.50.

BOUND VOLUME, 1882, T5CT8..

Is more charming than any previous volume.
Wide Awake, N.
:
The new volume for 1882 is superb. * Price $1.50.

—B F Drake— C { Dow—J
Edgecgmb—Miss Elliott—A J Eastman—B Eastman—R 'P Fenton—J

Negroes were unknown to the Greeks until 700
B. C. The term Ethiopians with them
simply

but

fully illustrated,

A
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$2.25.
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« Rough on Rats.” Clears out rats, mice, roaches, bed-bugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks, gophers.
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beneticial to us.— Dr. S. Johnson.

goribed it for a man who

ull cloth,

Toney Letters Received,

Kidney

leads us to think properlv

DON'T DIE IN THE

1

§

Paper on preparation nf

Wm. Whitfield ; Prevailing

Troy, commencing

There is a watural deligut in learning, and an
inspiration in the, conscious acquisition of truth,
to which even stupidity is not insensinle.

utter-

August

at

Did

A Family Flight Over Egypt and Syria.
By ®dward Everett Hale and Susan Hale, very

BLADDER.

£1.00

of the

ance won and held the attention and will have its
influence. Elder Allen was here two years ago
and aided us in a special meeting for about three
weeks when seven converts rejoiced in a newfound Saviour, all of whom remain faithful. His
preaching is plain, clear, with an easy delivery,
and his thoughts will stay with his hearers and
have a lasting effect. ‘We must not neglect to
speak: of the
Woman’s Missionary meeting, held
2.
Saturday evening, Sister Addie hoped
It was her first
effort and those wh
ed her as
the
in
Credit
great
themselves
did
herself
well as
appropriate selections for the exercises, all of
vhich were full ol interest. Collection, $5.87 for
Foreign Missions. Bro.T. C. Charlton, who has
lately come among us and has rendered already
acceptable serviceto the Hinckley church as a
reacher, was licensed to
preach for one-year.
“We regret that
in our last
Q. M. report there was

Clerk.

Young,
CATAREKEH

Clark’s strong faith and

Elder

Rev.

Mo-

By Margaret Sidney, author of Five Little Pop
pers and How they Grew, a delightful story.
In
Illustrations, printing and binding it has no suerior. Large quarte, illuminated cover, 1.75;

L.D. Preston;
Exegesis of 1 John,
Rev. T.
N.
Brooks; Inbred Sin, Rev. Mr. Ober; Some of the
essentials to a revival interest, Rev. Mr. White;
Christian Faith and Religious Opinions, Rev. B.
G. Blaisdell; Conference sermon; Rev. Mr..Parks.
GEO. L. PARKS, Clerk.

nucleus cf a

men.

song, and

good, characteristic

A. G. HiLL,

P.M.

$6.00;

ENLARGED.

‘What the Seven

church,

Tuesday,

Friday,

sumptuous

A magnificent book. $4.00.

Corinth

Jonmencing

A:most

.

Child Love.

(N. Y.) with the Stephentown

church,

as follows:

Quincey.

prayer, exhortation and

was

a

Gilman.

Wild Flowers, and Where They Grow.
With 60 original illustrations by Miss L. B. Humphrey. $3.00; md¥oceo, $6.00.
The Poet and the Children.
With initial poem by John G. Whittier. The most
elegantly printed and finely'illustrated voluma
of the season. $5.00
3

at

o'clock, Dee. 8.
1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
St. Lawrence (N. Y.) with the F. B. church
at ¥ort Jackson on Friday ‘Dec. 8, to continue
Saturday and Sunday. The Ministers’ Conference
convenes Friday A. M., at 9 o’clock. Assignments

ex.

their hands by

of
G.
so
did
up

8:3.

Center

school-house near BesJAS. GROVER, Clerk,

nnd

at ‘East

Arthur

Holiday or Wedding day Qift Book.

in Prairie

Salem

by

of Home.

rocco, $10.00.

Dec. 22 at 2 P. M. and
the

13135

JUST PUBLISHED

Kingdom

Edited

the
Fort Fairfield
L. V. TowLE, Clerk.

with

church

Rensselaer

Troy

Don’t
mble if your paper is not always up to
Charitably re.
the high standard of your ideal.
member that no editor is capable of getting up
yourself.
could
you
as
paper
a
good
as
quite

their preaching

Rom.

i RR,

react;

BOSTON,

HAVE

Dee. 5. Sermon Monday evening. Tuesday ‘A. M.,
—Lesson in Homileti¢cs and plans of sermons on

The enterprise of the publishing house of D.
Lothrop & €9., in catering to the entertainment
and instruction of the young, is something prodigious. Thefist for the coming holidays includes
more than on¢ hundred new books, by popular
authors, and as usual the most famous book illus:
trators have contributed best efforts,—designers,
engravers, printers and
binders, all exhibiting
their most artistic work with. a lavishpess undreamed of a few years ago.—DBoston Daily Advertiser.
!
oi31
In this world

"558 and 560 Washington St.,

The

G. C. HAYNES, Clerk.

(Penn.)

held with the

work

the chirches showed a good interest.
Elder T. P.
Taylor and H. Fulton preached for us during the
Next session at Jackson
_mar, Friday, Dec. 22,

with

a

Crawford

Hockitig Valley (0.)—Held at Orbiston, Friday, Sept. 22. The conferénce was held Saturday
at 2.30°0°clock. There was a good meeting. Bro.
H. Fulton was chosen moderator. The. report of
. M.

:

D. LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.

Notices,

(Me.) with the Fairfield church

and variety of Foreign

i

Dec. 8--10.
!
L. F. SHERRITT, Clerk.
Exeter (Me.) Q. M. Ministerial Asso. will be

W.PARLER, Clerk.

REE

the

:

the chureh

Kendail’s Mills, commencing
continuing oyer the sabbath.

it session to be held with the Spring Creek
church.
Opening sermon. by Rev. Wm. Johnson,

:

for

evely-grade

Domestic Carpeting,
Oil Cloth and

Matting.

D. STILLWELL, Clerk.

Aroostook
(Me.)
church, Dee. 15—17.

pas-

ing a W. M. Society. The lack of interest in the
ast has been in a great measure owing to want of
information ow tbe subject of missions, and the
woman’s societies are \ying to remedy this.
the Q.

Meeting

(Wis.) with

i

tor. Our churches are reslly taking a new interest in mission work, and five of the six report hav-

one sister at

preparing

And

S.F. Smith, Fairbury, Neb., Treasurer of
Soc. of No. Kan, & 8S. Neb. Y. M., to whom

Quarterly

past

of a faithfal

Rev.
M.

Sauk Co.

looking

the

Com-

du Suc, Dec. 8, at 7 o'clock P. M.

Rockdale

preaching

Free

Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co., N.
JY. Treasurer of the Central Association, to whom
‘all its contributions should be sent.
Mrs. H, J. Coe. 821 Scranton Avenue, Cleveland,
0. Treasurer O. Free Com.
Baptist Woman's
Miss. Soc.
Free Baptist Church, New York City, West tosth
St., between 7th and 8th Avenués. 3
:

(Pa.)—Held with the Rockdale
A very good session was en-

for a revival the coming

church

Ohio

the Iowa F.7B+ Home Missions.
Rev. Charles’ S. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Boston, Mass.
(830)

N. PLUMB.

All of the churches were represented

and

Tregsurer

H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
of
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeting, to whom
all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
:
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of

discouraging
situation.
Notwithstanding,
en.
joyed a very good time. -Elaer Cornell will supply them with preaching for a time.
The writer
bas held some extra meetings within the bounds
of the Elton churcn of late. Some brethren have
been revived, some reclaimed and some youths
converted.
May the Lord revive his work gener-

and

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Tréasurer of
the Western Education Soe. ,to whom contributions

H.

Cattaraugus (N. Y.)—Hell 1s session with
the West Valiey church. Found the church in a

ally,

(25122)

all money for this Soc. should be sent.

their reClerk.

AND RETAIL.

ORIENTAL RUGS,

8. D. Bates,

muy be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

clerk.

please send in
A. P. WHITNEY,

Mis-

Portland,

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. and Education Societies.
£(25t)

Wednesday

by

State

:
®

WILTONS,
~ BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,
AXMINSTERS,

this pa-

Rochester,
Ftdleow

Deering,

¢

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52138)
Rev.A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all

Rev.

mittee of the Q. M,, Rev. L. W. Raymond, chairman.
Voted to continue
to supply
destitute,
churches in the same manner as provided lor at

be

to Rufus

Me,

assistance in holding revival meetings should arrange for the same by notifying the Mission Com-

to

naming

All money contributed for the Maine

sion should be sent

Next session au Factory Vitlage, Canaan.

was. held

stamp,

IHower's Block,

Oct.

J

AW HOLERALE

Post-Office Addresges.
1
A
Rev. Royal McDonald, E. Rochester, N. H.
Rev. F. L. Wiley, Laconia, N. H.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
521

would bow in submission to the will of {God and
that we tender to the afflicted family eur deepest

Society

149

H.

1817.

Pr

u

Antices,

sympathy;
that we would
gladly share their
grief and that we will ever pray that God’s grace
may sustain them all.

Mission

A. Novus,

an

.all-wise Providence to reniove by death our dear
brother, B. R. Norris, and whereas by his death a
great
sorrow bas fallen upon
his family, the
church and the community; tneretore be it resolved, That we, members of the Weniwokth Q. M.,

C. W. NELSON,

from practice, having
an East India missionvegetable remedy; for'
cure for Consumption

ing, I will send {ree of charge, to all who desire it,
this recipe, in German, French
or Englich, with
fuli directions for preparing and using.
Sent by

mented Bro. Norris so that no other service was
held till evening.
Sunday was a beautiful Novem-

N.

J HLPRAY SONS
ES

for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after baving tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
‘it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer-

la-

Pitisfield,

CARPETS

°

Bronghitis, Catarrh, Asthma, ard all Throat and
Lung
Affections, also a positive and radical cure

session

the fuueral*bérvice of our

Hill-Smith—In

ESTABLISHED

pan.

CONSUMPTION CURID.

hy
Clerk.

its Nov.

ie

ER

the

church, Mlch., Bro. G. Stevens, licentiate of Roch.

children’s fingers—were exposed for sale, the
proceeds to be devoted to missions. The sup-

children’s

for

ART AND OIL.
The Norfolk Virginian of January 16, 1881, refers to the remarkable cure effected by St. Jacobs
Oil in the case of Prof. Cromwell,—known the
if
country over for his magnificent Art ts
—who ‘had suffered exCruciating torments from
rheumatism, until he tried the Oil whose effe
he says were magical, ’
:

are sorry that his health would not. permit him to
continue his studies, but the Lord is using him
here in supplyiig at least ove vacant pulpit—the
Royalton church, We slvebim aeordial welcome
to the ministry of the gospel of Christ. First,in the
West last summer during his vacation, and
now
at home among
his acquaintances he hag aligndy,
preached the
Word—which God grant may be ef.
feetual in accomplishing good ior the bHiaster!
Rev. W, C. Hulse, late pastor amoung us, has con.

and zeal which had producedso much from

taken
Jat

Price, only 30

id

Me...

the Rev. A.J. Bastman, Mr. Jobn D. Hill, an
Miss Georgia A. Smith, both of Pittsfield,

Messrs. P. Garrett &

i

South Berwick,

Nov. zL, by the Rev..d.
Rand, Mr. Eben F.. Trafton and Miss Lydia L. Cheney, both of 8. B.

Model
do all
doing
where

cents.

‘Moses Chorepensis, who wrote in the fifth century.

filled them to overflowing, where a large num-«

ply was speedily exhausted and many were
the words of commendation for the taste, skill

Corner),
i

“Wentworth

ed

ester church, Lorain
Q. M., Bro. L. C. Charlton
the Hinckley church,
Rev. E. Ensign and Rev.
H. Damon of the Liverpool church, and though
many were there, yet Elders Clark and Allen
the preaching. The rest of the brethren stayed

Trafton—_Cheney-—in

‘By giving

hearthstonetio make happy homes.

‘1g three times the man he was before hegpbegan using ** Wells’ Health Renewer.” $i. Drliggists.

Bro. Holden Putnam, of the Hinckley church and”
student in the Theological Department of Hills

ber of articles, fanciful and useful—the work of

was

and Urinary Complaints, cured by

« Ordination.

on Saturday

oR

(Ossipee

Stinging

A number of

York.

New

1t was an inter-

with the church at Dorchester.
71he business was
done in a most harmonious manner and was mostdy out of the way before meetings for worship began.
Bro.
C, D. Dudley
came
uvexpectedly
among
us and we were glad to see him,
He
preached an excellent sermon Friday evening.

Said

A baptistery has been

the first week in Dec.”

.

The next session will be with the4th Gdsipee

church
Rat

summer and arg much

!

£4

and

Rev. A. T. Hillman, who commences his work

A. JONES, JR., Clerk.

esting mieeting. A collection
church at Rochester.

Churches
quest.

The house was freed from debt by rais-

Ordination

evening three persons, heads of families, were

Cape Fear F. B. Conference.
Fear

way.

baptized, Others would have been, had it
been known they were ready. The church
has reason for its high hopes in its new pastor,

WHAT SHALL I SPEAK?

is the grandest work Iever engaged
iuj
the
: ‘cry of the heatien haunts me continually?” The
|
heathen
have
{een
making
the
same
appeal
to
Rev. C. R. Calkins hus resigned the pastorChristian hearts for years, but all. have not heard
ate of the Pilot Mound church, and is ready for
#@nd felt
& pergonal interest in it. The Secretary,
Mrs. Parker,
rpports $30.10 as the result of the
a new field of labor.
y
quarteriyfeollection, Thisis a good begin.
The Rev. D. D. Mitchell writes (rom first
ning aad if Gley do as well in the future -the
Washington
. will have no reason to
be
Houston:
‘‘ Sunday, Nov. 19, was the first
ashamed
of ite woman's work,
May God bless
Sabbath we have used the church after repairtheir efforts and give them converts in’ heathen
ing it to the extent of $50. At the close of the
lands, and at home, to be stars in their crown of
rejoicing. The Sabbath collection, $7.18, was. dimorning service three were baptized and reHded
petween Foreign Missions and Harper's
ceived the right hand of fellowship.”
erry.

has been done by pastor and people. The
sermon was eloquént, but directed straight to
the hearts of the congregation. The pastor,
the Rev. John Malvern, is ‘studying Curbstone Theology,’ as he humorously expressed
it to a friend : that is, he is visiting the business
men of the city at their stores, and inviting
them to sign his subscription paper, for the
closing out the long-standing debt on the
worked hard, and has been
church. He has
very successful,
he is much liked in the
community.
ery little, if any; of the debt is
now left to be paid.”
The Rev. f). T. Moulton writes:
* Dec,
26th closed a year of pulpit supply for the
Somerville church, and not, we trust, without

some good gained in that fime.

Sabbath in February.

wwe 1st Effingham church.

the last session.
Next session

improved church interior, that earnest work

put into our little chapel and

N. FERNALD,

HO

in guiding

vind colic.

Noy.

Austin—Ford—In South Berwick, Me., Oct.
28, by-the
Rev. J. Rand, Mr. Alvert T. Austin
d
Miss Nellie M. Ford. both ofS. B.
i

diarrhcea,

Co’, Phila’, Pa., have now ready 100 Choice Selec~

Minnesota,

soon enough for publication last week: ‘‘A
recent visit to the Free Baptist church of thig
city showed,-in- it& increased attendance and

and also by conversion.

00

$100

bles Mim

and

tions of Readings and Recitations, and they have
been selected with great care. Just what is needed for the long winter evenings around evéry

evening which was teresting and profitable.
In
conference it was voted that churches desiring

the Sunday of the Q.
Bro. Chase.’ Nov. 20,

ing $350.

excellent additions haye been made by letter,

.$10p 00

eee
rd.
© MA. N. Woodwa..s
0B

0°

.++$100

a

¥.. Hulge....o.

Next!

Vhen
thay
India
ads, 1
sald,
pIAN
| my

Lokee

stirring heart-full article on the need in India,
proposed to be one of twenty who should raise
two thousand dollars for the purpose of sending out new recruits to our Foreign Field.
Pwo others have already responded with con-

essen,

only
workne is
know
ever
mily,
good
y the
wish
d do

A.

mon.

Our correspondent H. sent the following
from Haverhill, which failed of reaching us

The Recruiting Fund.

the

:

/Wolfboro (N. H,)—Held its November session

with

an’s

Af

souls.
PF
The Clyde church was dedicated Nov. 12.
Rev. E. D. Lewis preached the dedicatory ser-

Massachusetts.

we

iN

{In the Star of Oct. 4, Rev.

Lord

morning the pastor preached on * The Duty of
Christiansut the Ballot.” In the afternoon a
temperance concert was given by the Sundayschool. On Wednesday evening, Nov. 15, a
Young People’s Missionary Society was organized, to work more effectively, in connection
with the churches, for the cause of missions.

Cor. Sec’).

al

under

blessing

den,
The churches were well represented, the attendance was goodyprdyer and social meetings
were quite interesting and
the preaching well
adapted to the occasion.
A session of the Wom-

church, They
feel like commending
Bro.
Chase as an evangelist to churches in a low religious state. The work hus been solemn, earnest, without undue excitement.
Rev. W.S.
Warren is pastor of this chyrch and may the

Nov. 12 was devoted by the church.at Pitts
field to the interests of temperance. In the

being attended

with spiritual power. - As an Association
were never in so good condition as now.

well

is

church, Franklin

Raisin Q. M. recently had there a very interesting session. Two weeks previous to thé Q.
M., Rev. J. C. Chase, student at Hillsdale Col-

that they need not go 85 miles to reach a sister

help on the good work.
The house will be
clear from debt when it is done; although not
quite enough is at hand yet, but it will come.
If some of ouf brethren want to help a little
one of the small churches and a worthy one,
they can send a dollar or more as the Lord hath
prospered them to C. W. Nelson, Plymouth,
N. H., Box 73.

ful management so far; and indeed ull the pastors in the Q. M, have seemed alive to the importance of secpping
this field. The Central
Association 2K
condition to secure such
openings as pever before.
The church al German has recently repaired
and improved its church.
The services of rededication were held Nov. 15, Rev. G. S. Ricker, pastor of the Norwich church, preaching
the dedicatory sermon.
Special revival services are being held in

ry So-

have a meeting-house

Lord

Otisfi®1a (Me.)—Heid with he church in Swe-

most of these, will join the F. B. church.
The
church never had so marvelous a work of
grace since its existence.
Prayers are asked
that the work may go on and deepen in the absence of Bro. Chas2.
The brother hopes this
church may become a center of other i
to be formed, until a Q. M. is organized, so

Barmard

The

Tdpitteer

forward since, and 40 more are waiting.

One hundred dollars was raised at the Q. M. to

Brockway belongs much credit for its success.

ndayn that
r, had
d had

T.

|

souls having openly given themselves to God.
Nov. 12, Bro. Chase baptized 34, six have gone

winter, is doing nobly, It numbers twenty
good members and there is a good interest in
all the departments of religious worship.

Smith has been secured to take charge of the
interest and enters upon the work there at once,
We have seldom seen a more favorable openiog
for a vigorous church, This new interest is the
child
of the RochesterQ. M., and
to Rev. C. E.

+

H.

Bro,

two weeks after the Q. M., the work closed, 95

Hampshire.

15.....Rev.

concerned.

Michigan.

fession of religion. On
M., Prof. Copp assisted

preaches every Sabbath afternoon with the 1st
Effingham church. The churches of the Wolf‘boro Q. M. are better supplied with preaching
than they have been for several years.
The new church at Dorchester, formed last

ty in the village of Ontario.
The property
formerly belonged to the Free Adventists, was

v such.
utside

Oct.

are

dysentery

Make your boy a holiday present of a
Press; and if you are in business he will
your own printing with it, and earn money
printing for others besides. Ask your boy
to get a Model Press. He knows.

the Q. M. adjourned,

with Mt# Zion
‘JAMES

Rev. A, H.

an’ isolated ° condition |

ministers

Kirk.

Co., on’ Friday before the 2d

the time of the Q. M., thirty had made a pro:

sons united by baptism with the 1st Wolfboro

enter-

A. Head-

lege, opened a series of meetings: there,

Since the Sept. session -of the Wolfboro Q.
M., which was held with the 1st Alton church,
there has been a constantly increasing religious
interest in that community, snd there are indications of a general awakening....Two per-

meeting,

as

is in

and

Next session

arriving late.

Toledo, O., is an important field.

Sunday, Nov. 12, was another interesting
day to the Barter’s Islsud church.
Two of
their most premising young men put on Christ
by baptism, and united with the church.
‘Their pastor, who resigned some three months
ago, can not find the piace to close.
The Bangor church had the privilege of re-

New

has been the securing of a fine church proper-

i

of

Rev. W. J. Twort, of Otisfield, is not using
Rev, Mr. Long's paintings for illustrated sermon’s as wis announced in the Star lately.
He writes: * I am using Bro. Yeoman’s Berean paintings and like them much.”

church.

successful

We,

bopefulness and labor there.

saving the church to our people.
Hamburg is
capable of being made one of our strongest
churthes.
Situated on the Buffalo and Jamestown R. R., only 13 miles from Buffalo, it isa
large and rapidly improving village. Rev, B.
C. Van Duzee bas been engaged as pastor of
the charch till April 1.

The

Star.

McMinn

Bro. Joseph Vaughn, deacon, writes about
the Bedford church,
Space compels us to¥on-’
dense. The Bedford church, twelve miles from

inst., all adults. The scene was pleasant and
déeply impressive. Two others have recently
been received by letter, and there is a spirit of

Brethren Ball and Bryant did efficient work in

prise of the Asso.,

the

church

:

ceiving threejinei@bers by baptism on the 19th

recently,

the

of

of ‘Rev. W.

cures

Vipiug in the bowels and

Harmony.

to give a written repost

church and converting sinnegs.

by Bros, H. and B., Good was accomplished;
but their labors were hindered by severe colds
taken in the very open house in which the
meetings were held. Oa the night of Nov. 13
was the first snow and the old mountains are
now white.

items

Maine.

of late, and the brethren there feel greatly encouraged.
By direction ot the Erie Q. M., a

87

Tiese

child from pain,

There was an obituary in ‘honor

of Sister Harris, after which

gan a seiflés
"Bf ‘meetings with the Mt. Zion
chufeh at Cedar Creek, which were continued

matter thus furnished. ]

The Hamburg church has been much revived
a

news,

sion of the Q. M.

Woolsey, probably the nearest, lives about
twenty miles. distant with a rough pile of
mountains between.
Bro. W. will probably
take the pastoral care of the church until the
Association meeting.
Bro. W. is a good
soldier and does more evangelistic and pastoral
work than many young men.
Brothers Woolsey, Headrick and Burgess be-

course, reserve the right to condense, or to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem well to I 80,

of

rington,
the faithful pastor. of the Eimira
church, should have the prayers of all who
love our work,
We are glad to commend him
to the sympathy of all our churches. -

about

n

to be used.

of

communication

as ~ far

ust be accompanied by the addrésses of the writ-

“Cheering reports continue to reach us from
our interest in Elmira.
The brethren are
La working with a will to get their new house of

worship in condition

This

rs, not necessarily for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to

Uentral Association Notes.

Ina

e

townswoman

Star

error to correct;” that the

items for this deparsment

each minister be required

Bugzess and Bro. Woolsey held a revival meet
ing of 12 days’ duration at Big Creek church,
resulting in nineteen
conversions
and the
reclaiming
of
some
twenty
backsliders, |

[We invite the sending from all vur churches of

the missionaries, that “Miss Lavina Coombs
would be a second Lovina Crawford,” may be
prophetically true.
IpA HAZELTON,
Lewiston, Maine,

4

ce and
le Mr.
speak-:
house,
eft his
where
ander.
1 him;
heard
M. in
1 there
anuthid the

y bad
4

ludy and

no

with

and has been - used

for forty years with never failing success. by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the

of his work and remuneration reeeived,at each ses-

€

We condense it for this issue.

to be said concerning

unhappy affuir, the columns.of the

(I1l.)—Convened

_nnrses in the United States,

Me.,

v. Win. J. Twort, rig ond W. Plum:

the mother.
Price 25°
ea, th to the child i
church, Franklin Co., Ill. A.large delegation was
:
]
.
52821
present and reported nearly all the churches in a ° cents a bottle.
PE,
wpe
§
prosperous
condition, The business was transactA
godd,
motto
for
an
expressman—*
Hau.
ed with unusual Drompiscss, Inany laymen engagthings to’ all men.”
A
ing in the work.
One importantresolution was that
RRSSAL

The time will soon

rick was crowded out last week,

Ministers and Churches.

sionary’s life, as all feel who have come to
know her; not seltat all, but the honor of the

enney

moe

5

Makanda

Plummer—Morton—Io Raymond,

rising early ?
;
gat
;
Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP {8 the prescription of one of the best female physicians and

the

Time of holding next session, Saturday before
Ist Sunday in February, 1883. Place to be determined upon and due notice Fivene
|
:
« H. DAMON, Clerk.

as’yet

Tennessee.

The

majority proper of the church were with him
him3jand that be had left the denomination
and, tinder the circumstances, could not do
otherwise.

Coombs said to her friend before going,
Pray,
for me, that the Lord will not let me disgracé’
Him!” This is the ruling motive of this mis-

re.

yin

that he * had

their names.
£5
Having had {but little time for preparation

Ld

Things, which

Charlton preaches

opening sermon at the next session or procures a

not be made public, have developed in
a way as to cause great rejoicing. over

2

5

versed
| from
inows,
"

work.

Bro.

f

What the better is the house for the slnggard

¢ Se ood ne the world can have the benefitof the best of Christian feeling prevailing. A revifil aha
1) good news.
da
; val is in progress under the labors of Bro’s

are not the proper place in which to say it.
He claims that he was unfairly treated; that
the council bad no proper authority to inves.
tigate ** the pretendéd. charges ;” that he is innoeent and was
willing for a hearing,” but
was not given a fair one ; that he is guiltless of
any attempt to induce the church to leave the
|
$-denomination,
or to illegally get control of the
property ;that he never # professed regret, &c. ;”

he wished to make his speech.
He then presented the missionary with a beautiful gold
watchin behalf of her friends in Lewiston and

3

ar

steadiness and bright-

his long communication, but will etate ‘the
ce. of -it, with the intimation that if

this

It left a decided impression
The closing and consecrat~

ing prayer was offered by Prof. B. F. Hayes,
During the reception and hand-shaking which
ry

gin the hopeful

efficiency.

substitute,

aud is expected on the ground Dec. 1st to be-

> Bellevernon, Pa., , Ohurch and Pastor.

ing address by Miss Coombs has been much, ist

followed the exercises, Rev. 0. D. Patch

us greater

what God hath wrought.

Prof. L. G. Jordan, Rev, G.S. Dickerman
_ the Cong. church, and Prof. Howe. The closcommented upon for its beautiful

new:church project at Ontario has so far devel.

beautiful church home with no incumbrance
whatever. Rev. J. F. Smith of Nova Scotia
has volunteered to take charge of the interest,

‘Rev. B. H. Fish is dissatisfied with the re‘should be awarded those who become ambas- port of the council relating to himself ina resadors of Christ. Remarks were also made by/ 'cent'number of the Star. We can not publish in

. priate simplicity.
upon its hearers.

cluded his labors hére and gone to live with and
take care of hig father in Wisconsin,
May the
Lord bless him
there, and bless us all and grant

the church property valued at 140
The gociety when organized will, therefore, have a

practice.
It would be a good thing if the articles above named could be put in tract form
and circulated among the churchesof our de-

Mr. Fernald

Rev.

of the missiéif in India.

It seems to open a new field
of endeavor for children’s mission bands. The

oped that the Central Association has secured

but little understood or posrly carried out in

D. Patch, the pastor, presided. Rev. W. H.
Bowen,D. D., gave a very interesting account

|

was to keep the Sabbath, I have

n grievea by thedoose practices of observ-

In-

for

proposes to do

earnest of what Maine

2

was a New Rogland man, and being’ rission workers,

®

father

o

TRIBUTOR,
¥

Le]

Boston,

Cuan 4878

rd

oracle

382
=

away on a rich velvet dress, and the tears
would fall, try hard as she would to keep

Gao

AT

SGIVING.

«« How nicely it's popping!

Por the sound of waters gushing
In bubbling beads of light;

hold it awhile, Kate.”

-

_ “Fer the fleets of snow-whité lilies
oh
¢.

shakes.

The crystal on the clod ;
For the flowing of the rivers,
1 thank Thee, O my God!
Along the toiler’s way;
For the violets eye that opens

vi

was filled with. white popped

For the splendor of the sunsets,

time.

Vast mirrowed on the sea;

For the gold-fringed clouds, that curtain

when Kate entered.
approached him.

Where thought leans, glad, yet awed;
- Wor the glory of the sunsets, *
1 thank Thee, O my God!

s Well, my

For an eye of inward seeing ;
A soul to know and love;

Per the hidden scroll, o’erwritten

“ Whay

adored ;

Por the Heavenly in the human;
The Spirit in the Word ;
I [Bor the tokens of Thy presence

don’t

I thank Thee, O my God!
— Lucy Larcom.

vioea

THE EATONS', THANKSGIVING
“DINNER.

eat

it?

I'm

Sa

“0 mamma!”
and Kate almost let
the cups and saucers fall that she was
so

aston-

:

“I'm very sorry, but it has cost so
much to buy medicine for Fred, since he

“I'll

measure

little

ing, and Gense 10

her

had

for some time with
hand, and

her head

Kate

sat

her Yorehead

time

“all

the

puck-

dishes

were

washed and placed in the cupboard, the
room carefully swept und dusted, and the
hearth

brushed

till it shone, for our little

Kate was a tidy
put

housekeeper.

on a clean apron

and

adjoining room, where a pale
‘“ Why,

Then she

went

lay on the lounge.

into the

little’ boy

:.

Kate,” he said

when the saw

her bright face, ** what pleases you so?”

~ “Mamma

told me, before she went

‘away this morning, that

she couldnt

af-

ford to have any thing nice for Thanksgiving, and I've been thinking of a plan
to surprise her.”
“ How I wish I could

help,” said

Fred

with a sigh.

*

“You baven’t heard my

plan or you

wouldn't speak so, for you can help.”

“How?” he
“You know
minister's little
©onldn’t we pop

“I've sold it!

leaning on

ered up,” as Fred would have expressed
i. At last she straightened out the
puekers, and jumped up, exclaiming, “I
haveit! I haveit! I know what we'll
do so we won't have to go without our
Thanksgiving dinner.” ”
In a very short

™~ Kate almost flew home.

asked eagerly.
that pop-corn which the
boy gave you last week.
it and sell it?”

¢ We haven’t any popper.”
+ I've got money enopgh to buy one.”
Have you? I think you could sell the

popped corn to Mr. Fitzroy, for before

I was taken sick, I heard the boys asking

for some and he didn’t have any.”
“<«Won’ it be lovely?” and the little
girl clapped her hands and danced up
and down the room for joy.
After giving sufficient vent to her hap-

|.

running into the house.
“How much did you
Fred excitedly.
‘“Ten cents
four quarts.”

a quart,

Mine, all mine, and

asked

there

Unto

started

for

by Fred, who
k
i

was

‘“ What a nice sermon

that was,”

of

be

thankful

Great was the surprise of Mrs. Eaton
when she saw the dinner 1able. It was
covered with a snowy cloth,—and could
she believe her eyes? there was a turkey,

a mince

pie,

a plum

pickles, bread,

butter

pudding,
and

besides

cheese.

The

hive

emerged

the

the

problem

the

instant

you begin to strive with it, to bestir yourself, it has already ended.— Richier.
SOD
had

Most of our comforts grow up
crosses.
mrad

between

Makes man neither

Bome little good, not in dreaming
Of great things tp do by and by.

Miss Muloch.

A SCENE IN SCHOOL.

hs

sonpryly

And

prohibition,

spite of the fancies of youth,

And

and said:

* Please, sir, I ean’t

ex-

be a liar.

7 let off the

bear

to

squibs;” and

he

accuser, and the undeserved

he bad inflicted on the
bis conscience.

other

— Selected.

(Everything relating to this department of the Star
should he marked * For Enlgmatic Gems,” apd adressed to W. H. Eastman, East Sumner, Me.)
' No.7.
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ADE.

first is a beast of burden,
n many countries found;
His voice is not remarkable
For its melodious sound.
co.

Ld

*

-

It was used

preach,

if not the

hearer to listen. We are glad to give
one of the earliest protests agaipst this.

*

*

*

*

*

.

Ld

LJ

*

*

*

ou will not mistake me, for I stand in full
view.
a
My uh
is a country with government and

aws

To

people

pause

and

rulers—but

here

I

will

consider my whole, which is as great a
crime
2
:
As e’er was committed in the annals of time.
see

smote

-

pi

.

+ BNE

tumn, gives us, ina digression

rative,
lows ;

his

views

on

this

hae

in his: nar-

matter as fol;

WORD

valued

himself

so much,

or shewn

light a respect for religion, as to be seen
at any of our quarterly or yearly meetings, (that 1 have attended,) selling
liquor, or making it a day of traffic. And
whenever any person belonging to another state, has

presumed to

come

to

self.

“Selling spiritous liquors at places

of public worship, is a bad practice, hath
3 petuicinus Efloc, and ought not to be
sucourag
y an
rson, especially b,
those who
a,
bo gone Fd

of their fellow

men.

A man isin buta

poor situation, either to preach or hear
the gospel, or discourse on religious sub-

jects, when his animal spirits are
by fermented or distilled liquors,

but as a medicine,

raised
which

and

generally proves fatal to the abuser, some
way or other.
5
Al

AD APP

writes

American

Board, from Lake Victoria Nyanza.

where

you

Ugogo,

Ungamwezi,

will—Usequba,

or Uganda—you

“Go

Usagarar,

Usukuma,

will

dren by her needle.
All day long
‘she toiled in the shop of a fashionable
dressmaker on costly dresses for the rich

for Mr. Fitzeoy says I ¢an have plenty of

time to study when there are no custqmersto wait on, and I can recite to you in the

ladies. She had kept the children at evening.”
school, and was getting along very well
‘when Fred was taken sick. Now her
hard times began, for she was obli il to

_slayat home nearly a month 1b care for

ber suffering child.

The loss of her dai-

“Jy wages, added to the doctor's bill, had
run her in debt, and it must he paid be-

am
:
:
Of course Mrs, Faton gave her consent

to thig plan, and they all sat down to dinner with thankfal hearts,

EE

first time since

four years

her

na

been ‘much

with

the

aged have observed in them a chafing
the infirmities of

their

previous, that

She felt very sad as she stitched

the inactivity which has

busier times,

when

they

aud burden of the day.

succeeded

bore’ (he

man’s eyes with something
spectacles, ‘which made him

Ukerewe

find every

years

behind his
wipe them

ARBANGEMENTS

woman and child, even to the sucking
infant, reeling with the effects of alcohol.
The west coast is ruined with rum; it is

south,

and

coast

ferment.

Matama

or

panicum is thé]

geueral malt, but failing that, Indian
corn aud small millet, called mewere, are
called into requisition, the strength being
often increased by the addition of honey.
On the shores of Nyanza, plantains are

them a wink is made

cheerless, indeed.
Shi

mean

drapery,

re and pictures.

nothing to look -jsolated,

A large animal.

8.

Erie,

3

Ob-

serve a room immediately after a number |’

of people have left it, and lito; as you

beat.

arrange the furniture, disturb as little

as

Tene

gil

rep

|

Sh Fup

but let every-

their

me in,

ye he-

Allow | ©

thing present an air of sociability.

and at the

Let not your heart be troubled;

Springfield.

CIRO

Hag] E

, |

“The Rival Crusoes”, by Agnes Strickland,

for the best lists of answers to puz-

zles for November and December, sent from
to week as the puzzles appear.

in

door of the third

and

stands,

He

then it is all over

per-

invites

with

me.

1 spend the’ money I should keep my fam-

ily with, and have to work hard aif the
week,

and

struggle

at

the same

with headache and hunger.”

NOVEMBER-DECEMEER PRIZE,
is offered

morning to go to a

haps, an old acquaintance,

*

lieve in God, believe also in me.
b~1.
Cleveland,
2. Andover.

of | 4,

And so some possible the relative positions df chairs,
times they wander here or there, dropping ottomans, and sofas. Place two or ey
‘

4.

on a Sabbath

place of worship; but then the public
houses are open. I get past one or two,

(Answers in two weeks.)

Study light
and shade,

and the combinption and arrangement

housé

LITTLE NRmLL,

nothing are

h-

‘“ Many a time,” he said, * I ldave my

To level.

ANSWERS.

more

* The Northwestern
in reference

er forget

time

1 shall ney.

wks

14

that

reach

than

over

half way

Christian Advocate,

to those who

have

formed

Pr

we

The wealthy men of Ohio have already
placed at the disposal of the W. C. T, ©.
$20,000 for a vigorous campiiga for constitational prohibition. The clergy support the W.C. T. U. and the battle promises to be a vigorous one.
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Bleecker

St, New

his

concluding words; they
were epoken with the energy of grea
| t
feeling. The poor fellow talked himself
sober.
Bir,” said he, * if the great
folks want to keep us poor folks sober,
:
*
ney
must
shut up the traps) that catch
ial
:
us ! — "The Carisiian.

grain

homes in our country and who demand
free beer and other alcoholic drinks, sys
to the point, *‘ This Republic was made
an asylum for man, for his conscience'—
not his stomach’s—sake.”

even

towns, ‘to the destruction of the Suaheli
race. The Wanika tap the cocoa-nut
tree, and sip. its juice with straws. * Inland, the grains are usedto produce the

breaker!

An Egstern land,

Give your apartments expression, charRooms which

10.

WORD SQUARE.
A native of a certain Eastern country.

OF ROOMS.

it would

12,000 miles, or
around the globe.

man,

which causes king and people to meet on
the low level of intoxication.”

PUZZLE.

No.

before he sat down again,— Selected.

acter.

which expresses itself in restlessness and
hus-- desire for change, They grow weary of

bliged to tell the children

i

:

O94

- RESTLESSNESS IN OLD AGE.

Those who have

against

Thi wasth

La

he gently cried, * Master forever!” the
loud shout of the scholars filled the old

8 hashels per rod,

titres

missionary cf the

of

year ending January 1881, was $1,991 175. Scattered in a trench at the rate of

those

meetings with that intent, he has met
with but little or no encouragement, but
has generally had the mortification of
haling back the same quantity that he
brought, except he made use of it him-

im-

were rotted into ** crazy. drink” for the

so

children esjoyed her surprise very much,
hand-in-hand with the culprit,as if he and,
I am a word of four letters,
Kate in avswer to her mother's ques- | the other
Entire I am very bright.
the shelf and poured its contents into her | and
°.
boy were joined in the confesCi
©
AY
Behead me and I am very black.
lap. “I've got enough to buy the pop-/- on, *‘ Where did it come from ?” said,
sion, the master walked down to where i Then transpose, and I am a small but troubSHUT THE TRAPS THAT OATOH US.
per and have ten cents left,” she said, Ti We bought it, Fred and I.”
young Christie sat, and ssid aloud: lesome animal.
Then behead, and I am a prepositiqn.
**
But,
my
dear
children,
where
did
the
A few years ago, while riding in a
-after counting her money.
‘‘ Ben, Ben, lad, he and 1 beg your parBehead again, and leave a letter, and a favormoney
come
from?”
asked
Mrs.
Eaton
in
manufa
cturing district, returning+honve
beverage.
ite
. “Hurry, Kate, and get it, so we can
don; we were both to blame!”
;
¢
LE
=
a bewildered manner.
on Sabbath evening from ministerial duget some popped and sold before school
The school was hushed and still, as
Then the whole story was told.
ties, I was accosted by a man who,
~
No.9,
T+
8 out this afternoon, for the scholars are
older
schools are apt to be when some* But the best of all is,"said Fred in con| though intoxicated, seemed resolved to
TRANSPOSITION.
always hungry, and. stop at Mr. Fitzrey's
clusion,” Mr. Fitzroy wants me to help thing true and "noble. is being done; so
; Ruden eht emosss, ni ndlooduw desha
enter into conversation.
He admitted
shop on their way home to get something
him ip his shop, and I have promised to still they might almost have heard Ben's |. . A inyad tiolve wrge,
that his conduct was wrong, and said he
‘to eat.” So Kate put on her hood and begin work
hte
ten-krwo
eth
dlo
teer
dema
Drune
on Monday if you are willing, big boy tears droppidg on his book, as he |
was constantly forming resolutions of
Hitu bunmaess clanging gortuhh ;
eloak and went out.
sat enjoying the moral triumph which
Adn fo sit thrib nad gndoel throw
mother.” ‘* I know what you're going to
amend
ment. He was poor and unhappy
Mrs. Eaton was a poor widow who say,” Lié
Ynol eht Tager Siratt wenk.
Gontibwed as she ‘essayed to subdued himself as well as the rest. And
at home because he was a drunkard, “and
BELLE GORDON.
+ supported herself “and her two ohilspeak. “But
that difficulty is removed, when from want of anything else to say
a drunkard/
because he was a Sabbat

- piness, she took her little red bank from

Hawaians is prohibijed.”
ARE
The number of bushels

and an exam le which ought to be follow-

plentiful, and from

No.8. '

Before the whole school,

law totally prohibiting the sale and

portation of intoxicants. The Legislature
meets in May. Itisa case of #ife and
death for the cotntry, as there willbe an
attempt to remove the present restrictions
whereby the sale of liquors’ 6 native.

tous Magazine seventy years pg, this an-

yan and Goa merchant in all the

My third is I, who am speaking to you,

And

Great efforts are being made ** to pass a

Elder John Buzzell, writing in the Relig-

is distilled from the sugar-canes at Kototoni that is retailed by every Hindu, Ban-

Then comes my second,
And he is another,
80 much like my first
We'll call him his brother.
*

There are many ladies in Honolulw
ch interested in the temperance cause
who
would like to take hold of the work
in a systematic and effective manner.

at the east coast, at Zanzibar, a vile liquor

punishment

boy

proper.

minister

killing the Kaffir in the

My

More than thirty of the mining companies of Ceclorado make total abstinence
a condition of employment.

custom and it was

* Drink is the curse of Africa!”

ENIGMATIO GEMS.

burst into tears,
The master'§'eye glistened on the self-

thought

to kelp’ the

Mr. McKay,

nothing so royal as truth.
’

|

the

INTEMPERANOE IN AFRICA.

There is nothing so kingly as kinduess,

Two boys were in a school room alone
together, when some fireworks, contrary
express

— Selected.

TEMPERANCE SEVENTY YEARS AGO.
We are told of the almost universal
prevalence of the use ¢f alcoholic drinks
a half a century ago on occasions of calls
from the minister, marriages, funerals,

For whatever men say in their blindness,

mastér’s

slave nor fool!

then with caution ; and the abuse of which

In doing each day that goes by

But each unto each, as in Thy sight, one.

the

forever!

.

to have

much sympathy with the idea that drunk‘| enness is a disease.
He recently declareditto be ‘in itself an awfnl sin—
one of the worst of sins, in short, a dread:
ful crime.”

Water sweet and clear and cool

ought to be used

rin

True worth is in being, not seeming;

dopt make

for

swer as Kafe led the way to the kitchen.

tT

—_—
Evil is like a nightmare;

‘“ Then why not say 7 did it P”
+
se you said you didn’t, and I
that.”
:
ur
al
would spare the liar.”
*“I am, Fred,” was the reply.
The boy's hesrtl:melted. Ben's moral
‘Is dinner most ready, Kate? I'm half- gallantry subdued him.
starved.”
When school re-assembled the young
* Yes,Fred, it’s all ready,” was the an- | culprit marched
up to the master’s desk,
to

suffering

the limits of his comprehension.— Goethe.

Flesh of my flesh, bone of my bone,

“Mr. Spurgeon does not seem

Will I touch or taste or smell’
Amen,

ag

WG

never—

By God's blessing, never

ed in all places. No gentleman dwelling
in the disirict of Maine, has ever ander-

Man is not born to solve

As this my soul which I 1ift to Thee:

saidf

I'm almost well now, and

ought

the
the

of the universe, but to find out what he
has to do; and to restrain himself within

* There, mother, I wouldn't think about | one of ys must have lied,” said Ben.

I am sure we

to some.
All
contrast with

ovo

Fred as they went home.
:
iploded. One boy denied it; the other,
“Yes,” said his mother absently, “Mri lJBen Christie, would neither admit. nor
Whitney is a very able preacher. Bat
deny it, and was severely flogged for his
all the time he was preaching I couldn't obstinacy.
When the boys got
alone
help wishing I could afford to buy a good again, ‘* Why didn't you deny it?”
asked
dinner for my children.”
the real offender.
How Fred's eyes sparkled as he said,
** Beéduse there were only we two, and
that any more.

open.

No!

are g

.| Kentucky alone, it represents the destrue-

Thanksgiving dinner.— Selected. _

Two to the world for the world’s Works sake—

Eaton

eyes

gates of heaven.
— Chapin.

>

Something as much myselfto be

. Thanksgiving morning dawned clear
and bright. After some persuasion from

our

tyrs have put on their coronation robes
glittering with® fire, and thromgh their
tears have the 'serrowful first seen the

and awhile,

Thow

with many of

‘“Take a drink?”

was

shape

Beat de on do oo

drinking, every day—

Such

for the fu-

shall combine

"If, as is stated, there are 70,000,000
gallons of whisky in
bond in the State of

But my rescued soul at last
Sees the dangers it has passed.

etc.

the program

until honest men

Iown1t,

One thing is remarkable in the conduct
of the people in the District of Maine,
which I thik is worthy of patronage;

Mine —God, I thank Thee that Thou hast given
Something all mine on this side heaven :

life, whom

or

‘strongest souls, and the most massive
characters are seamed with scars; mar-

me and to me aloue revealed,

Life of my

taste

indicates

from drunkenness is as great a work
his emancipation from serfdom,”

Driuking late and early;

Henceforth.

dina}
dent
don
seh
publi
and |

| #0 say, ¢ The emancipation of the peasant

brightness of other lives. To perform an
act of loving helpfulness for another, is
the best sauce we can provide for our own

Out

*“ A spring shut up, a fountain seyled.”
Many may praise thee—praific mine as thine,
Many may leve thee—I'll love
In 100;
Bui thy heart of hearts, pure,
1, and true,
ust be mine, mine wholly, ind only mine.

were

looking out of the window.
Mrs.

It is a dreary world
more 80, too, from

Mine, my own, without dodbts or terrors,
With all thy goodnesses, all thy errors,

*¢ And now we cao have a nice Thauksgiving dinn@r. Won't it be a great surprise to mamma?”
*‘ Here she comes new,” said Kate

children,

season in which to keep

The crowd in the aisles may watch the door,
The bigh-priest only enters in.

she cried,

the

us, begins at Thanksgiving time, is the

a

But the sanctuary heart, that none dare win;
holiest of holiest evermore;

through

The holiday season that,

Mine, from the dear bead’s crown, brown-golden,
To the silken foot that’s scarce beholdén;
Give to a few friends hand or smile,

Keep

Sipping,

Poss

_.Spme of the Russian statesmén are led

I was sinking nearly—

now

SAUCE FOR THANKSGIVING DINNER,

But Love, the master, goes in and out
Of his geodly chambers with song and shous,
Just as he please—just as he please.

“Oh, yes! He wants some everyday.”

church accompanied
nearly well now.

children. A
a crown of
dwells. -The
dew on the

Lave given willingly, full and free,
Love for Jove’s sake—as mine to thee.
'
Duty’s a glave that keeps the keys,

«« Will he buy any more?”

the

for

for love, not duty :

Like a generous lady, now

If not,

appetite, whispers, I have you; you are
mine ; extract yourself if you can. Thus
the lives of many true and noble men and
women have been destreyed.— Selected.

MINE.

taking

getP”

and

footing, and then,

‘‘Take a drink?”

habits, and

while the innocent boy or girl is suspecting no harm—finally it secures a strong

Mine to the oore of the heart, my beauty 1

°

I've sold it!"

ways

bad

its footing—inch by inch it feels its way,

Wn EO40

a

—

ber

gone,

their

habits,

attra

Woman's

against bad men’s conspiracy.— Signal.

Dear to me as reason,

:

the

A brother,

And is in his,grave to-day!

is the time to commence.
Habit grows
just as it is cultivated, let it be good or
bad, with the exception that evil habits
are more easily matured, from the fact
that the disposition is more inclined “to
evil than to good. This root of habit is
found making its way through the disposition of the true and noble boy and girl,
little at. a time, seemingly in fear of losing"

tired.”

pastures, as the falling of sunlight in
shadowy place.— Herald and Presbyter.

*¢ Thavk you,” und she was gone.

mother

babits—good

This

‘| ture

Was a drinker here, you know,

about

Liquor

Ohio Liquor League furnished $50,000 in
cash to elect the liquor ticketin Indiana.

For a little season—
Drank his life ind soul away,

much

“The

Suffrage Amendment, in Nebraska.” The

Has no cruel chains for me.

“Takeadrmk?”

says,

the notorious SthJohn and

With a galling fetter. ©»

.

Champion

League has contributed freely to defeat

Water sweet'and cool atid free

our surroundings.—
Ari

every other kind of habits?

-

After

with

The

4

Than to bind'm¥ very seul

to. accord

ABOUT HABITS.

who

I believe that is the great political ques.

“ Take a drink?” Nol! not 1;
Reason’s taught me better

with the spirit of the place. Make your
homes, then, so easy and cheerfal that, if
we visit you, we may be joyous and unrestrained and not feel ourselves out of

ys; did you ever -think

aged * parent

them as though they were
hoary head at the fireside is
glory to the house where it
blessing of the aged is as

~ has been sick, that we can not afford any‘¢ Here's forty
thing for Thanksgiving. Be a brave lit- the basket from Kate.
tle girl, Kate, and try and not mind it,” cents for you,” and he handed back the
and she stooped and kissed her little girl, rbagket, and the money.

then went away.

order

demeanor,

of mo.

tion of the future!”

Costs me nothing all thé year.

at

0-0-0
+--+

are. You, too, are ‘stepping
westward.” Soothe the restlessness of age by
amusement, by consideration, by noninterference, and by allowing plenty of
occupation to fall in the hands that long
for it. Only let it be of their own choos-

man proceeded,

them,” he said,

an

felt

Rey

we would say, deal very gently with those

and when he stopped spesking, she was
so pleased she could not answer him.
‘“ Will that satisfy you?” he asked
again.
¢« Oh, sir, isn’t it too mach ?* she found
voice to say at last.
*“ No, indeed. It takes a good deal of
time to pop it, besides the worth of the
corn. How many quarts have you in|
your basket? ”
“I don’t know.”

m the cold, frosty November morning.

severe

harmony

who are on the downhill of life. Your
own time is coming to be where they now

Kate's eyes had opened wider and wid-

“I’m afraid, Kate, that we'll have to do
without a Thanksgiving
turkey, this
year,” said Mrs. Eaton as she put®on her
hood and shawl, preparatory to going out

to the sink, she was

ored by the presence

:

er, as the kind-hearted

** she will be

dreary!”

that’ profligate

déroseivilization shall be allowed to exist.

Water sweet and cool and clear

a stiff and

the thought that she is still of use in the
world. To those whpse homes are. hon-

Why

TAR

vigorous

OF cdursthéhe will be tired, but she will
enjoy the fatigue; and rest the sooner for

some popped
r

sure most

less

1 fixing—

nityge, A few pictures, but how

is

whether

misery which dogs the footsteps

to so many homes, even of wealth and elegance, ‘fine
carpets,
handsome
fur

atmosphere

great question

‘

Is better drink, I’m sure.

once, and we can
not divest ourselves of the idea that we ‘must maintain

so eager and full of interest as she? It
is cruel to overrule her decisions, to put

can I do

this?

arm

Of her c

usual

There lies beneath all these questions the-

Nol notl,

“Take a drink?” No! notl;
P’ve seen tuo many
;
Taking drinks like that of yours,
Stript of every penny.

chilling

| what he says in regard to temperance ro.
form: * Talk of political questions?

Of the things you're mixing;

observer, and do not leave it possible for
one,to make the criticism. which applies’

Grandfather's

tic force is pressed’ into the service,

she

you?”

PE

his

‘hemaside;because

you sell

Water sweet and cool and pure

hold work. When the days come for
pickling and preserving, and the domes-

girls would.”
{» So Kate told him of her plad.
_*“ Well, little girl,” he said as she finished, “I'll give you ten cents a quart
for all the popped corn you can bring me
before Thanksgiving. Will that satisfy

BY CECIL EARLE.

earrying

you

.

Within, above, abroad;
For Thine own great gift of Being,

makes

which shall repay the

does not want to be left cut of the house-

“Have you? How much do you ask
for it?” smilingly asked the gentleman.’
«Oh, I don’t know. I never sold any
| before,” faltered Kate.
pi

Beveath Thy smile, Thy rod;
For the amaranth saved from Eden,
I thank Thee, O my God!
ie

ished.

timidly

Nature bas a good supply

ing his youth as he keeps bravely up with
hearty men half his age.. Grandmother

his shop

little girl, what

«« Pléase; sir, I've got
corn to sell.”

That our high heirship prove;
For the hearts that bless each other

one dear Name

Very

shelf.

a

‘the book: which you may reach from the
table near. Make little studies of effect
more than

Je. Professor Huxley is more than scientisp:.
be is & social reformer as well. Here is

“TAKE A DRINK?”
* Take a drink?”

field and work with the youngest, renew-

for you? ” ‘asked the shopkeeper kindly.

For these common aspirations,

With

By the

;

was alone in

"the

Temperance.

and one where a good light will fall on

sulted. It is his privilege to giye advice ;
bis privilege, too, at' times to go into the

This meal was soon prepared and

~ Mr. Fitzroy

stand of stereoscopic views or engravings,

than of old, but he possesses a rich treasure of experience, and he likes to be con-

corn, and

started out.

and upkind affection, we often oppress
dear, aged people by our very care.
They dislike supervision. The tender
watchfalness which to us seems due to
their physical feebleness, as well as a fit
return for their care of us in earlier days,
is by them resented as a restraint. It
annoys them. = Then, too, we'try to take
all the work out of their hands, and that
they do not like. Nobody, who has been

step is uncertain,

eaten, for Mrs. Eaton did not come home
at noon.
After tidying the room, Kate
again put on her hood and cloak and

“s: #i%

cheery corner, and an ottoman within
easy distance of a sofa, a chair near your

being laid “on

time the basHet was filled, it was dioner

For the bare twigs that in summer
Bloom like the prophel’s rod; _
For the blossoming of floyers,
I thank Thee, O my God!

chairs in a conversational attitude in spme

active and dsefal, enjoys the feeling of Thé

Gi

. | Kate pouredit jnto a basket.

' To bless the new-born day;

pti

He held out, his

Pop! Hop! Pop! ‘How the corn did
fly! It seemed as if corn dever did pop
sq well .before. Very soon the popper

For the rosebud’s break of beauty

i]

Do let me

pale, thin band, and. taking hold of the
handle, gave the popper a few, feeble

Firm-anchored out of sight;
Por the reeds among the eddies;

yisit a friend or talking with a chance

acquaintance, trying thus to while 'away
the Yedious hours. . ln mistaken kindndss

in to

them pack.’ But no one noticed them, for
all were too busy with their own work
and thoughts.
;
In ‘a short time Kate returned, cornpopper ie hand, and Fred was soon seated before the fire;in the ouly rockingchair the house afforded, eagerly watching Kate as she shook the popper over
the bright red coals.
‘|

Par the wealth of pathless forests,
Whereon no axe may fall;
Por the winds that haunt the braaches;
The young bird’s timid call;
For the red leaves dropped like rubies
‘Upon the dark green sod;
Wor the waving of the forests,
1 thank Thee, O my God!
:
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~ | third is devoted to the

ern Investigation.”

world,

religious

the

in

place

_eopepicuous

the work.

to say that no

perhaps it is mot too much

|

attracted to himself such universal attention:
Possessed of the gifts of oratory in an extraordinary degree, and adding to these gifts an ardent piety,he has gathered about him in Lonand tracts;

publisheda great pumber:of books

For ourselves, we
shape religious opinion.
are glad to say that he is a Baptist, and an op-

en communion

Baptist.

He

have

appre-

It is designed to- serve.
gy
oe

invites to the

0)

The Messrs.

upon the thoroughness and, as we should say,
remarkable accuracy with which their work
has been done; and also upon the fine appearance, typographigally and otherwise, whicy
the volume makes.
The new. and important
featires embodied in this seventh annual edi-

in religious literature. Indeed, such works
have appeared in a great variety of forms.
Yet, this book by Mr. Spurgeon at once takes

tion

his warm evangelical

views,

of its own.

and

opening

of the subject.

It shows,at once, the poetry of thought,
the fervor of devotion, and the felicity of expression
possessed by the author, Indeed, if we have any
severe criticism it is just here, that the author

|

God

daring

the

the masses of the people.

The

invalid

gards

pp. 400.

ve

in the

tion.

forth

when

how

and

lay me upon the bed of languishing,

praises, unless
shall I then chant God’s high
0, it is not in
he himself give me the song
men’s power to sing when all is adverse, un-

less an altar-coal shall teuch his lips.

It was

a divine song, which Habakkuk sang, when in

the fig tree

said, ** Although

the

shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in

the

of the olive shall fail, and
flocks

the

fields shal) yield no meat;

shallbe

the fold, and there shall be no
stalls: yet. will 1 rejoice in the
joy in the God of my salvation.”
songs

gives

Maker

in the

0
upon him for the music.
night, lel us walt
thon cifief Musician, let us not remain
songless because . affliction is upon us! Tune
thou our lips to the melody of thanksgiving!

AND CHRISTIAN

HISTORY.

no

is

originality

claimed

for

this work need not have prevented the placing
of the compiler’s name

upon the title pages of

these three volumes. The work is a creditable
one, und we see not whyit may not beceme very
useful to young students of the Scriptures and
of sacred history. The aim is to do for the
young the service which has been done for

wel

rs

If what you

secutive idea of the historical chain of events

stories,”

So fur

as

unattainable

in a. way

of . disconnected
the

possible

in

Bible

language

of

the Bible has been retained throughout this
narrative, und the style is everywhere that of

writings.

the sucred

7 LA

The first volume con-

“tudes with the reign of Saul.

of

& Co,

Price,

little holiday

Mr. Satterlee’s
vividly sketched.

heavy

leaves

tied

with

illustrated covers
Miss

Poilard’'s

are
poem

Leavitt.—Died

The second

ha

say of Christ,

the Son

illustrations

are boldly

a
he

and

3

—The first volume’ of President Garfield's
works will be published before the holidays
by J. R. Osgood & Ce. The second will follow in January or February.
—Margaret Sidney’s new book is “ What
the Seven Did.”
Chauncy
Hall School gathers some of its heroes .into her halls, the
Wordsworth
Club of girls being equally progressive.
There is a great deal of interest ov-

er this new author, that we trust will prove

a

work.

—Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, George Cary
Eggleston, Rose Terry Cook, Margaret Sidney,
Eliot McCormick, Susan
Coolidge and Nora

Perry have written special stories for the
great pictorial Christmas Wide Awake.
—Those who have followed with interest the
question of the authenticity of the new Hawthorne romance may now understand that
« Dr. Grimshaw’s Secret” appears to be finally conceded us genuine.
—After fifteen years of slow decline, the
once famous Fraser’s Magazine, one of the
oldest established of English radical.nugazines,

It was

in this magaziné that

Qarlyle’s Sartor Resartus first saw the light.
* —Miss L. M. Alcott’s health is so impaired
that her medical advisers have
writing at present.

prohibited

her

Wonderful Improvement.
bad been pick with a cold and the worst

«1
cough

I ever

had in my

life, for about five weeks.

orning a tough, yellow malt.
Expectorated eve
ter, streaked with Wood. In about three days after I commenced inhaling Compound Oxygen, the
cough, raising of bloody matter, and that awfully
distressing feeling, as if a cord was drawn across
my

chest.and a weight put on, wereall gone.

rapidity

with which I have improved

The

in breathlong

» If you wish to know all about this
is w
curative agent of which our correspondent writes,

send for our Treatise on Compound Oxygen. 1t
will be mailed free. DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,
1109 Girard 8t., Philgdelphia, Pa,

Obituaries must be brief

For the excess over one hunand for the public.
dred words, and . for those sent by persons who do

not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the capy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words. F erses are inadmissible,

\
sd
Churchill.—Elmina J., wife of G. W. D.
Churchill, of Haverhill, Mass., died in Lowell,
Nov. 6, in the forty-fifth year of ‘her age. She
had left her home two weeks previously to
seek medical ald, hoping for restoration to
{

and I am

public think

not sur-

it marvelous.

vou,

It

-

0

0.

in

Buxton,

i

3.

ed.

simple

It is

Why, they are the sure indi-

physicians do either.”

We

doctors have

been

clipping off the |,

Why,

death

In March "74 she

Lf,
10

has

was baptized by

Sabbath-school.

to these facts the purity and

life, ever Winning

ever mindful
ers, devoted
to her God,
than widely
she wus

Adding

brightness of her

friends and holding

If you want to know more‘about

give you more facts than
see Dr. Lattimore, the

ut one way by which it can be escaped.”
Fully satisfied of the truth and force of the

Rev. R. L. Howard, and united with the Fairport Kree Baptist church.
She was born,
and her home has always been, in Fairport.
Almost from infancy, she has been associated

with our church and

Liver

chemist, at the University.
If you want facts
there are any quantity of them showing the
al
increase of
Bright’s disease, its simle and deceptive symptoms, and that there is

pierced our hearts with sorrow, gave herself to
Christ in the precious revival of the winter of

73 and ’74,

and

are no end of truths bearing on

this subject and can
I can. o, too, and

Adams.—Died in Fairport, N, Y., Oct. 18,
Inez Hill, wife of Orlando C, Adams, aged 21

sudden

Kidney

it go and see Mr. Warner himself. He wus
gick the same as I, and is the healthiest man
in Rochester to-day.
He has made a study of

Troth.—Marion
I. Troth
died
at Rio
Grande, O., Nov. 12, aged gighteen years.
Three years ago he was convicted of sin, but
did not attain peace and go fofward in a Christian life. In his illness he sogglht the Saviour,
found peace of soul, and was. lifted above the
fear of death.
His body lies by that of his
Christian mother, whose praise is spoken by
all who knew her.
\_
J. M. D.

sister, whose

there

this subject.

others in Sunday-school and in the various
walks of life. A husband, three children and
others have lost a true friend.
Knapp.—Died in Standish, Me., Oct. 23, Mrs.
Nuney Kuapp, aged 79 years.
A more devoted Christian than was our departed sister is
not often found among the professed people of
(God. So devoted, so pleasant and even in her
wavs, she was all ready to depart and be with
Christ.
Rankins.—Died in Hiram, Me., Nov. 10,
Mary, daughter of the late Perly Rankins, aged
24 years. Although Mary had many friends
who loved her and whom she loved, she was
willing to leave all below.
C. BEAN.

Our

Safe

Cure.
Iam getting my gyes thoroughly opéned in this matter and think I am helping others
to see the facts and their possible danger also.

monthg This excellent woman was j..10
Newfield, Me., and when about eighteen years
of age publicly professed faith in Christ, uniting with the F."Baptist church, and retained
her connection with it until death.
Her. first
husband, Abram Andrews,
wus dedcon of the
F. B. church in Dovér, N. H.
After the death
of Mr. Andrews,
she was united in marriage
to Dea. ‘Daniel Leavitt of Buxton, where she
lived twenty-four years.
She has left an only
son, Mr, Charles Avpdrews, of Boston, one
brother and two sisters.
Dike.—Died in Sebago, Me., Oct. 19, Mrs.
Mary D. Dike,aged 59 years. In early life Mary
came a true disciple of the Saviour and ever
lived worthily of her profession.
Being early

years.

a moment

£o

find

it entirely free

be

doubted.

They

conclusively

show that Bright's disease of the kidneys id
one of the most deceptive and dangerous of all

them,

of others and ever helpful to othto those around her, consecrated
her death could not be otherwise
and keenly felt. In the church
sistent, cheerful
and
faithful,

Whether in the Sunday-school (for three years
its secretary), or in the choir using her voige
in God’s praises, or in the mission endeavors

of the society, or in the social meetings by her
prayers and testimonies, or in the life at home
and in contact with others, there was nowhere
a half service or a one-sided service for her
Master,
Such a one ought to receive as she
did, our choicest tributes of flowers, and be
laid away amid the evergreen,
Over the un-

expected departure of such a life from the family.to the heavenly home, from our society to
the glorified assembly, from the church mili.

her
death when she was married, and gruer devotion of husband to wife and wife to hpsband

could not be found. The afflicted families of
the childhood home and of the marriage home
have the sympathies of many who feel that
this is a common sorrow.
When thus our
hearts are made desolate, how blessed to seek
the great Consoler, as these bereft families are
now doing, and thus by prayer and trust be

brought to know tbat, ‘in the wounds our
sufferings plow, immortal love sows sovereign
seed.”
:
C. E. B,

‘egg’ ?”

* What

15 TIBI

RT

part o”

SWE

speech is the

the

usual test. As he watched the results his
countenance suddenly changed——his color and
command both left him, and in a trembling
voice he said: ‘Gentlemen, I have made a
painful discovery: I bave Bright’s disease of
the kidneys,’ and in less than a year he was

:

« YoudJelieve then that it has no symptoms
of ite own and is frequently unknown even by
the person who is afflicted with it?”

*¢ It has no symptoms

of its own

and

very

often none at all. ' Us afl no two people have
the same symptoms, and
frequently death is
the first symptom.
The sligntest indications
of any kidney difliculty should be enough to
strike terrorto any one,
I know what I am
talking about, for I have been through all the
stages of kidney disease.”
‘You know of Dr. Henion’s case?”
¢ Yes, I have both read and heard of it.”
¢ It is very wonderful, is it not!”
¢ A-yery prominent case but no more so
than a great many others that have come to my
notice a8 having. been cured by the same
means.”
¢ You believe then that Bright's disease can

be cured!’
¢] know it can. I know it from the experience

of hundreds of brow) ens persons who were
iven up to die by both their physicians and
riends.”
}
“ You Spestgp your own experience, what

was it?”

«s A fearful one.

,

I had felt languid and

fitted for business for
know what ailed me.

un-

years. But I did not
When, however, I found

it was kidney difficulty I thought there was
little hope and so did the doctors.
I have
giuece learned that one of the physicians of this

city pointed me out

to

a gentleman

on

the

sir.”

‘What

is

word

its

gen-

vt

persons

are

constantly

should

bowels

are

608 Vastington §t,
:

Diseased kidneys

their

tormentors.

They

them to throw off
them, and 80 re-

“Harry, you ouzht not to throw away nice

that;

you

better

CHEAPEST BIBLES fifo
ws
enter AGES WALTD
EE
ape
:

bread

may want it some day.”

mother, should
I stand any
getting Fo. if I ate it now.”’

' Well,

chance

of

Medic
Fisience nev ‘produced 80 valuable a k
remedy for the treatment of diseases, requiring a
gents Juerative medicine, as
Wheat Bitters.
See
ad Cpt

A popalar

writer,

speaking

of the ocean

graph, won
-.yghether the news
through the sklt water will be fresh.
Why

suffer

troubled with

trom a state of

ill

dyspepsia?

EP

health?

Brown’s

Why

Iron

Nichols

Pain in ‘the right side, under edge of ribs,

debility;

[

y

_you

haying

I. F.

ATES
LONTON,

LIVER

PILLS,

send

us

25

4 And this caused you to manufacture it?”
_$¢ No, it caused me to investigate,
I went to
the principal cities, saw physicians prescribing

and using it and I therefore determined,

“ Did you make a chemical

case of
Mr. H. H.
ago, Bort

Warner

analysis

some

three

year!
Roe)

SCHOOL

address

the

Pres

D. D., or Prof. JOEN FuL-

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

J. A. HOWE, Sec. -

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Coliegi-

Northwest.
only $15 a

nition, incidental
year. Board, $2 to

$2.25
a week. Room,
40 to 75 cents
a week. & hoiarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, #30,

-

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
Theological Department of Hillsdale
Jollege.
There are two courses of study, embracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral Theology, Homileties and Church
History. Theolegical students baveaccess to the’ classes and
lectures of the college.
Financial aid is rendered to

those

FLEMING BROS., Pittsburgh, Pa.

needing it.

J. J. BUTLER, Nee.

JKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

"GONQUEROR,

Wyoming

Co.,

New

York. This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses og study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.

For full catalogoe,

address the Principal.

OF ALL KIDNEY DISEASES.
x
> \

R. M. BARRUS,
AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Ciassical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 21st, 1853.
Winter term, Nov. 6th.
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.

i a

a

Summer. hot term.

Aa For

April,

166k

A

Catalogue address

&

“

ye,

pry:

es

J. i. Parcons,

A.

B., Principal,
Pittsfield. Me.. July 11, 1882.

NN REEN MQUNTAIN
Center, Vermont.

SEMINARY,

Waterbury

Courses
of Study.—College
‘Preparatory,
Classical, Englich,Commercial.
Special attention
given to those preparing to teach. The best Commercial Departmentin the Stute. One cf the best

teachers cf penmanship in New

England.

Phe-

Rosraphy a specialty.
Expenses loss than in any
other school of equal grade,
Fall term begins Augu®
Winter term begins November27

Spring term begins February 24.

For
further
particulars
Church, at' Waterbury, or

address Rev. S.
B.
the Principal,
Miss

Lizzie Colley, at Waterbury Center.

iKIBNEY Ano LIVER MEDICINE
NEVER

ENOWN

I

TO FAIL,
now

well.”

JOSHUA TUTHILL.

« My physician thought that I was paralyzed on
one side.
1 was terribly afflicted with rheumatism
from 1869 to 1880. I was cured by Hunt's Remedy.”

>

+I

STEPHEN G. MASON.

* My doctor pronounced my
case Brights Dis.
ease, and told me that | could
live only forty-eight
hours.
I then took
Hunts
Remedy
and
was
speedily cured.”
M. GOODSPEED.

SULLIVAN FENNER.

“I have been greatly benefited by the use of
Hunt's Remedy.
For diseases of the kidneys and
urinary organs there is nothing saperior.”

course

much benefited thereby.”
REV. E.G. TAYLOR.
«I was unable to rise from bed from an attack
of kidney disease. The doctors could not relieve
me. I was finally Sompiaiely eured by using

RANK R. DICKSON

“1 have suffered extremely with kidney .disease; after using Hunt's Reme
two dave, Ya
enable to resume business.”
GEO. F.
CLARK.
“ 1 sold in two yoass (83,120) thirty-three thousand one hundred
and twenty bottles of Hunt's
Remedy. It is a valuable medicine for kidney
diseases."
W. B. BLANDING.
One trial will convince you.
For sale
by all Druggists.
Send for pamphlet to

HUNT'S REMEDY 00., Providence, R. I.
1y26eow

“KIDNEY -WORT
iS A SURE

or the

fitted

for

busi-

best colleges.

complete

and

practical.

ORTHWOOD

both

SEMINARY —Northwood Ridge

N. H. ' Three terms per year, commencing

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,
H. Hutching, A. M.,
board of assistants.

or college.

For

and

on

March.

J.

Principal, with a complete
Students fitted for business

further

particulars

Principal, or EK. 8, TASKER,

address

the

Secretary.

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grane, Gallia
«Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

The courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory
and two Co!
courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientific
Calendar.
First term, Aug. 22.
Second,

Third, Jon. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 8, 1882.
College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $26 to $28 per:
year.
Board,

For

(Including

room

rent)

further information

TON, A.M,

Rio Grapde.

$2,15

RNY

to A. x

per week.

MOUR~

Gallia Co., Ohio.

5

EST VIRGINIA COLLBGE.
with

Augir

now

under management

Prof. O. G. Augir,

This institution 1s
of Rev.

D.

A.M., principal.

Powel

Pro

is a’ graduate of Hillsdale College. Those

wishing to attend

this

Institution

will address

Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W, Va.

N=»
ton,

HAMPTON
N.

H.

courses of study

INSTITUTION. —New Ham!

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

for both sexes.

the Institution 18 the

best

teachers.

Ph.

Regular

Connected with

commercial

college

in

for all diseases of the Kidneys and

New England.
Tejograph
a Fpocialiye
Best
teacher of Penmanship
nftho State,
penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Fall term begins August 28, 1882. Winter term
begins November 20, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B, MESERVEY, Principal.

condition, effecting its regular discharge.
If you aresuffering from
malaria, have the chills,

R™SEviLLE

“Malaria.

wb

Oct.

81.

principal, with eight associate

CURE

Admits

sexes, Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

A. D; NICKERSON.

“I can testify to-the virtue of Hunt’s Remedy in
kidney diseases from actuul trial, having
been

Prices, 75 cents and $1.25.

—Pupils

schools

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full
board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
fitted for teaching and for college.
Business

are

* Having suffered twenty years with kidney dig-

ease, and employed various physicians without being relieved, I was then cured by Hunt's Remedy,”

_Hunt’s Remedy.”

ACADEMY

C. PERKINS,
A. B., Principal.
For turther particulars, address the principal,
or
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

*¢ I'had suffered twenty years with severe disease of the kidneys : before using Hunt's Remedy
two days I was relieved, and am

EBANON

4 ness, scientific

J.

COLLEGE.— Ridgeville,

Ind,

Rev. 8. D. Bates, A. M., President
and Profesgor of Mental and Moral Philosophy; Rev. Thom-

as Harrison, A. My;
| Elias-Boltz, MM, S.,
German; Mrs. M.
and Teacher of

Professor of

Latin and Greek;

Professor of Mathematics

Cuscaden, M.
French; Mrs.

B., Preceptress
Emma
James,

Teacher of Instrumental Music. Courses of study :
Classical, Scientific, English and Normal,

3

Dr. 8S.

of the

THEOLOGICAL

information

CHENEY,

bulldings in the
and library fees,

as a

A. Lattimore at his residence
on Prince
street. Dr. Lattimore although busily engageed upon some matters conngeted with the
State Board of Health,
of which he is one of
the analysts,; courteously answered the questions that were propounded him;

send te

Principal.

studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in
fluences.
Thorongy and shesp/t Finest oollege

duty I owed humanity and the suftering, to
bring it within their reaoh and now it is known
in every past of America, is sold in every drug
store and h#
become a household recessity.”
The reporter left Mr. Warner, much im-pressed with the earnestness and sincerity of

his statements and next paid a visit to

further

ILLSDALE

cents by

:

|

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
artments.
Elective

he is

8,

mail, and we will send them to you.

in the

extends over thres
each term thirteem

FRISBEE,

COLLEGE

—For

ident, O. B.

R. C. MLANIS
C!
RATED
PILES, made by Fleming Bros., Pittsbi eh, Pa.
ou can not BL the genuine DR. C. Mc5

LANES

The Course’ of Study
of three terms
each,

For catalogue, or further particulars,

the

ne’s

:

weeks in length. Fall term begins August 99.
Winter term begins Decemuer 12.
ummer
term begins March
27th, 1883. Expenses are as
low usin any similar school in New England.

Th
IE 100 Be doth,
Bins BEC, MOLANES LINE Sn
en

School.

vantages superior to those .of any’ School

State.
years,

easily startled; his feet are cold or burning,
and he complains of a prickly sensation of the
skin; his spirits are low, and, although he. is
satisfied that exercise would be beneficial to
him, yet he can scarcely summon up fortitude
enough to try It.

ou can certain

Latin

Lewiston, Maine.
Under the management of I. F. FRISBEE, A.
B., and J. ¥. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants.
Situated in the suburbs of a thriving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, itoffers aa-

increasing on pressure sometimes the pain is
on the left side; the patigt’is rarely akle to lie
on the left side; sometimes the pain is felt
under the shoulder and is sometimes taken for
Rheumatism in the arm. The stomach is affected with loss of appetite and sickness; the
bowels in general are costive, sometimes alternating with laxity; thé head is troubled with
pain, accompanied with a dull, heavy sensation
in the back part. There is generally a considerable loss of memory, accompanied with a
-painful-sensation of having left undone something which ought to have beendone. A slight,
dry cough is sometimes attendant. The patient

and

fh

Educational.

collar-button again.”

of weariness

guarantee.
Price $1.
3 LR
te
free. Address’

Lo LOS RURAIG, mit,

Bitters

HEARD IN A BOUDOIR.—*‘ Mercy on me, whats
are those horrible sounds upstairg ?7_,-4£ Oh, that’s
nothing but dear George. I suppose he has lost

complains

ve

3 post

be

SYMPTOMS OF A DISEASED LIVER.

REMEDY

FEVER, Ie sola under #

transmitted

will cure you.

his

\) ASTHMA

tele-

street one day, saying: ‘there goes a man who
will be dead within. a year.” 1 believe his
words would have proven true if I had not
fortunately
secured
and used the
remedy now known as Warner's Safe Kidney and

Liver Cure.”

BOSTON.

troubled

know that Kidney-Wort acts or these or-

gaus at the same lime, causing
the poisons that have clogged
newing the whole system.

like

at

Managers,

3

with a combination of diseases.

TRreer |

health,’ and he submitted his own fluid to

“ Noun,

counieract them by prompt and intelligent action.

growth than that of any other known complaint.
It should be plain to every gone that something
must be done to check thi
crease or there is
no knowing where it may end.”
£
“To you think many
people are afflicted
with it to-day who do not realize it, Mr. Warner?”
« Hundreds of thousands.
I have a striking
example of this truth which has just come to
my notice.
A prominent professor in # New
Orleans medical college was lecturing before
his class on the subject of Bright's disease.
He
had various fluids under microscopic analysis,
and was showing the students what the indications of this terrible malady were.
In order
to show the contrast.between healthy and unhealthy fluids, he had provided a vial the con- |
tents of which were drawn from his own person. ‘And now, gentlemen,’ he said, ‘as we
have seen the unhealthy
indications, I will }
show you how it appears in a state of perfect

dead.”

Bor:

der?” * Can’i say, sir, till it’s hatched.” * Well
then, my lad, can’t you tell me the case?”
“Oh

Doctor's words. the reporter bade him good
day and called on Mr.
Warner at his establishment on Exchange street. At first Mr. Warner was inclined
to be reticent, but. learning
that the information desired was about the
alarming increase of Bright’s disease his manner changed instantly and he spoke very earnestly.
¢°It is true that Bright’s disease has increas
ed wonderfully, and we find, by reliable statistics, thatin the past ten yearsits growth
has been 250 per cent.
Look at the prominent
men ‘it has carried off:
Everett,
Sumner,
“hase, Wilson, Carpenter, Bishop Haven and

YE

"HUNT BROS.

OHIPS.
TEACHER:

ani costive

I did. not think I was sick.

remedy—Warner’s

at

and.

ve

protestations which “have been made.
The
standing of Dr. Henion, Mr. Warner and Dr.

most

¢ But it is a true one, The medical profession have been treating symptoms instead of
diseases for years, and it is high time it ceas-

Lock,

Oct.

ye

on critical examination,

Thousands

“That is a strange statement, Doctor.”

He joined

Me.,

numberof

M

HOME

subscribers for 1883 will

from any poisonous er deleterious substatices.”

a physician,

what ails them, and I am sorry to say that too

tant to the church trinmphant, we, though
crushed by grief, can but say,‘ He doeth all
things well.” It was only a short year before

Obituaries.
Particular Notice.

Mary

Seria) Story of absorbing interest will

RTHUR'S

prised that the

few

taught of God, she was well prepared~ty teach

NOTES.

ceases to be,

Miss

A

* Did you think Mr. Warner could recover?’
the November and December numbers of
this_year.
Terms:
$2 $0Qf
a year; 3 11ge
4
“ No, sir. I did not think it possible. It was
seldom, indeed, thal so pronounced a case had, . $3.50; 3 copies $5.00; 4 copies $6.00; 8
and
one
extra
$12.00.
For
specimen
nuniber,.
up to that time, ever heen cured.”
;
containing
first chapters of this interesting
“ Do vou know anything about the remedy
story
send 10 CENTS.
T. 8S. ABTHER
&
which eured him?”
3
,
SON,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
¢ Yes, I have chemically analyzed it and up-

following.
:

cations of the first stages of that dreadful mal:
ady.
The fact is, few people know or realize

for many years. ‘He leaves the wife of his
youth, two sons, the eldest a minister of the
gaspel, and two daughters, who deeply mourn
hi, loss, as also many friends and neighbors,
The funeral scrviees were conducted by Rev.
B. F. Snow, assisted by the writer.
J. B. 0. CoLBY.

>.

stimulus to grand

1796, married

AN GEL of the HOUSEHOLD.

All NEW

*.* “Tronbles often come
from
whence
we
Jeast expect them.”
Yet we may often prevent or

then return,

_* Anything?

his post until he died. He was a constant
reader of the. Morning Star, which he took

40

the
;

true [ had frequent headaches; felt tired most
of the time; could eat nothing one day and was
ravenous the next; felt dull indefinite pains
and my stomach was outof order, but I did
not think it meant anything serious.”
“ But have these common ailments anythin
to do with the fearful Bright's disease whic
took so firm a hold on you?”

1827, and soon after moved to Hiram, Me.,
where he settled on a new farm and faithfully
labored until his death. He was a good husband, a good father, a good neighbor, a good

produc-

»

dn

N. H.,. Jan

New

an editorial

1

Te

Lhe cemimenced 1n the NOY EMBER

yes, sir, the shell.”

and

symptoms.

Evans.—Bro. Oliver Evans of Hiram, Me.,
died Oct. 7,1882. He was born in Rochester,

the F. B. church in early life, and continued

Satterlee.

when

come to be brought so low?”
‘“ By Joglecting the first and

} Committee.

J. 8S. GULLEGE,

J. F, KIRK,

Said Gellivor, * We had not been
Ungrateful, or unkind,
But through all ages would have kept
His birthday well in mind.”

ble, it is needful that Jewish history and Bible

narrative should be so interwoven, that a con-

the ordinary form

ac-

Of Mary, is all true,
And He has done as much for.us™
As “He had done for you,”

elder students by Ewald and Dean Stanley. “To
make the study of the Old Testament profita-

ld
be presented
shou

made

that further investi

was deemed

was marvelous.”
¢ How in the world did

there and her life has ever been consistent.
In Sister Harris's death, the church has lost a
devoted member, her husband & loving wife,
her children a pious mother, and the community a good citizen.
‘We trust our loss will be
her gain.

J. A. JONES, JR.,

fac-simile manuscript characters. The beautiful simplicity of the poem is well shown in
the following lines:

Bible

Three volNarrative and Jewish History.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
Wines.
The fact that

A number

« The presence of albumen and tube casts in

the terrible condition you were in, and the way
you were rescued such as you can sustain?’
¢ Every one of them and many additional
ones. Few
ple ever get so near the grave

as I did

to a blessed
M.

citizen, and a good Christian man.

Waiter

what the eye first sees.

no wind is stirring. It is easy to sing when
we can read the notes by daylight; but he is
skillful who sings when there is not a ray of
light
to read by—who sings from his heart.
No mab can make a song in the night of himself; he may attempt it, but be will find that a
song in the night. must be divinely inspired.
Let all things go well, I cah weave songs,
fashioning them wherever I go out of the
flowers that grow upon my path; but put me
in a desert, where no green thing grows, and
wherewith shall I frame 8 hymn of praise to
God? How shall a mortal man muke a crown
for the Lord where no jewels are? Let but
this voice be clean, and this body full of health,
and I can sing God’s praise : silence my tongue,

JEWISH

by

blue ribbon and having

loaded

a

sends home

the difiiculty is for music to swell

since our

jugglers, are

This is an attractive

argosy,
It
is easy enough for an Zolish
barp to whisper music when the winds blow—

Then,

by the

York: A. D. F, Randolph
cents by mail.

“ @od, my Maker, who giveth songs in the

cut oft from
herd in the
I will
Lord,

appearance.

restaurant, assist at a conflagration,

illustrations

night'—Job 35: 10.
When the
Any man can sing in the day.
cup is full, man draws inspiration from it.
When wealth rolls in abundance around~gim,
any man can praise the God who gives
a

vines; the lubor

external

GELLIVOR:
A Christmas
Legend of the
North Land.
By Josephine Pollard.
With

two hymns for’ evening worship, and a full
index of texts treated.
The book fs not exegetical, is not theological, is not denominational; but is just a sweet, loving, devout, bortatory talk op a very great number of precious
sentences of the Holy Bible.
We are sure our
readers will be pleased to have a specimen of
the book, which we select at random, being the
reading on page 295, for the evening of October 19, as follows :—

night ,

the

gem. and. eis.
THIF HOR -stey-pitasaritabl

Mr. Bpurgeon’s sermons.

the

year

affording ambitious youth.

the head of a family to

or

cover, $1.76; cloth,

death.

:

:

Lattimore in the community is beyond: question and the statements they make, ean not for

to be certain

twigs when we: should strike at the root. The
was formed at Dorchester whiéh fe joined and
symptoms I have just mentioned or any unulabored earnestly for its welfare till called to ‘sual action or irritation of the water channels
rest. It can be said of him truly, * Seryant
of
indicate the approach of Bright's disease even
God, well done!”
He leaves a wife
th
more than a cough announces the coming of
whom he has lived happily for 52 years, th
consumption.
We do not treat the cough, but
sons, four daughters, and many friends to tryto help the lungs. We should not waste
mourn his loss, and yet to realize that their
our time trying to relieve the headache, stomloss is his gain. Muy God bless the afflicted
ach, pains about the body or other symptoms,
family, and give them grace for earthly trials but go directlyto the kidneys the source of
till with him theirfegt shall stand on Mount
most of these ailments.”
Zion and their voices be raised in praise to him
¢ This, then, is what zou meant when you
who hath bought them with his blood. The fusaid that more than one-half the deaths which
neral service was attended by one of the largest
occur arise from Bright's disease,is it, Doctor!”
congregations ever assembled in town.
The
¢¢ Precisely. Thousands of so-called diseases
service consisted of prayer at the house by
are torturing people to-day, when in reality
Rev. J. D. Cross, reading of the
Scriptures at
it iS Bright’s disease in some one of its many
the town Hall by Rev. L. D, Jeffers, prayer by. forms.
It is a Hydra-headed monster, and the
Rev. N. Jones and sermon by the writer,—
slightest symptoms should strike terrors to
text 2 Kings 2: 13.
.
every one who has them. I can look back and
C. W. NELSON.
recall hundreds of deaths which physicians
declared at the time were caused by paralysis,
Harris.—Sister Rebecca Harris departed | apoplexy, heart disease, pneumonia, malarial
this life at her home, Oct. 19;leaving a husband
fever and other common complaints which I
and three children to mourn their loss. She
see now were caused by Bright's disease.”
embraced religion at an early age and united
¢ And did all these cases have simple sympwith the Freewill Baptists.
She removed to
toms at first?”
Franklin Co., Ill., in 1862, and united with the
Every one of them, and might have been
Freedom church.
When the Harmony chureh
cured as I was by the timely use of the same
was organized she removed her membership

most of them by a Japanese artist, are unique
and graphic. As a whole, the book belongs to
the highest order of juvenile literature, and
happily blends with the pleasure that amount
of profit which most parents are desirous of

read a page evening by evening, at family
prayer.
[It forms, too, an excellent repository of suggestion for a prayer-meeting.
The
great gifts of the author will give the book a
wide circulation.
We have the same poetic
beanty, practical exhortation, good common
sense, and sweet unction so copspicuous in

harvest,

and

:

| great abundance.”

¢ That article of yours, Doctor, has created
quite a whirlwind. Are the statements about

uated all the time so that he could be a member of the church. Last winter a new church

&

quainted with all sorts of trades, and, Th fact,
have no end of adventure. THe lustrations,

This book; like the * Morniong- by Morning”
which we have just noticed, is a help to devotion,
and will: find a valued place in many
Christian homes.
We judge it would be an

plenteous

size,

are entertained

Price§ .00.

for

shape,

Japanesé

ING; or, Readings at Evfamily or the Closet.
By
' New York: Robert Car0 Broadway.
1883. 12 mo.

admirable custon

Lee

individuality which experienced
familiarity
with one’s theme always confers upon a writer’s
literary efforts. Mr. Greey-was long #& resident in Japan, and by personal contact with
all classes of its people was enabled to gain
information at first- hand, He permits his
readers to view things as he saw them, but to
form opinions of their own.
The author never loges sight of the fact that he is writing for
yourfg
people, and therefore surrounds his
American heroes and. heroines’ with scenes’
and customs that are out of the commonplace and are to a certain extent curious and
strange. Under the guidance of their Japanese
friend, Dr. Nambo, with them we dine ata

—

EVENING BY
entide. For
©. H. Spurgeo
ter & Brothers,\

llluminated

Boston:

The book is original and characterized by an

siek room, the head of the house at family
worship, the Christian in his chamber morn.
ing by morning, the pastor desiring thoughts
for cottage preaching or for prayer-meetings
will find this book an instructive and precious
cempanion.

\

illustrations.

:

“ oat nid this analysis show you ”

It wouldbe impossible to enumerate the personal enquiries which have been made at our
office as to the validity of the article, but they

dence on 8t.: Paul street,
interview occurred :

. Norris.—Died in Dorchester,
Nov, 1, Dea,
Benjamin Rantlall Norris, aged 72 years and 10
"months.
The circumstances
of jour
dear
brother’s death were sad indeed.
He was usually well during the day of his death and retired as usual. About eleven o’clock at night
his wife awoke and found him dead by her side
apparently not having moved after he went to
Sleep. In his death the community loses one of
its
best citizens, the church a faithful officer
and member, and the family a kind husband
and father. He has been a Freewill Baptist
for more than fifty years, though not being sit-

earlier book, of which it isa companion as re-

_chielly a topic. Emphasis is not given to exegesis; but, rather, to plain running remarks
upon the theme.
The book is practical, pleasant, suggestive, helpful and well adapted to

‘

;

383 -

necessity. ©
common,
With this end in view a representative of diseases, that it is exceedingly
is resi- | alarmingly increasing and that it can be cured.
this paper called on Dr. Henion, at
A.

years and baptized by Rev. T. P. Moul-

ion, but by faith he looks forward
reunion in their mansion above.

OR FURJEWETT

ter and illustrations, it is even better than

is

F

>

America, sent an extended article to this paper, a few days since which was duly published, detailing his remarkable experience and

have been so numerous

the deserted home to our brother, ber compas-

by the appearance of this new volume by the
same author.
In the attractiveness of its mat-

feeds all is flowers so that it is not permitted
to faint.” These readings give one page to
each day in the year. Each page has at its
head a text of Scripture, and then follows a

commentary upon that text.” Yet, the text

are to be congratulated

Japan” will receive a fresh impulse this

and

CITY

:

We publish the foregoing statements in view
of the commotion which the publicity of Dr.
Henion's article has c#used and to meet the

gation of the subject

suffering, previous to the closing up of her
earthly life, grandly
proved the virtue of the
Christian religion which had been her comfort
and strength so many years.
Lonely indead

The interest aroused last season by the publication of Mr. Greey’s ‘“ Young Americans in

perfames the heart
so that it smells fragrant
with piety until nightfall; it girds up the soul’s

:

rescue from what seemed

household. Ten weeks of the most intense

black and gold, $2.50.

day; it

garments so that it is less apt to stumble,

home in this city, where, after a

and unfortunate, often. overtaxing her own
physical strength to minister to their wants.
She was among the foremost in every good undertaking for the benefit of her church, whose
interests were dear to her as those of her own

FAMILY AND THEIR FRIEND OTO NAMBO.
By Edward Greey. With one hundred agd
Shepard.

“reatler becomes confused.
For instance, ia one
sentence we have, ‘Morning devotion anchors the soul, so that it will not very readily

from

the

‘We mourn
for one

eminently a friend and helper of the poor, sick

it, in" ofir estimation, as nearly

sixty-nine

somelimes strains after too many metaphors,
snd adds one to another till the mind of the

drift far away

make

Alden

THR WONDERFUL CITY OF TOKIO:
THER
ADVENTURES
OF
THE

The preface of this book is a very

sweet and benutiful

failed.

vid L;, Blake; was converted ut the dge of sev.

enteen

perfect as could reasonably be required. Having said this, it only remains to remind advertisinglagents and business men in general that
this is awork that they can ill afford to be without.
: -»

his rich and quaint modes of putting his
thoughts give this work a character and value

FLOV

FLOWER

1882.

more commotion in Rochester, as the following
from the same paper. shows:
an
Dr. J. B. Henion, whois well known not
only in' Rochester, but in near] every part of

Il ton. Sister Howe was a woman of strong
Christian and denominational principle; was

We have quoted in full'the title page of this

fame of

29,

-

3

T

of much conversation both in professional circles and on the street. Apparently it caused

Sheffield, Vt., but had resided in’Lowell nearly
forty years. ‘She was daughter of the late-Da-

very complete and satisfactory compilation
and storehouse of information, because it: describes briefly yet accurately its pmple contents.

notice the works of sith an eminent servant of
God, und call to them the attention of our readers. Daily readings form a favorite method
of pious instruction for very many Christians.
Those put forth by the distinguished Mr. Jay
of England have long held a prominent place

the author,

health

to her former

It
in Great Britian, but also in this country.
is with peculiar pleasure, therefore, that we

The

:

a Physician.

of whom the Saviour has said, ** Ske hath done
what she could.” - Her remains were -brought

adas by Counties:
The whole being
especially arranged for the convenience of Advertisers. 1882. pp. 718.
Cincinnati: Edwin
Alden & ro.’s Advertising Agency.

Robert Hall before him, has been felt not only

among such works.

‘same when

and of all Newspapers published in foreign
. languages; and a list of all Newspapers and
Magazines in the United Stat$s and the Can-

Lord’s Table’the Lord’s people, without makjpg immersion
the prerequisite; he has many
times spoken in the most forcible way in
behalf of this loving and charitable custom;
and his influence in this respect, like that of

high rank

large for her care, andbonly relinquished

ends

. Circulation. Also special lists of Religious,
Agricultural, the various Class Publications,

estimated to

be

can

ns

The Gsmmotign Caused by the Statement |

For a

NEWSPAPER CATALOGUE. Ine brief service, in which her pastor; Rev. J.
cluding lists of all Newspapers and Maga- Malvern, paid a fitting tribute to her memory,
zines published in the
United States and the mortal part was laidaway torest. = CoM.
the Canadas; together with the Population
of the Cities, Towns, Counties, and
States’ in’
Howe.—Susan A. Blake, wife of Dea. W.
which they are published; their Politics G. Howe, died at her home in Lowell, Mass.,
Class or Denomination, Size and estimated Sept. 21, aged 56 years. She
was a native of

sehools, and institutions of philanthropy; ‘has
and has done more than

to be

AMERICAN

established

has

congregation;

a vast

but itisa work

ciated by those who are interested in the

church, has

Christian

or in any branch of the

ik | thine be

she sought the welfare of otliers. Since her’
confinement to her home her cheerful Christian® trustfulness leit its imprint upon
the
hearts of all who entered her home, 8he held
the position of teacher until her class grew too

A cemplete index crowns

Such a work as this may not

a wide perusal,

preacher of this generation, in any language,

NOVEMBER
nebe ( ~ THE

8

;

what did the symptoms indicate?”
long time her constant presence in the sanct- { An unusual article from the Rochester,N.Y., | “* AAndserious
disesse of the kidneys.”

IDeY:

part of parents and teachers, that a few brief
notes have been added, giving results of mod-

$1.00.
:
ilphe author of this volumé occupies a very

praying,“

Sirs, ¢ i,

Pp)
wr

-

-

preface: * Children’s questions de- | uary and Subvadsepao] cheered the hearts of | p00 00at and Chronicle, was published in
nd even when sickness
so much accurate
wledge on the her associate work:
had fastened itself. upon ber, forgetful of self, this paper recently and has been the subject

mand

pp. 408. Price,

12 mo.

STAR,

-

a

.

3

They are thas alluded | I, her kind acts of Christian devotion,

featire.

usLe

done.”

,

volumes are an espe. | L0¢, Winter St. church and many other friends

cially valuable feature.

York: Robert Carter & Brothers,
1883.

istory of Christianity.
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told him she could read his mind like a book,
Phen softly added, * blank book.”

o

one of

the

as

classes of

is three in a class

the

in

term,

of twenty-four.

This

so

large,

the “advanced

“A. D. Marshall,

example,

present

; proportion is not
among

for

THURSDAY,

The.

returned

23.—The

missionary,

FRIDAY, Nov.
mains of .the late

who has taken up his abod¢ in Hillsdale for
was

at

with, against the

chapel

24.— Services over the reThurlow Weed are held at

than

common

error

posing that India is altogether

cable

and

telegraph,

sup-

and lightning, prevails
ing much damage.

outside of

the civilized world, and is the
of ignorance and barbarism.
the

of

abode only
Thanks to

India

is

—to use the very words
to meet the wants
has a literature, he

worthy of
themselves,

of

only

sufficient |

the

speaker—

of the people.: India
continued; almost as

study as that of the Greeks
and her
inhabitants,
even

those that-have néver learned to read,

can

quote

the

from

half-day.

the
Mr.

ancient
Marshall

Shastas
spoke

by

but

a few

minutes, but said enough to arouse in
many of those that listened the desire to
hear much more from him during his res-

idence among us.
The annual contests of
societies occurred

the

gentlemen's

last week:

logical contest was

on

The

S.

The successful

competitors

Schnell, Strongsville,
O., of

logical Society; L. E. Dow,
the

Alpha;

and

A.

L.

are

Gray,

Me,

Guernsey,

of

Allen,

Mich., of the Amphictyon.
It wasa close
competition in each” society and the suceessful competitor well earned his success.
Cor.
Hillsdale, Nov. 20.
Bates

The

Fall

Theological

term

of

school

SE

Detective

Cox

Prof.

MONDAY, Nov. 27. — Prince Leopold of
Hohenzollern has renounce his rights to the
Roumanian throne in favor of his eldest sen.
—1It is reported that the Montenegrin question has been amicably settled by the Porte,
Russia and Austria, and a commission will
leave Constantinople very svon to settle the
frontier yuestion.

in Hebrew;

Prof.

Hayes,

Prof. Howe
classes has

evidence

of the ex-

the genuineness, Authority

and inspiration of the Scriptures,
with the freedom of the will.

other

questions,

such

as

together

These with

ministers

meet, have receiyed careful

daily

consideration.

The vacation will'be six weeks.
Stic
wil presch-during

Bryant,

F. S. Forbes

A.

Morey,

and C.

E.

Libby,

Seventeen alleged Nihilists
ed in Odessa.

from the Sophomore class, to participate
in the champion debates next commencement.
School finished Friday 24th and
almost all the boys
are going home to
Thanksgiving.
The
vacation
is seven
weeks.
Some of the students are to spend

and

New Hampshire.

The

new

One of

the Harvard professors

superin-

tend the operation.

came

We

to

should

be

more

glad to see the new telescope mounted in a
new observatory building on the site insteadof in the temporary building where
it is

now.

taining

‘The

November

the portrait

and

Student,

obituary

con-

of

the

late L. H. Hutchinson, is out and is a credit
0 the college.
Cor.
The Transit

of Venus,

One of the greatest astronomical epochs
of the century will occur on Wednesday, the sixth of
December.
There
can

he

a transit

of enly

an

inferior

planet and that when its node
coincides with the node of the earth.
The
transits of Venus are repeated at intervals
of
8,106 1-5,8,121 1-2,8
years,
according as they occur at one or the other pode.
The transit of Venus next after this will

be the seventh of June

2004.

This will

not be glorious spectacle like a solar
eclipse, nor a weired combination of celestial beauty like a lunar eclipse, but a

simple dark spot will enter upon

a

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
will soon begin the construction of a new telegraph cable between this country and Europe.
There have been 354,000,000 passengers carried on steam vessels in this country during
the past year, and out of this large number
only 56 lives have been lost,
The mails between Denver, Col., and eastern cities have been systematically robbed.
The taxable property in Philadelphia has
been assessed for the present year at $200,000,000 by the state board of revenue commission-

ers.

The cholera

Japan.

has

entirely

disappeared

from
[

Mr. D. L. Moody has sent word hy cable to
hiv friend, the Rev. George F. Péntecost, of
Brooklyn, that there is no foundation for the
reports that be is suffering from nervous prostration. He is, he says, perfectly well.

Admiral Seymour and

General Wolseley

ronsequently

the dis-

tance between thé earth and the sun.
This
known, there is a standard oF measub.

ment for the heavens, except the distance

.of the moon from

|

the

earth.

This

latter

is determined independently.
If we call
the sun's distance 92,885,000 miles, the dis-

tance is accurate to within

less than one

half million of miles; but the possibility of
Exso large an error can not be allowed.
©
peditions have been sent on the line of
the transit for accurate observations. This
" line is on our side of the globe; but the

eater

part of observers have gone South,

as it is summer in the southern hemisphere
and more likely to be fair. Do not look at

a8

be

telegraphs

glass at its focus, then draw it
the

sun

and

qut a
{ake

to

bis

friends

Queenstown that he is much better,

from

Not long ago Mr. Peter Cooper, who is with-

Shell Cat.”

The

it.

1f the ashes are strong

<i

ff

supper,

skis Ar

a

and

|

For

away.—

vegetable

cereal

the

She answering in the negative,he

at once Bang a verse of it for her, in a clear,
firm voice, and in a manner that won from her
a hearty encore.
i

Henry Draper, of N. Y.. tity,

State of

M chigan is without a rival,
Her climate modified by the great lakes nearly surrounding her, is
emiuentiy adapted for the perfect maturity of all
the grains and vegetables.
Free trom rain famines ai all times, secure from the desolating cyclones that visit other States, relieved from the army worm, grasshopper, locusts aed other desgruetive insects, her suriace undulating and diversified

Never try to raise a family witnout a good
newspaper, provided it ¢ontains the advertise-

ments of Dr. Bulls Copgh Syrup; for this vale
unable medicine is necessary10 keep your chil
dren in gopd health,

2

<®

a
@
a

370
650
0
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@
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23
27
22

WESTERN
Creamery, fine fresh made...
Po,
goodto chowe.........

@
8

30
34

Do
common to fair..
Dairy, choice...cvuu.

a
@

27
2

~~

3
8

S @
19 8

BEANS.

Pea, choice

small H,

P.,

315 @ 3 20; Yellow

Eyes,

24
20

terms.

therefore,

The tunnel
ping

can get a farm

on his

and

under the Thames,

Rotherhithe,

was

finshed in 1843.

between

begun

may

INGLY, and gives
universal satisfaction.
family. rich or poor, should be without it.

sold

# bu.; $280

choice

by Grocers

everywhere,

‘31
& 3 15; Yellow Eyes, common,
300 g@ 310;
Red Kidneys, 275 83
0.
.
PEAS.
Canada, choice, # bu $120a& 125; Canada, common 90 @ 10); Green Peas, Northern $1 20
8 $1 30; Western, 140
@
150.
POTATOES.
Northern and Eastern—Es
Ord
yf
y 4
iG:
reerleos, (0 8
75¢;: Brooks, 70 @ 75; Sweet Potatoes, 2 00 @ 2 50.
HAY
+ STRAW.
Northern and
Eastern—
Choice new, $18; Good
$16 a $17; Five $15 @ 816;
Poor $10
& #13; Swale
Hay
$9;
Rye
Stiaw
choice $15 @ $16; Rye Straw common to good $14
Oat Straw $9; Wesierp Timothy, new $17 @ $15.
POULTRY AND GAMES Western Turkeys, choice
15 @ 17; Fair to good’12 @ 14c¢; Chickens. choice
15 @ 16; Fair to good 13 @ '4c; Scalded Pouliry 10
@ 12¢.
Northern—Turkeys, choire 18 @ 20; Fair to,
good 15 @ 17; Chickens 18 @ 20; Fair to good 14 @
14; Live Fowl 10 @ 12; Woodcock, each 60 @ 60:
Wild Pigeons, # dozen 2 00 @ 2 25; Partridges, ¥
pair 65 @ 90; Venison, saddles, ¥ 1b 12 @ M; Quail

throwgh

:

every

3 ONDE
SFI

At druggists.

spends

CENT.

ond

i

needs no

2

Hundreds
Hundreds of

men, women

PENSION

and Children.

2 b

Any

disease,

ing force doubled. Prompt work and homes made happy.

Fee

$10. Ap ly now, Widows, re-married, now entitled during
widowhood. Great success in INCREA E cases.
and Back Pay and Discharges procured.
Desersers entitled to

all dues under new laws. Pp
tors. Land Warrants
bought and sold. The
papen), Sample cop free.

AT

for Inven-

“WORLD
&
BLP, 4

slanks & bounty table.

NET.

in ease of foreclosure.

Mention this paper.

|

Pension,

Patent

&

N. W.

Land

Att'ys,

weeks

(weekly
SoLDiE structions,
FITZCERALD & CO-.
Washington.

D.

C

Address

:

Be

1y33

4
~23p

Prints Cards, Circulars, Labels,
Tracts, every thing needed by
business men, churches, schools, &c.
Strong, rapid, and a boy can manage
itand earn hundreds of dollarsa year,
28 10.000 sold. Outfits, including Press,
# Type, &c., from $s. to $10. and up.
Send 3 cent sgamp for 40 page lus.
\ trated Prog and two gorgeous
Press,

|. W.Daughaday& Co. Mfrs

| 721 Chestaus Styeet, Philadalp:¢

-

Superior
Rov Highest

Rescued.
and children rescued in

test,

TRADE
B
AN

BREA

Patented,
Steam-Cooked,

RA.B.C.
1 ‘White Oats
Cc

AABC

(URISTHAY

ANNUAL NO. 13.—Beautifol
ifel 4
'
$3 per 100;
patiora.

Carols by favor] fo

Recitations!

A full line Of Christmas Anthems, Carols, Services,
td
elo, Catalog

BICLOW & MAIN,
76 East Ninth
New York

No2| NOW READY.
=,
tains another nuxorep splendid DeeIamations and Keating. combining SentiHum
Meat, Oratory, P athos,
, Fun. Price,
» Tailed
free, Sold by Booksellers. Every boy

short

who speaks pieces. every member of a Lycenm who
wants Something New to recite, should get the

OT

sA.B,C. L

IN Barley Food T Yellow Maize §

Cleansed from all hulls and impurities. Being already
thoroughly cooked,
can be prepared for the table in ten
minutes.
Saving fuel, saving tine saving waste, saving
"health. The most nutritious foods In the wold.
Send for
circulars contai Ing certificates and directions for use.
as
weed.
For suleby ail foes, Ask for A.B.C.
only. Bewareof smitations ! "Tne Cerears M’va Co's
Amerjcan Breaklast Cereals. Office,
83 Murray St., N.Y.
Ye
Pi
No
vq

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

5

To the Pastors of New England.
Weccall your attention to the

BEREAN PAINTINGS,

free.

4

HEGEMAXN'S

GASTRICINE

Designed erpecially to illustrate
and

goepel tru

hs,
to aid, not supplant, the pity We are prePREVENTS, RELIEVES, CURES DYSPEPSIA.
pared to loan ther at reasonable rates. For par
“4 uculars, address
A trial of GASTRICINE
LOZENGES

Hulled, Crushed,
Desiccated, . E

White Whoat

he Tol heat oad 4

P, GARRETT & CO., 708 Chestnut 8t,, Philadelphia, Pa,

MARK

A.B.C.

This number is uniform
with the Series, and con-

A

SRE
tea tt

1%

HRISTMAS SERVICE, NO. 5.—Glory

God. Appropriate Scripture Selections with1
New Music by Lowry. $4 per 100; 5 ots. by, mail.

—

weight, alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in
cans,
ROYAL BAKING PowDpEr Co.
106 Wall St.,
New York.
or

A

Cheapest
fies

ue sent on request.

o,, 100 Wall St.. New York.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity.
strength
and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kindg, and can not be sold in
with the multitude of low

Christmas
MUSIC
and SERVICES.
You will be Pleased with

¢U8. each Ay

and

MAINS

JEMANVEL,
Doane. Ve
attractive. Price, $20 per 100; 25 Cla. by mail

COB-LIVER
OIL

W.H.Sehieflelin&Co( gs
42 )N.Y.

Readings

&

Them.

tastoand smell. For sale
by D: ruggists.

This Rowder never varies. A marvel of purity. strength
and wholesomeness. More economical than the ordin:
ary kinds, and cannot be sold in competitionWwith the
multitude of low test, short weight,alumn or phosphate
Powders,
Sold only incans,
YAL Baking Powpes

competition

th.

BIGLOW

Sure to Try

—_
Now Cantatas by

testify to its delicacy of

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

{

A Smooth Complexion.
Can bs had by every Indy who will use Parker's
Ginger Tonic.
Revulating the internal organs
and purifying the blood, it quickly removes pimPles an gives a healthy ol
710. the cheek.
ead about it in another column.
t

for Soldiers, Widows, Parents
wound or injury entitles. Millions appropriated and work

B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin-

PERFECTED

A covetous man is a dog in a wheel that roasteth
4

Colors, sent on receipt of 25 cts , by return mail. Les’ thea
one-half they will cogt elsewhere.
WILLIAM M. DONALDSON & Co., 113
Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security three to six times the loan,
without the buildings.
Interest semi-ane
nual, TWeENTY-EIGHTH year of residence,
and EIGHTH in the business.
Nothing
ever been.lost.
Best of References.
Senc
for particulars if you have money to loan.

M

Brown’s Bronchial Troches for Coughs
and Colds: * The only article of thakind which
has done me good serviee, I want Joiing bet~
ter.”—Rev. BR. H. Cra g, Otisville, N. Y. Sold only
in boxes. Price 2c.
raeat for otoers.

Farms
MARKETS.

D. 8. B. JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn.
Negotiators of Mortgage Loans.

faculty 1

well

Address

yest CHStmas Cards

BR

McTammany Org’t Co. Worcester, Mass., U.S.A,

N.

section,or the cutting up of the dead, has ever
been productive of good.
An autopsy often reveals hidden diseases and brinzs out startling
facts. Here is a case in poi: ** Out of more thun
800 dissections witnessed by the renowned Dr.
Clendenning, about one-third presented signs of
heart diseuse.” As a matter of fact Dr.
Graves’
Heart Regulator is the only cure, so lar discovered
well and

for 1848, we will send the

The state of Michigan has more than 4,629 miles of

“ Send for Circulars, Catalogues of Music,
&c.

cipaliguaranteed

whieh means the cutting up of living animals.
The practice seems brutal, even at its best.
Dis-

He that gnivs

NIN STRIMENTS

PER

In their thiret for knowledge professional men
have been recently mueh engaged in vivisection,

for this disease.

Sia

Jtuad ad) “ milesof luke 1rang} arta on, schools
i
every county,
ec buildings all
paid Jor, and no debt. "Its re A
pron oh to
-produce
crops, and it is the best fruit state in the
orthwest,
} millions ofacres of unoccuj.ded and
fertile lands are yetin the market at low prices. 1he
State has issued 8 PAMPHLET containing & map and
descriptions of its soil, crops and
general resources
which may be had
free of charge
writing to ths
COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION,
Detroit, 2:ich.

Se

Why not be healthy, robust, and

works

of

Big Pay to sell our Rubber Printing Stamps
Samples free.
TAYLOR BROS. & CU.. Cleve
land, O.
:
2Wi2Reow

$200 @ $250.

Grace in the soul will show itself in the lif, hy
that

but beware

always bears the ahove symbol, and name of
26t18eow
JAMES PYLE, New York,

flats,

strong, by using Brown’s Iron Bitters.
is a power

Stu.
Sta-

Whe

Lewiston, Me.

NEAR

imitations well designed to mislead.
PEARLINK is the onlv maf: labor saving compound, and

meel again in lile.

Why be weak ?

No

i floral boo) markers printedon Model

nct

Bates
by

$1.00 Per Year in Advance.

Cheap

In Hard or Soft Hot or Cold Water,
SAVES LABOR, TIME, and SOAP AMAZ-

“#4
The Diamovd Dyes for family use have no
[ equals. All popular colors easily dyed, fast and
beautiful. 10 ¢ents a package.
that you

the

pub sid

Lock Box 1201.

WASHING x» BLEACHING

enough that obeys a wise man.

It may be

agazine

Business Manager Bates Student for 1883.

and

Never part without loving words to think of du

Mass.

Offer!

To all new subseribers

If you wish to purity the blood, make free use
of ** Wheat bitters.”
Itis an economical phy-

ing your ab-ence.

& SONS,

STUDENT FREE for the remainder of this year,

sician.

He commands

S10.

Boston,

beginning with the October number,

Wap-

in 1798

omnly

ta subscribe Re

on

TERMS:

own

See advertisement in this paper,

Street,

dents of Bates College.

Do payments on bund, and will accept the same
from the produce of the lund. Every sober, industriovs man,

P. LOVELL

Washington

Special

.

-

RIFLES

adm. A the img

COMMODanssasssses
Eastern,#doz.31 @ 82¢; N. Y. and Ver-

Zic.

Pistols,

BATES STUDENT!

fair to good
6 a
17
common...
L516
. choiceJung...........19
@ 20

fair
to good

y

Rifles,

JOHN

147

a.
8

winter made.
straight....
common to fair

do,
do,
do,

Guns,

¥3.8end Stamp for Catalogue.

34
31

Do,
do,
do,

oy

BALLARD'S

2
a
2'@

good to choice....
summer made....

Lime.

SKATES AND AIR-GUNS.

86

Gp
a

42

an
bd

with umber and prairie, veined all over with
streams and lakelers, she may be rightly classed

When the wolf goes to stedl; he gous a distance
from home.
:
ES

r

will cure you,

as the garden Sate. Mr. O. M. Barnes ot Lansing
offers 300,000 acres at a nominal price, asking for

died

er.

600

57

@

improved

eat a

| every community from bers ot sickness and almost
death, and made strong by Parker's Gin ser Tonic
Nov. 20, ali
Was buried Nov. 24. Hh was are the best evidences in the world of its sterling
\
J
son of the late Prof. J, W. Draper, and was worth.—Post.
equally distinguished as scientist and teach| i

Professor

suffering as you are, and it"

8

AND LIME.

TERS. - It has cured others

600
525

450

OIL’

clergymen use and recommend Brown's Iron Bit-

R25
600

8

LIVER

Leading physicians and

675
625

8 290; Pea, choice large H. P., common to good
200
@
250;
Medium
choice
haved
picked
2 65 @2 70; Medium, choice screened
230 @ 2 50;
Medium,common to good 2 003 2 25; Yellow Eyes,

of past sin

crops

Corn Meal # bbl
Oat Meal, com. to good West
Oat Meal, fancy brands......
BUTTER.
NORTHERN.

@

MacDonald.

and

a

Winter wheat seconds. ......ivenne.
RYE FLOUR, MEAL, &
Rye Flour, ¥ bbl..... Setevariseran

Eas.

THIS AND THAT.
When we love truly, all oppression

@

illinois and St. Louis straights

775

mont, 30 @ 3ic; Aroostook County 30 @ 8lc; Northern 30 @ 31: P. E. Island and Nova Scotia 30 g Sle.
Western 20 @ S0c: Held stock, 26 @ 20c; Limed, 26

breakfast, if you would keep a clean tongue

will be sweplL

@
@

Ohio & Indiana straigbts......

Do,

be AS

early

550

Brown's Iron Bitters for one month,

I have gained twenty pounds in
weight.
O, B. SARGENT,

625

COD

ies a preparation of
Phosphate of Lime, givin,
ey
the very a
cle required to ald the healing qualities of the Oil,
and to re-create where disease nas destroyed. It
also forms a remarkable tonic, and wiil-¢ use
weak and debilitated persons tu
strong
and robust, It should be kept in every family for
Ansrant use on the first appearance of Coughs or
Irritation of tbe Lungs.
Manufactured only
- B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston. Sold by
druggists.

Brown's

Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach does not] bdther me aay.
My appetite is simply immense,
My
kidney trouble is no more,
my
ral health is such, that I feel
ike a new man. After the use of

375
451

PURE

Pr. Wilbor's Ced-Liver 0il and
Invalids need no longer dread

appetite was ve:

andthe ad small amount 13d eat
disagreed with me, Iwas annoyed
very much from .non-retention ‘of
urine. I tried many remedies with

Northern Fair
to good...... srs annte vend
COMMON.
«va vusa tiene
Western, choiCo..c.ccocveuvenisraas..

———————t

retire

Y. and Mich.....
n straights.......

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF

CHEESE.

wo
pe

ee

N.

* Mailed anywhere for above pices.

| OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

Logansport, Ind. Dec.1, 1880.
For a long time I have been a
Suferes fiom stomach and kidney

I used

=

or Twinklhig

op

ing the blood pure and rich.

success, until

Fos

Price $2,00 Boards. $2.50 Cloth. $3.00 .
Figs
ogrds. $250
Cloth. $3.00 |

is

at the foundation, and mak-

no

ie

or the trul y:beautifult

-it does this by commencing

25, 1882,

seeasni00 @

Ram

cure
such
diseases
as
Brown's IrRoN BITTERS, and

isease.

Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents..... 7008
‘ WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, ChoiCe..ce sevevensen. ties. $6508
Patents, common to g00d...eeieinnnnn. 6008
Roller Flour—
St Louis and Illinois. ....
00 @
Ohio and Indiana....... .
75 @®
Mi

Something

the wore modern nonsense songs of the Jubi!

‘Lily Dale, Mocking Bira,

N. X., choice,
# B..ovceciinininnsne.3X
G13
Vermont, Ch0I08,. csanes as icosesviiensive 125 & 123%

Careful cooking of even the longest used and
best known kinds of lood, whether animal or vegetable, is the important rule to insure health aod
strength from the table. No matter what the quality ot the food to begin with may be, a bad cook

at

Morning, Nov.

Minnesota, bakers.....

Do
Do
Do

The following is said to be an excellent
#emedy
fora cough: One part of sweet spirits. of nitre,
and two parts of glycerine oil, put in a vial fogether,
shake well, and take a small swallow whenever
the culigh
is troublesome. There is no danger in
taking it. This will answer for conghs of any
description.

li

cy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday

Do, fair to §O0de 5
Ladle packed, choice fresh...

oo

saad

jour.

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
, beans, dried apples, &oc. Cellar No. 8,

Do
Do
Do

pe@dia,” added to a glass of water, renders it pure,
as in a few moments it oxidizes or burns 4p the
impurities.

*

go the

Dairy, Franklin Co.,Vt Octobe
Do N.Y. &Vt fall lots ....

to

io potash, the. effect will be plain in a few days.
If the ashes cannot be conveniently procured, an

VR

must

it.

’

I the Morning by the Bright Eo,

wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine has
yet been discovered that
will so quickly and surely

The Markets.

Do,
Do,

suspend in it a bag containjog some good hard,
wood ashes, say one busheldor a cistern of ‘one
hundred barrels capacity. Allow the bag to remain in the water until all bad odor has passed
away, andthen remove

road

—

Whatever the cause, don’t

——

Creamery, fine Oct, made, ¥ b............35

account-book.

in three months of being ninety-two years old,
culled on Miss Clara Louise Kellogg, and was
entertained by
her with several charming
songs.’ Then
he asked her if she knew, or had
beard, an old ballad, called ** The Tortoises

;

i oi

back

needed.

-—-

doing good.
Personal.

the. sun

what is not really

For purifying cistern water,itis recommended

a |

Anti-Semitic excesses have occurred in the
neighborhood of Oldenburg and Prelantsch,
Austria,
Pittsburg manufacturers
do
not take
gloomy view of the steel and iron trade.

immediately

and a good appetite.—Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.

The British
steamer Winton
has
been
wrecked off the island of Ushant, France, and
thirty persons lost their lives.

|

is

true appetite is an index of the real wants of the
body, and needs no excitants, as we shall be likely
to take enough without them.— Sel. .......

Eat lightly

:

just before 9 o'clock, pass across its disk, have been gazetted peers of England,
and leaxe.it at three o'clock.
The ‘transit
Herbert Spencer's voyage in the Germanic
of Venus has been used to determine the | seems to have had a favorable effect upon him,

_'gun’s parallax, and

food—to demand

hearty

. William Brookshaw, for sending a threatening letter to the Prince of Wales, has been sentenced to ten years’ penal servitude.

telescope

though the stomach

goudifig the appetite—or an artificial desire for

druggisi’s.
Bs

have been arrest-

of the Magdalen Islands.

real

wiil invariably incur heavy doctors’ bills and a
not less inconsiderable
* httle account” as the

Sixteen lives have been lost by the wreck of
a British steamship, the Wearmouth, on one

the winter in the West, some in Kentucky
canvassing ; but more are to teach in Maine

was mounted Saturday, Nov. 18.

writing

no

All of these are called * appetizers,”

5,

A madman has been arrested for
threatening letter to Mr. Gladstone.

the

If they are able to irritate

so irsensible that the ¢ffects are not
perceptible.

The funded debt of the United States on the

1st instant was $1,419,080,200.

horse, affording

ner and to the same extent,

=

EE

neglect

its delicate

however

01d Kentucky Home.| __'|0h Susannah,

work, neryous debility, &c.

praises

FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine
savas 3508
Common extras...
400 @

and blister the outer surface—like mustard—they
“can not be harmless to the “delicate coats of the
stomach, but must affect them in a similar man.

All the executive departments in Washington were closed at noon on Saturday in honor
of the opering of the Garfield monument memorial fair.

C.\ F.

B.

rifice ot vital power.

965 immigrants.

i
Hates College.
The prize in the third division of Sophomore debates Vas given to D. C. Washburn; in the fourth to F. S. Forbes. . The
committee of award selected C. A. Wash-

lastieg fragrance.

account of.

their

Flite i

statement,

plaint, consumption, cold,
rheumatism, dyspepsia,over-

destroyed by its vices and immorality.

so chewing

strength, bul increasing the rate of speed at a sac-

Miscellaneons.

Cor.

burn, C. E. Tedford, F.

whip and spur are to the

three of

- Many of
There arrived during the month of October
heidi aliheaine principal-posts-efor® country 4b;

Le

time,

None of the usual condiments of our tables,

his assailants are arrested.—— Much damage in

in

supper

contents of the castor, really contain any available
nourishment. They are to the system what the

is

en excellent instruction in church history;

© istence of God,

A ae AE
RO

25.—

Germany by floods.

Rich,

an early

on

in

This

Dog Tray.
|or 19 Jule Fed,
Old Dan Tucker. | "|0ld ‘Oabin Home
Farewell, Lilly Dear.)
Dixie Lan

A state which derives a revenue from the vices
and immoralities of its people will nitimately be

wholesomeness,
lunches—with a

<i

:

Nov.

to

excellent substitute is found in permaoganate of
potassa, commonly called * chameleon salt.” A
small particle of this salt; says * Johnson’s Cyclo-

shot and killed by Fenians in Dublin;

been considering the

eee

SATURDAY,

than

the gurse by the use of a stomach “ pad.” If is
easier to escape consumption by avoiding the ballroom, tight lacing, the putrid air of some such
ball-room, sleeping apartments, halls, etc., than by
iaking “cod liver oil” or whisky, the latter ot
which, at least, kills a thousand times the number
t cures, if indeed it cures any. Preventionis saler, easier, and cheaper than cure.—Golden Rule.

Nov. 24. — Wide spread distress

Nov. 24.
The work has been of the most
successful kind. Prof. Fullonton has giv-

the Greek Testament;
and
with the senior and middle

SE

closed

onset

are Loud

OLD FOLKS AT HOME

not be excelled:

will be questioned by many, who prefer:

things. May be caused by:
kidney disease, liver com-

r

Annoyance Avoided.
Gray hairs are honorable but their prenityre appearance is annoying.
Parker’s
Hair Balsam
prevents the annoyance by promptly restoring
the youthtul color.

It is far easi-

the

CONDIMENTS.

maintain order there.

and

food that no drink will be needed, than to remove

is expected in Ireland during the present winter.——Trouble is threatened between Turkey
and Montenegro und three battalions of Turkish troops are despatched to- Kolatchin to

School.

this

light meal at

MoxDAY, Nov. 27.——There was $240,000
fire at Greenpoint, L. I., yesterday afternoon.
—=A train on the New York, Lake Erie:&
Western Ralirodd was derailed yesterday near
Hornellsville, N. Y., smashing eight cars and
killing the fireman.

FRIDAY,

at

Society Belles

©

can

is occasioned by so many

»

He who goes the wrong
ney twice over.

selection of food in reference to
taking meals with regularity—no

THURSDAY, Nov, 23. —Mr. Gladstone in
the British bouse of commons denies that the
Irish arrears of rent act had proved a failure,
and announces that the government did not intend to introduce a bill to extend the period
for the payment of the remt of 1881.——The
trial of Arabi is again postponed.
oo)

S.

&

of its tonic and

found in this volume "nih in any other tay he
Of ¢ourse Foster leads the van, and hi

it is, that pain in the back

GIBBS,

Respecifually.
GEO. H. HARRIS.

that have made the fortune of Minstrel Troy
Edis
umber. i
a large
ore true, 0
leasing method

and of which Ditson & Co., hold the copyrighis
of
P

How much suf

The singular thing about

I a work“dhe. Paul,

Vt., Jao: 1, 1882.

on accou

of

fering is summed wp in it.

prefer Downs’ Elixir to any other cough reme-

for children, simply

physical bankruptcy is the inevitable result.
1t is
easier to prevent a cold hy being sufficiently clad,
particularly the feet, putting on -extra clothing in
the cold nights, storms, etc., than to cure such a
such
a cold

meaning.

in his

There is only one. thing that is more terrible
than to say a‘'mean thing, and that is to do one.

“break ” the succeeding fever.
It is easier to
prevent dyspepsia by moderate fasting, a careful

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 22. Thirty lives have
been lost by the foundering off the French
coast of the steamer Winton.—The Italian Parliamentis opened; the speech from the throne
is pacific in tone. Mr. Astor, the American
minister, is presented to King Humbert upon
the conclusion of the opening ceremonies.

the Theo-

I

expectorant qualities.
;

powers by *‘ quack

cold by the use of cayenne pepper!

want

WARREN

Fairhaven,

of Floreston Cologne,

erto*‘ break ”

TUESDAY, NOV. 21.-—Queen Victoria pre-

at the College church.
The Alpha contest
. was at the same place, Saturday evening,
and on the same evening the Amphictyon
Soe. held its contest at the Opera House.
—Each meeting was well attended and each
society sustained its well-earned reputa-

tion.

Buffalo, N. Y., do.

i septs 370 decorations to officers and soldiers
who distinguished themselves in the Egyptian
War.——By the explosion of a powder magazine near Guayaquil, Eepadgr, ten persons are
killed, and a church and several houses” de:
stroyed.

evening

dy

p 4

If we keep a bank account with Nature, the deposits must at least equal the withdrawals, or

ABROAD.

Theo-

Thursday

thunder

SATURDAY,
Nov. 25.—— Pensacola, Fla.,
after the yellow fever plague, is resuming its
normal state.——The President” orders the re‘moval of Marshal Henry and other government officers of the District of Columbia for
interfering with the administration of justice
in the Star Route cases.

thirty-six hours distant from the United
States. “It ‘has had a school-system for
thousands of years, and now under the
provisions of the
British Government,
schools are maintained every way

at

by

wasted

they

sident Vermont Life Ins. Co.

performing

as should be done—than to cure it

it is to restore

what

and always keep it with me.

‘medicines.”

exercises

——A terrific gale, accompanied

to cave it.

with drugs. It-is easier to prevent nervous prostration—another name for muscle ankl stomach
exhaustion, by too much labor, too little sleep—

j

just

Burlington, Vt., Jan. 25, 1882.
1 have used Down’s Elixir exclusively for myself”
and in my tamil
for a score or more of years,

tinuance of the use of strong tea—when taken as

twice as much

sion and has a world

Holiday

When a prisoner, made converts ir Casar’s houseold.
2

disease than

a meansyoffenabling one to overwork,

find

Near! SONGS of tndthosePOPULAR
world;fiimou MELOSIA:
N
TION

That's a common expres-

are Sontemplating

The man who has in him the elemen
er for Christ will find a field or make

It is far easier to prevent neuralgia by the discon-

Milwaukee,

Ifany

the shape of Bibles,

stock.
Mr. Conk’s long experience in this line
enables him to furnish just what is needed.
He
will sead a full illustrated catalogue on applica:
tion.

* PREVENTION,
It is easier to prevent

oLD AND NEW.

yourself
Lt

Banners and Decorations of any kind, they

will probably

li

ne T the First Présbyterian Church, New York; the
morning recently ; and in response to a call funeral address being delivered by the Rev.
Dr. John A. Hall.
— One hundred and fiftyfrom the President he gave the students a
few interesting facts about the country he seven business failures have ocearred tbroughout the country during the past seven days.
has justleft.
He cautioned them, to begin
the present,

Books,

an

lar times, I retain tolerably good bealth..

York

and passenger tagiffs.

Rev.

coat to the chin and if I have

buylug anything in

ly. IfI am in the rain and get wet, as soon as
possible I change my wet clothes for dry ones.
By pursuing this course and not eating too much
and by eating only good substantial food, at regn-

;

Nov.

my

feign

David C. Cook’s line of Holiday Goods this seagon is larger than ever.

before I step out ia the air, 1

overcoat I put that on and try to cool off gradual-

the Rock Island, and other Western railroads
announce
important
reductions
in freight

of course,

classes.

our

an journalist and politician, dies in New

| aged eighty-five years.

up

When you meet with a madman,
mad.
:

+

will convince the sufferer of their efficacy,’ Sold

by drugeists,
Sent by mail.

848

:

Price 25 and 50 cents
Beware of imitations.

J. N. FEGEMAN

per box.

BEST

;

& CO., Proprietors

Portsmouth,

LANDS

can,

HE

in WI BALTHIUL,

»
30d

the

Crops for 1882 Tremendous.

vest

:

300.000

Ro
Payments.
th Long
imme. Low Rate of Inter't

The Famous LIVERMORE

Price, $3.00. Pens sent

J

HH.
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SOIL RICH

r terms address0, M. BARNES. Jansing, Mich.

CUT PRICES

Founded so

Sam ——

CLIMATE

Markets

N.

et

Buy are our Michigan Lands.

Farmers
For
i mer

W. H. & J. H. YEOMAN,

Broadway, corner 8th St., N. Y,

ets

:

Tes

proportion,

button

e

Fra

common

each meeting just

curs at the Oxford Colliery, near $&r
Penn., by which several mi
i
others injured.——Thurlow
ed, the veter-

a scale of ten. The number * pluckéd”
for failing to reach this standard has run
as high as ten in a class of fifty.
A more

Louis, among others, says go.

1 will just say for the benefit of all ministers
who labor in fevivals that they cau retain their
health justas well during revival work as when
they are not engaged in active labor.
Usually
when I labor I get very warm and at the close of

terday.——An exhibition of a new system of
underground telegraphy is made-at Philadel
phia.——The Callender building in Providence
R. I., occupied principally by jewelry firms,
is partially destroyed by fire. Many of the
ly the latter continue through several employés jump from the building during the
progress of the fire, and three affe killed, Sev. days. These examinations are sometimes
written, sometimes oral, and occasionally | eral others ape seriously and Herhars fatally
1
both. A student, to be admitted must injured.
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 22.—An
acciden} vchave acquired a term-standing of seven on

a

Saturday of the preceding week. Owing
to the various courses and to thé fact that
some students take studies in*more than
one, care has to be taken to avoid conflicts
sim the hours for examinations; according-

ee

BY THE REV. W. A. HEADRICK.

‘coal miners at Pittsburg, Pa., struck work yes-

a

on

CH

commenced

The best people will vote for the best man every
time. And we judge by the number of the St. Jacobs Oil constituency that it is the best remedy
for the rheumatism known.
Prof. Tice, of St.

CAUTION.

TT

examination§ having

A MINISTER'S

BT

the

:

HOME.

fr

AT

TUEKSDAY, NOV. 21.——Snow fell yesterday
in Georgia. —Only 15600 of the 8000 railroad

Tar]

Notes.

WANTED

Hillsdale

The Fall term closed on Friday, Nov. 17,’

MUSICAL 1 SUCCESS
OF THE SEASON.

Oh, My Back! INSTREL SONGS.

(Rural New Yorker.)
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